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164 4 Reply"

1 day ago

And who knows better than health care professionals? 

Certainly not the media....gotta ask yourself why they are refusing to take it?

Allsingingalldancing

#

#

124 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Better to take the 99.7 % risk.
researchfix

#

#

66 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Those are my kind of odds :)
Allsingingalldancing
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71 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

These "healtcare" workers were in the empty hospitals all through this plandemic,
so they know the virus is just hot air.

PS Those 20% that do want to take the vaccine, worked from home.

Karen Durden

#

#

1 day ago (Edited)

 

his name was seth rich, he was killed because he objected to the fixed election
process.

 

copi pasta

Going in on Muriel Bowser DC Mayor today because she is trying to stop The
January 6th storm.

She is knee deep in the Seth Rich Murder and the cover up.

MUH TWEET MISSILES

https://twitter.com/Yeshuasaves5/status/1345174430649970689?s=20

https://twitter.com/Yeshuasaves5/status/1345171407785771009?s=20

Here is the full video of all the investigation I documented

https://rumble.com/vbymh1-seth-rich-blast-from-the-past-edition.html

In the description the juicy sauce

MASSIVE SETH RICH DIG HERE

https://our.wikileaks.org/Seth_Rich_Murder

All first responders to Seth Rich please come forward and tell the truth.

Kila A. Brown Firefighter/Intermediate

William T. Shepard Firefighter/EMT

keeper20

http://twitter.com/Yeshuasaves5/status/1345174430649970689?s=20
http://twitter.com/Yeshuasaves5/status/1345171407785771009?s=20
http://rumble.com/vbymh1-seth-rich-blast-from-the-past-edition.html
http://our.wikileaks.org/Seth_Rich_Murder
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James A. Hyde Firefighter/Technician

Isiah C. Badgett Firefighter/EMT

Anthony Thomas Firefighter/EMT

Dennis O. Gobantes Captain

Engine House 6

Medic 17

Morning of the shooting.

There should be documentation

FIRE AND EMT RESPONDERS FOR SETH RICH

Visits to Obama at the White House

JOE CAPONE FROM LOU'S BAR VISITED THE WHITE HOUSE JULY 6

MAYOR MURIEL BOWSER VISITED JULY 8, 2016

LIZ LYONS VISITED JULY 12, 2016

Seth last call blaming Kelsey for them coming after him

He is panting and running at the first of the call, like a brisk walk.

Seth : “How could you do this to me you knew this, that’s why you left”

Kelsey : “Why are you doing this?”

Seth : “I Loved You, I Love you, how could you do this, you knew!”

Kelsey : “Stop . . sobbing crying”

Seth : “They are going to off me, you knew this, how could you do this?”

Then the other guy interrupted, the sound of a thud like a punch to the chest.
Then on the audio is heard “Stop, turn around, it doesn’t have to be this way,
think of your family”

Seth was still telling Kelsey: “How could you, How Could you?”
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30 2 Reply"

Kelsey : crying on the phone sadly

After the shots all they heard was shuffling, heard the thud and phone drop.

After he fell, Kelsey didn’t say a word, just cried . . didn’t say “are you okay?”
Or anything after the shots . . .

She just cried on the phone like she knew what was going down.

SHOOTER HAD A NEW ENGLAND ACCENT

I personally believe it was Derek Tarr that popped him. Was the first on scene
and no bodycam footage YA KNOW.

OAN Pearson is awesome and actually interviewed me about my research for
the spot he did on OAN about the Seth Rich murder mystery

#

#
8

1 day ago (Edited)

The regular propaganda spread , two or three hard comments, then the
 neo-fachist references. Why you think we’re buying this shit? Make your
coup d’état first, then start talking, if you still can,

alia2526

#

#

5

1 day ago

Attending staff said Seth was alive and talking when he arrived at hospital,
he was then transferred to a secure VIP area (WTF... for a mid level DNC
Staffer?). Initial attending staff were later told he had died.

No autopsy or coroner's reports. Odd that.

Relax, Seth, the Shin Bet/Mossad mole inside the DNC, is back in Tel Aviv.

 

BaNNeD oN THe RuN

#

#
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2

1 day ago (Edited)

Erm... for any normal healthy person under 45, the risks of the vaccine are
almost certainly higher than COVID.

 

BigJim

"We are not asking personnel to decide immediately
whether to receive the vaccine. We want to give
those offered vaccines adequate time to make a
decision, and we hope that personnel will continue
to understand that the benefits of vaccination
clearly outweigh the risks," the hospital said in a
statement.

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

The vaccinations interfered with the scheduled Dance Party.  No wonder they
skipped it!  LOL

BJM1776

#

#
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9

1 day ago

Zelensky Covid-19 Treatment Protocol, 0420

1.  Any patient with shortness of breath regardless of age is treated.

2.  Any patient in the high-risk category even with just mild symptoms is
treated.

3.  Young, healthy and low risk patients even with symptoms are not treated
(unless their circumstances change and they fall into category 1 or 2).

Out-patient treatment regimen is as follows:

1.  Hydroxychloroquine 200mg twice a day for 5 days

2.  Azithromycin 500mg once a day for 5 days

3.  Zinc sulfate 220mg once a day for 5 days

keeper20

#

#

55 Reply"

1 day ago

Yep, they are well aware of the fraud, nothing could of made them more
distrustful than the demonization of HCQ and Zinc while at the same time
reporting that the hospitals were overwhelmed while they really were not. The
medical field has their eyes wide open

JimmyJones

Yet, as the Times notes, vaccine doubts among
healthcare workers have come as a surprise to
researchers, 'who assumed hospital staff would be
among those most in tune with the scientific data
backing the vaccines.'

#

#

23 Reply"

1 day ago

hope so but, a lot of the doctors and staff are pretty ignorant...
OceanX

#

#
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16

1 day ago

True that. I had a relative in a cardiac unit in central Va. Found out ER was
banking patients and holding some Covid patients. The medical staff was
mostly ignorant about the vax. Talked to one and they took it first
opportunity. They  were completely ignorant about side affects.

hole hog

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

surprise to researchers ---- hahahaha, no it isn't. 
Kan

#

#

Reply"

16 hours ago

The testing is all a scam said the man who invented the PCR machine being
used by the criminal elite to i.d a fake CV  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Xc0Kysti6Kc&feature=youtu.be

MikOZ

#

#

46 Reply"

1 day ago

If this was a pandemic how is that very few frontline medical people are getting
sick to the point they can't work.  They're around the so called virus 24/7 and 365
days a year.  You would think by now so many of them would have died off or
suffered dibilitating illness we wouldn't have a functioning medical system

Covid-19 is so deadly you have to get tested to know you have it.

What is so extraordinary about this entire hoax is hundred of millions of sheep
continue to go along with it and will continue to do so until our culture no longer
represents a place we want to live.  Complete tyranny and control of every
movement and finally dystopia.

 

JethroBodine_

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xc0Kysti6Kc&feature=youtu.be
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21 Reply"

1 day ago

Masks even though they never stopped a virus before in history, are suddenly
working now

sun tzu

#

#

2 1

1 day ago

...which is why cases have gone hyperbolic since masks and lockdowns
were enacted.

 

....or did you forget the /s ? (I'm assuming you did.)

debt_slave_1029384756
#

#

10 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Haven't you heard? The frontline workers are all heroes. So their superpowers
are protecting them from the virus.

LATEACHER1X

#

#

5 2

1 day ago

Yeah, kinda like those poor suckers who died in Afghanistan and Iraq for a
false flag event staged on 911 by Israel. 

Suckers. 

Decatur Guy

#

#
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4

1 day ago

CARES Act funds in some counties are going to ambulance districts crying
"poor."  One, with bountiful taxpayer revenue not to mention charges for
services, claimed their medical director told them they had to STOP
PERFORMING CPR in March, 2020 because of the risk of contagion from
patients. 

Stop and think about this:  the ambulance district asks for equipment that
can allow them some hands-free interventions, and they claim right on the
application for funds that they STOPPED DOING CPR. 

What is an ambulance service supposed to do but provide life support???

Hypatia

#

#

1

1 day ago (Edited)

See my comment above to see what I think of these "heroes."
Hypatia

#

#

Reply"

16 hours ago

The testing is all a scam said the man who invented the PCR machine being
used by the criminal elite to i.d a fake CV  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Xc0Kysti6Kc&feature=youtu.be

MikOZ

#

#

33 Reply"

1 day ago

you mean the 0.3% risk of a bad cold or worse.
canucck

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xc0Kysti6Kc&feature=youtu.be
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33 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I love how they say "more than half" won't take it.

More like 90% won't take it.  They saw what happened to that nurse on live TV. 
BTW has anybody heard from her in the two weeks since?  Dead like everyone
speculates? 

Word now they are spreading money around Chattanooga to keep people quiet
about it. 

In a week, nobody will take the stuff again.  They just killed the vaccine industry...

truth or go home

#

#

18 Reply"

1 day ago

according to this, she is dead.

Nurse Tiffany Pontes Dover is dead - found on Ancestry dot com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5TdeZrjhgc

OceanX

#

#

35

1 day ago

Hard to say, but the facts that :

1. She hasn't been heard from in 2 weeks
2. Somebody deleted all her social media, where she was quite active
3. Somebody deleted the social media of the hospital where she worked
4. The video that supposedly showed her returning to work a few days

later has been proven to be of someone else wearing her badge
5. there are multiple sources of death records from somebody with her

name in December 2020 in the county she lived in. 

Doesn't give you a good feeling.  More like it was a lethal injection to a 30
year old mother who had no chance to die of the virus on live TV...

truth or go home

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5TdeZrjhgc
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10

1 day ago

Curious she had an already allergic style reaction then they gave her a
massive immune response gene therapy.

What could go wrong?

GreatUncle

#

#

22 Reply"

1 day ago

All the hype they are using on untested by a non-trustworthy pharma / FDA /
government is actually red pilling everybody against it. No kidding if
government had been nice to me for a large % of my life I might have been
swayed to take it.

Basically being told to f%6k off and die kind of summed it up for me 25 years
ago ... since then every action any government has been taken has to been to
my detriment.

So why would I trust them now and the non-existent or short lived 6
month data of vaccines that have never been tested in the long term on a
population.

GreatUncle

#

#

Reply"

16 hours ago

The testing is all a scam said the man who invented the PCR machine being used
by the criminal elite to i.d a fake CV  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Xc0Kysti6Kc&feature=youtu.be

MikOZ

#

#

14 Reply"

1 day ago

99.7% risk is once you catch it.  Catching it is also quit hard to do.
ya_right

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xc0Kysti6Kc&feature=youtu.be
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

No, you mean the 0.3% risk of actually dying from Covid.  99.7% chance you will
survive. UNLESS you are a demoncrat. 

OccamsCrazor

#

#

17 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

CONVID-1984.  The disease SO DEADLY you need a big pharma test to know if you
have it.  

A disease so deadly, that it is overwhelming the empty hospitals in every country,
and wreaking untold havoc across the world rivalling the Black Plague with
its 99.97% survival rate.  A disease so deadly, the global economy needs to come to
a grinding halt. 

With such shitty odds of survival, SIGN ME RIGHT THE PHUK UP for a toxic big
Pharma chemical cocktail...

A disease so deadly, and with such a monstrous body count, that I just stepped over
7 corpses walking into a 7/11 earlier.

 

Sector Catalyst

#

#

1 Reply"

16 hours ago

The testing is all a scam said the man who invented the PCR machine being used
by the criminal elite to i.d a fake CV  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Xc0Kysti6Kc&feature=youtu.be

MikOZ

#

#

50 Reply"

1 day ago

I suspect a lot of people aren't as stupid as they act, they play along for the sake of
appearances as long as it's not causing direct personal risk like an injection. 

nachtliche

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xc0Kysti6Kc&feature=youtu.be
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28 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

"vaccine doubts among healthcare workers have come as a surprise to
researchers, 'who assumed hospital staff would be among those most in tune with
the scientific data backing the vaccines."

In a Post Truth World, the "risk assessment" is - not - the virus but the propaganda
associated with whatever the mandate may be when claiming science at any level  

includes Climate Change / Diversity is Strength  / etc

why would a government CLAIM TO care more about the physical health of a citizen
and yet let his - job / community / industry - be eliminated and therefore send him to
the poor house?

OMIV

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

I suspect a lot of people aren't as SHEEPISH as they act, they play along for the
sake of appearances as long as it's not causing direct personal risk like an injection

SacredCowPies

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

I suspect you're right - there are plenty still pretending the light at the end of the
tunnel isn't an oncoming train just to look like everyone else, but once they realize
it's barreling right at them they'll stop pretending, face the ugly truth, and hopefully
jump off the tracks.

Baggy McBagface

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Why isn't the liberal media asking that question??
Xi the Pooh

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

Because they know the vaccine is a poisbio-weapon.
AJAX-2

#

#

20 Reply"

1 day ago

Healthcare workers do not corner the market on smarts.  There are many many of them
that believe conspiracy theories and other crackpot things.

twh99

#

#

30 Reply"

1 day ago

their body..their choice...i am a healthy physcian...i dont need mRNA vaccine
without knowing long term side effects..politicians getting "vaccine" front of camera
touting its safety has bad optics...cant trust them..let alone full indemnity these
vaccine makers have...also with survivability of 99.97% in my age group..i take the
chance...avoid Costco and Walmart..go.golfing ,:)

urojoe1773

#

#
5 Reply"

1 day ago

there are also some who do their due diligence and use their God given powers of
observation.

Lore

#

#

1 day ago

Howdy twh99.  Yes, you are correct.  Medical personnel are not perfect.  But don’t
dismiss their closer access to medical information than either the news media or the
general public as either “conspiracy theories” or “crackpot things” simply because
that information does not follow the Democrat talking point of the day.

The reason many medical personnel do not want the vaccine has to do with both
their desire to achieve long term immunity to Covid-19, and to avoid any potential
side effects of the vaccine.  Unfortunately, their profession demands it.  Let me
explain.

Protection of the Germinal Centers, Long Lived Plasma Cells, Memory B Cells, and

Bac Si
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T Cells are the key to Long term immunity.

Light and moderate infections of Covid-19 leave the patient with healthy Germinal
Centers.  The body is then free to produce the Long Lived Plasma Cells and Memory
B Cells which provide the best long term immunity for a patient.

The Covid-19 Vaccine may or may not trigger the production of the Long Lived
Plasma Cells and Memory B Cells that protect the patient from future infections. 
More research is required to confirm that.

Therefore, people under 50 should actively avoid taking the vaccine, because it
would prevent them from contracting Covid-19 at a time of their lives when they are
not at risk, but which WOULD allow them to develop long term immunity.

Serious Covid-19 infections, that leave the elderly or immunocompromised patient
alive, will damage the Germinal Centers and may interfere with the production of
both Long Lived Plasma Cells and Memory B Cells.  The patient’s T Cell production
would only provide some long term protection for the future.  So even those people
may be at some risk of reinfection.

So it will be advisable for all people over 50 to take yearly vaccine shots until
researchers can determine if the vaccine triggers the production of Long Lived
Plasma Cells and Memory B Cells.  If so, then no additional vaccine shots would be
required for Covid-19 protection.

Encouraging either the population under 50, or anyone of any age who has already
contracted a light or mild Covid-19 infection, to take the vaccine; unnecessarily
exposes hundreds of millions of people in the US to the vaccine side effects, and
wastes billions of taxpayer dollars.  This is why many medical people want to avoid
the vaccine.

Unfortunately for the medical people who want to avoid the vaccine, protocol for
vaccinations have always prioritized medical personnel for obvious reasons.  They
come in extremely close contact to vulnerable people every day.  So although they
personally may not be at mortal risk, they may very well put the vulnerable people
who come to them for help at mortal risk.  Since it takes between two weeks to a
month for a vaccine to work, the vulnerable people coming to unvaccinated medical
personnel to receive the vaccine would be an obvious law suit in the making.  That
would prompt any reasonable medical company to correctly fire those employees
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2 7 Reply"

who refuse the vaccine.

After the medical personnel have been vaccinated, access to the vaccine should be
prioritized to people over 50 who wish to receive it. 

Once all the people who want the vaccine have had access to it, then future
mandates requiring the vaccination of all medical personnel should be dropped.

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Cute whitewash, putting the cart before the horse. 
Lore

#

#
1 Reply"

1 day ago

 

How does injecting COVID-19 disease agents into a healthy person make it safer
for others than a healthy person whom has naturally acquired COVID-19 disease
agents ?  Is that a new fuzzy logic argument ?

 

FolloDaMoney

#

#

16 Reply"

1 day ago

I'd say 'journalists' should be first in line, after legislators.
judgement put

#

#

Show More Replies
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85 Reply"

1 day ago

Any time you see lemmings running off towards a cliff.....

Any time Jim Jones is passing out free Kool-Aid and insisting you drink ......

Any time the Khmer Rouge insist you relocate to the country ....

Any thing an idiot holding a congress seat tries to corner you into .....

Run for the opposite exit and you'll survive.

 

Crush the cube
#

#

15 Reply"

1 day ago

If only there was an option to like your comment more than once, I would. 
Reelmomof4

#

#

19 Reply"

1 day ago

Agreed.  However there arent new places to run to. 

Its fightin time boys.

TK65

#

#

15 Reply"

1 day ago

Seems to be heading that way...

The globalistas are busy cornering the coolaid-free remnants of civilization into an
untenable situation.  Just remember, they WANT a civil war - spoils and control to
them.  Don't forget that the real enemy is not the useful idiots who seem in charge; 
it's the shadows behind THEM.

real values patriot

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

"Shadows?"  
Lore

#

#
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Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

You forgot...anytime China does anything!

Dr. Diamond

#

#

74 1 Reply"

1 day ago

They are shifting around who will get it first because no one wants it first lol. They want to
get a large impact group so they can make it mandatory all over.  I’ll tell you one thing, if a
job requires me to take it, I’ll be getting a new job, which for me it’s easy to do.   Total clown
world we live in 

factoredin21

#

#

11 Reply"

1 day ago

Nurses like to gossip.

So they know the fainting nurse Tiffany Pontes Dover is in Heaven, and they don't want
to join her just yet.

https://web.archive.org/web/20201220134350/https://www.searchquarry.com/namese
arch/results?trackstat=homepage-
&fname=Tiffany%20&lname=Dover&recordtype=Death&state=AL

Karen Durden

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Yeah, this could set a precedent for yearly injections. Now’s the time to stand up.
wick7

#

#

67 1 Reply"

1 day ago

"To try and convince health workers to take the jab, several hospitals are now showing
employees instructional videos and interactive webinars showing staff happily getting
vaccinated."

The "cool kids" are getting the jab so maybe I'll do it too. Yeah, that's going to change
someone's mind...pathetic.

GoodyGumdrops

#

#

https://web.archive.org/web/20201220134350/https://www.searchquarry.com/namesearch/results?trackstat=homepage-&fname=Tiffany%20&lname=Dover&recordtype=Death&state=AL
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63 1 Reply"

1 day ago

But...but...but...

ICU's overloaded, crying nurses, pleading doctors, worst pandemic ever!

Half of those in the trenches of this "crisis" don't want the vaccine?  Humph.

ebworthen
#

#

30 Reply"

1 day ago

And bad tic tok videos! Don't forget those ..
Giant Meteor

#

#

41 Reply"

1 day ago

So overloaded they have time for dance choreography. 
iamressurected

#

#

11 Reply"

1 day ago

ICUs are always overloaded.
Xena fobe

#

#

22 Reply"

1 day ago

Designed to operate at 85% capacity, must have ability to surge to 150% as a
federal requirement

JimmyJones

#

#

14 Reply"

1 day ago

Up voted by an icu Rn. 
CovidBigTechTheEndOfAmerica

#

#
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

I think the health care administrators need to team-up with TikTok to create content
that resonates better with nurses...

Anyone stupid enough to take this untested, and completely unnecessary, toxic big
Pharma chemical cocktail, deserves whatever they get.

Sector Catalyst

#

#

58 1 Reply"

1 day ago

If this comes as a surprise to researchers then the researchers are stupid. Trust in
*everything* has been destroyed.

chunga

#

#

14 Reply"

1 day ago

We cant trust elections either.
torabora

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

That sums it up exactly and as you say in everything.

If anything I think this can be considered a better concept.

Anything involving government / corporations is detrimental too my health and well
being and it always has been.

Before you could hide and hope you die before it catches up with you ... not anymore.

GreatUncle

#

#

46 2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

You have a 99.7% chance of surviving covid. Your odds of surviving the “vaccine” are
unknown at this time since it’s still in the trial phase. 

CheapSnowflake

#

#
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32 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Depends on age.

If You are under 70, Your chances to survive Covid are 99.99%

Klaus Smith

#

#

42 1 Reply"

1 day ago

If they are genuinely surprised, they are brain dead and sh¡tty at research. If they did their
reasearch on people's opinions on the vaccines and why... they wouldn't be surprised or
confused. 

gezdie

Yet, as the Times notes, vaccine doubts among healthcare workers
have come as a surprise to researchers, 'who assumed hospital
staff would be among those most in tune with the scientific data
backing the vacvaccines.

#

#

12 1 Reply"

1 day ago

What do you expect from Democrats?
iamressurected

#

#

12 Reply"

1 day ago

I expect Democrats to fake getting the vaccine while forcing it on everyone else.like
Nanxi did.

 

torabora

#

#

http://else.like/
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

I expect politicians to be given the antibody protection based upon the virus while
everybody else is subjected to the gene therapy.

It then explains what happened in West Virginia when 42 serfs got the antibody
version.

Chances are that type of vaccine is not going to kill you because it is based upon
somebody that lived.

Not so the gene therapy.

GreatUncle

#

#

27 Reply"

1 day ago

"who assumed hospital staff would be among those most in tune with the scientific
data backing the vacvaccines."

That's probably why there are so many doubts. Hospital staff is aware of the tiny threat
the virus poses as well as the real threat of improperly tested vaccines and drugs. 

dustnwind

#

#
13 Reply"

1 day ago

Hence the gaslight attempt by stating researchers are baffled.
gezdie

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Baghdad Bob syndrome. They know, but are just playing along to keep their jobs. 
austinmilbarge

#

#
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38 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Born with twig and berries here.

 

But I'll always identify myself as a pregnant female every time my number comes up, and go
back to reality when the next person in line is called. 

 

Wash, rinse, repeat.

 

Hey..... they made the new rules. Live by them. Use them. 

debt_slave_1029384756
#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

It's 2021 and men can get pregnant too, you bigot.
rock-ribbed

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

So far, I haven't seen or heard a single Fauci, TV doctor on the alphabet news
networks, article in lamestream newspapers or disclaimer say "pregnant men should
avoid taking the covid vaccine".

 

Why not? Or do they not really believe the $#!t their trying to force us to accept?

 

I know your tone wasn't confrontational... mine is not to be taken that way as well.

It's a rhetorical question NO ONE on the left will answer.

debt_slave_1029384756

#

#
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36 Reply"

1 day ago

If you ever wondered why the CDC allowed for emergency use only (not approved, none of
them are approved or authorized) these VAX's to be used without any real testing, checkout
who the Shareholders of the CDC are and who created it. It's full of all the usual suspects,
that care about your well being.

 

convid21
#

#

2 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Correct. Who's making money? (Hint. ssTupid and Fauci)
StagStopa

#

#
4 Reply"

1 day ago

Name the shareholders of this USG department you talk about, and how many shares
they each have.

This is a financial website, a smart cookie like you ought to be able to tell us.

What are you waiting for?

 

land_of_the_few

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Slim or fat chance he is right about the (((usual criminals against humankind and
God))) 

Illuminati´s free-stuff-zombies billions-army

#

#
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10 Reply"

1 day ago

this is the CDC

if you go here

https://www.cdc.gov/about/business/cdcfoun.htm

your redirected to here

https://www.cdcfoundation.org/partner-list/corporations

 

 

convid21

#

#

Reply"

9 hours ago

Thanks for the CDC links.
Demologos

#

#
4 Reply"

1 day ago

He's wrong, CDC is a public agency. But the bosses are the ususal suspects: (((Mark
L. Rosenberg,))) (((Anna Schuchat))), Robert Redfield. I don't trust these names.

Welder

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Even the tests are for emergency use only.
kidinwyoming

#

#

https://www.cdc.gov/about/business/cdcfoun.htm
https://www.cdcfoundation.org/partner-list/corporations
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

That's about deniability so you can't sue the CDC.

And the Pharma's are protected by a Government Legal Shield.

So if you get any side effects, the ONLY person you can blame is yourself for taking
it.

And that's why it's not gone full on Mandatory, the Government doesn't want to get
sued either.

 

 

 

 

convid21

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

 

You cannot sue the fedgov unless the Supreme Court agrees to it which they will
not if a favorable verdict would cost the gov too much .

 

FolloDaMoney

#

#

35 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Those that died from (not with) Covid are only around 12K.  The medical industry is counting
any death as a "Covid" death if that person also happened to test positive with Covid. 
What's more, the PCR tests are highly unreliable so the "with Covid" deaths are also highly
inflated.

All the way around, it is a scam - one of the worst ever in human history.

Omega Point

#

#
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2 20 Reply"

1 day ago

The Trump virus is real. Your sanity does not exist.
Linguo

#

#

17 Reply"

1 day ago

Anybody seen the seasonal flu? It is MIA globally.
Wayne

#

#

12 1 Reply"

1 day ago

It got covid and died.
hoytmonger

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

Covid is the flu they think we are stupid but hey the stupid will take the jab
dumbasses

Bossman1967

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago

It got renamed.
smacker

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

The CDC has flu deaths at 6,000 this year compared to 80,000 in 2018.
wick7

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Not only that, but every country has a different definition of “case” so while there might
be a million somethings there aren’t a million cases.

BoiledFrogs

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

"Cases" are mostly "positive PCR tests".

By the time "cases" get to MSM for broadcasting they're renamed "infections" and
lockdowns get imposed.

But as we know, the PCR test is meaningless.

All of a sudden, we have a hysterical pandemic.

Rinse & Repeat.

smacker

#

#

12 Reply"

1 day ago

Talking to a cousin over the holidays who very recently retired.  She is a PhD Speech
Therapist in a county seat hospital in South GA, around the Albany area where there
was a big outbreak early this year.  A Preacher from Atlanta came down to do a big
funeral that became a superspreader event. Lot's olf elderly and unhealthy folks there. 
When we talked then, she was a true believer about the virus.

She had planned to work longer, but was disgusted with what she was seeing.  Seems
that the Hopspital had learned that they would have to pay back $3million in govt
subsidy funds because they had not reported enough Covid to justify what they had
been given.  After learning this, virtually every death there was somehow being 
attributed to the Wuflu, and there was a lot of pressure to make those classifications. 
While it did not directly affect her, it did others around her, and she has always been a
high acheiving straight shooter.  Now, she realizes that yes, there is some kind of flu
going around, but the fatality levels are totally false, and there are very specific
groups of people affected....kind of like the flu.

11b40

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Yeah, it’s a stronger than normal flu imo. 
wick7

#

#
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33 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Maybe the workers wonder why an mRNA vaccine is the only option.  Maybe if they hadn't
attempted to ban conventional treatments people would have more trust.  Maybe if they
hadn't used covid as an excuse to steal the election and destroy small businesses.  Maybe if
they didn't classify gun shot wound deaths as covid deaths.  Maybe if they didn't kill people
on ventilators for $30,000.  

Xena fobe
#

#

17 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

maybe if they didn't have.... BILL GATES as the chief spokesman, promoter,
benefactor, owner of ....vaccine patents, and his family's  the face of eugenics for
almost 100 years   

 

which is the reason "they" had him disappear lately?

OMIV

#

#

31 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

29% of healthcare workers were “vaccine hesitant,” a figure slightly higher than the
percentage of the general population, 27%.

Yeah, the number of people who want nothing to do with this vaccine is a lot higher than
they are expecting.

 

"We are not asking personnel to decide immediately whether to receive the vaccine.
We want to give those offered vaccines adequate time to make a decision,''

Time to think about it before they try and make it mandatory and lose half the workforce
through strong- arming.

 

SparticusUK

#

#
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9 Reply"

1 day ago

Nothing would create worse optics than Hospital staff striking over mandatory Covid
vaccination

JimmyJones

#

#

29 1 Reply"

1 day ago

i would snort a line of covid off a pimpled hooker's butt crack before i would take that
vaccine.

buzzsaw99

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

WHO   you been partying with? Turtle Mitch Ping May Hunter crack dealer?
highwaytoserfdom

#

#

28 Reply"

1 day ago

Figuring out what to do with unused doses?

Well, the mink population is sure taking a hit. Why not give it to them?

Giant Meteor

#

#
4 Reply"

1 day ago

Pigs too, they want us to starve, Chickens I'm sure are on deck, can't have them in
your backyard cus they DANGEROUS, watch

JimmyJones

#

#

25 1 Reply"

1 day ago

"...most in tune with the scientific data backing the vaccines."

The Progressive Religion, where tenets of faith are disguised as "scientific data". 

jetty

#

#
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24 Reply"

1 day ago

I’m a physician and refusing the vaccine. No evidence it prevents infection. No evidence it
prevents transmission. No mRNA vaccine has ever made it past Phase 1 clinical trials until
this one was rushed through under the guise of saving most of us from a mortality rate of
0.0002. 

nopocalypse
#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Hi, upvote, have you seen any evidence the etiology is a virus? And so, would you link
to the studies showing isolation, purification, sequencing, characterization and
evidence that it causes disease?

This would be the 1st virus ever to be isolated and shown to cause disease if so.

I agree there is no new disease with no new mortality from years past and no vax is
necessary. I’m thinking outside the box as I have never observed images of a virus or
know of any lab that has isolated and shown evidence that any virus causes any
disease.

squib

#

#
24 Reply"

1 day ago

By researchers you mean paid medical propagandists.
Kurpak

#

#

22 1 Reply"

1 day ago

That's why they came out with the new strain.  To persuade the reluctant.  Hospital workers
have already been exposed to the flu.  The majority are immune already.  Probably also true
for the general population with functioning immune systems.  

Xena fobe

#

#

11 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Aaaaand, a  functioning BRAIN.
JOHNLGALT.

#

#
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2 10 Reply"

1 day ago

How would you know?
StagStopa

#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 day ago

M@R@N alert!
JOHNLGALT.

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

They will come out with endless strains. It is a self-staining business and control
model. Serves multiple purposes for gov'ts and businesses.  

power_shift

#

#

21 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

There you have it folks - the people who are at work every day supposedly dealing with the
"HORRORS" of this virus would rather not take the vaccine. Tells you everything you need to
know.

cielukman

#

#
4 Reply"

1 day ago

BOOM SHOCKALAKA

*drop the mic*

househonky

#

#
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21 1 Reply"

1 day ago

This covid thing has been around almost a year now.  Time Flys, memories are short.

Faucis predictions of 2 to 3 MILLION DEAD didnt happen. Fauci is 79 years old. He has no
shame. None 

He still is so weak as to want to be on t.v., be the expert and suck more big pharma payoffs. 

See my comments on Janet yellen. Bill gates, all the same type of (criminal) oops I meant
person.

lotsoffun
#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Turn the i upside down to (!) so the ALGO'S won't pick it up. !

JOHNLGALT.

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Hey, denny's is running early bird special 
StagStopa

#

#
21 Reply"

1 day ago

Kind of like Biden/Harris... people are going to refuse that too.
RoboFascist 1st

#

#

20 2 Reply"

1 day ago

We are never allowed freedom again until not one person has the sniffles.

#Stay home save lives (except for the the millions that will starve to death and kill
themselves because of the oppression- they dont count).

Oh and also the ones that they murder in order to get the death numbers up for agenda and
profit and more hysteria.

Corn Popp

#

#
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2 9 Reply"

1 day ago

" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "

Linguo

#

#

9 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Stop being so selfish!! What happened to doing everything for the greater good??
You’re trying to kill granny, how dare you!! /s

Tigbits

#

#

20 Reply"

1 day ago

I am heathy Ill assume because Ive not been jabed I have no need for the medical
community in my life I deal with elderly people and I see my clients taking so many
medications and our healthcare system is broken and I chose not to participate. When its
my time I am ready Im 53 and plan to live till I die and it wont be Bill Gates or Faici juice that
makes me sick period.

Bossman1967

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

"Fauci juice" for the win!
Sigh.

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Yeah, dying of natural causes is considered a tragedy, but if some dies of side effects
it’s considered acceptable.

wick7

#

#

20 Reply"

1 day ago

Jeezz, I wander what could go wrong? Made/studied and produced ,all in 9 months!  Animal
trials skipped because of timeline concerns. And not one of these BIG Pharma vaccine
companies, can be held responsible or accountable for Deaths or Injuries? For the greater
good Propaganda Media Harps<<<

Fred box

#

#
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12 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I believe this was a plandemic, so I think they had this "vaccine" ready before we even
heard of Covid-19.

GoodyGumdrops

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Animal studies were attempted but after vaccination, the animals died when exposed
to covid.  So they went straight to humans.

Xena fobe

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Sauce?
JimmyJones

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Hollandaise.

Things that go bump

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Bio n tech created vaccine in only 2 hours in Jan 2020
TheLastMan

#

#

20 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I’ll gladly take the saline shot that they are giving to our “leaders”.
petaloka

#

#

7 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Haha. Pence's shot was illuminating 
StagStopa

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Empty right?
JimmyJones

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Yes, StagF*gs head is empty like a rock. 
Tigbits

#

#

19 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Dr. Fauchole just said that the vaccines are not to prevent people from getting infected, nor
to stop them from transmitting the "disease".

WHAT ARE THE VACCINES FOR THEN MR. NATION'S BIGGEST EXPERT IN
INFECTIOUS DISEASE?

The lizard needs to be eliminated. 

adr

#

#

2 11 Reply"

1 day ago

In the first month and a half. The voices in your head are talking to Satan again,
impersonating God.

zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

Make sure you get the jab. get it early and often...
Gooner

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Please hold large gatherings and quit destroying our vaccines.
zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

You're talking to a bot.  Just ignore.
fackbankz

#

#
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2 8 Reply"

1 day ago

Without bots, the rightwing propaganda would cease. A few rich inciting the
religious. For thousands of years the rich have manipulated the peasants to
slavery.

zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

1 4

1 day ago

Eat the rich.
Linguo

#

#

19 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Love it!! The narrative is falling apart!! Oh jeez the new mutation... LOL we are done w this s
h I t

Whatdoyoufightfor_

#

#

19 1 Reply"

1 day ago

It's New Years day, I've had a couple glasses of wine, and I'm feeling guilty cause Dr.
Grouchy wants me to be miserable and sad, like him. 

Art_Vandelay

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

But, but Dr. FAUCI ## did a co-study in 2008 & he has this all planned. He will be
disappointed in you.

He may even go out & jump off a ledge somewhere (WITH A BIT OF LUCK).

https://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/bacterial-pneumonia-caused-
most-deaths-1918-influenza-pandemic 

JOHNLGALT.

#

#

https://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/bacterial-pneumonia-caused-most-deaths-1918-influenza-pandemic
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

I read this study done by him.

Also, the creator of the PCR test on Fauci:

https://dryburgh.com/kary-mullis-pcr-anthony-fauci/

 

Art_Vandelay

#

#

18 Reply"

1 day ago

Do you find it interesting that the Wuhan virus is so contagious that many states have shut
down bars and restaurants allowing only deliveries and pickups, but they report no
infections at native-run casinos and onsite restaurants?

Hocusbocus

#

#

14 Reply"

1 day ago

I find it strange that Walmarts, Home Depots, etc., are allowed to pack people into their
stores, but restaurants aren't.

Templar X

#

#

14 Reply"

1 day ago

Liar.
Linguo

#

#

https://dryburgh.com/kary-mullis-pcr-anthony-fauci/
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19 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

In Oklahoma, bars and restaurants are still open. There was an order for them to close
at 11 pm. But a bunch of them sued, on the grounds that a lot of their income is late at
night, early in the morning. The judge ruled they can stay open til 2 am as usual. 

Was at a large gathering at Pelican's last night. Was there until almost 3 am. I walked
there, and my friend, who is a bar tender there, was going to bring me home. But he
has to stay past closing time to clean up and take care of the money. 

I walked mainly because of the weather. It was raining and 34 degrees when I left at 7
pm. At 3 am it was snowing big time. Glad I walked. Drank a bit too much in any event.
No hangover today though. 

cbxer55

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Brings me hope that there is hope. THe state I live in is fooked. Workin on evac plan.
cielukman

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago

If you know you're going to be drinking have on hand a couple aspirins (real aspirin)
and 12 or more ounces of Gatorade. Take the pills and down the 'ade at bedtime.
Works like a charm - very little or more likely no hangover.

Decatur Guy

#

#

18 Reply"

1 day ago

How many stupid prople believe this scamdemic? Event 201 happened just before this scam
started fools. I havnt missed a day of work I dont wear masks and I dont get sick wonder
why? Hey a cold isnt covis and people die deal with it. 

Bossman1967

#

#

11 Reply"

1 day ago

To me it's shocking how many people are this stupid to believe the fraud.  Maybe they
are onto something with the vaccine sterilizing the people who take it.

MonteB

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The COVID-19 'vaccine' is an IQ test.

If you are stupid enough to take it, your line dies out, either from sterilization or your
death.

Templar X

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Silver lining. I like it.
cielukman

#

#

16 1 Reply"

1 day ago

A wise man once wrote, “Kill anyone who tells you that violence is never the answer”.
Corn Popp

#

#
15 Reply"

1 day ago

How is it that a high school graduate, a Fake philanthropist, who killed or damaged millions
around the world with poisonous vaccines (India and Africa rings a bell?), can order puppet
governments in over 120 countries to buy untested and dangerous vaccines for hundreds of
billions of dollars without any liability.

Tests are 100% FAKE... so is this COVID GMO solution

FakePCR_tribal_COVID_plandemic

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Hubrid. (An inside joke).

Retired Historian Dr. David Jacobs explains in his opus "Walking Among Us" ( on
Kindle, narrated)

Is-Be

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Wealthy parents with a lust for crime.
snblitz

#

#
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1 Reply"

20 hours ago

ANSWER:  $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
POSTING 4 A FRIEND...

#

#

15 1 Reply"

1 day ago

People, your DNA is being altered. This is not your typical flu shot
You_Cant_Quit_Me

#

#

1 6 Reply"

1 day ago

Your DNA is something like 8% viral material, embedded over millions of years. What's
a few more letters?

(Chances of covid embedding viral material in ones DNA is quite a bit more than the
vaccine doing it, one would think...)

ss123

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Well, since they plainly advertise the transhumanism in the agenda and, well let's
see, with multiple vaccinations mRNA technology is the segway.

awake human

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Before we know it, these idiots will need more "vaccines" every year, just to stay alive
because of the prior "vaccines" they received. Good luck.

BURNtheMSM

#

#

15 2 Reply"

1 day ago

For all you masktards on here, give me your food so I can sneeze on it while I'm wearing a
mask. Let's see how confident you'll be to eat it still....

Art_Vandelay

#

#
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10 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Many of them dont ACTUALLY believe it. They're USING the lies to gain some sick
perverted sense of power and authority. Leftism is mental sickness.

cielukman

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

If one doesn't stand for something

he will fall for anything...

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

15 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Yesterday I had 2 grocery workers confront me about how my mask was not
covering my nose. This is probably the most power and authority these LOSERS
have felt their entire lives. Think about it.

cielukman

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

I just tell them the virus is a hoax as I flash past them. They don't dare push me
further, probably thinking I'm some crazy middle aged woman. I've gotten into the
odd argument with a nosy 'Karen' but they back down when I insist it's just the
same old flu & that watching too much television makes people believe any old
nonsense.

Jessica6

#

#

13 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Bingo. You could show Karen absolute inarguable evidence that masks don't work.

She couldn't care less. Telling you what to do makes her happy. 

This is about the virus of leftism, not about the virus of corona.  

Only Way Out

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

Yep, and its the most dangerous disease known to man - ever.
cielukman

#

#

15 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

I’m not taking the vaccine I’ll let Pelosi have mine, they can squirt it into her moldy box.

snatchpounder

#

#

1 13 Reply"

1 day ago

Thank you. More available for the sane.
Linguo

#

#

9 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

They work so good why don’t you take a double and have your face melt. 

snatchpounder

#

#
5 Reply"

1 day ago

If you ate a bullet that would reduce your infection risk to 0%. Fact.
hardright

#

#

15 Reply"

1 day ago

If you live in California, please look up the Governor Newsom recall effort, download a
petition, sign it, get others to sign it, and mail it in before March 17, 2021.  If you are not from
California, but want to keep California style government from coming to where you are,
consider making a financial donation.  Many thanks.

mild-mannered deporter

#

#

11 Reply"

1 day ago

Fake news. The Noem recall is going forward
Fart Vandelay

#

#
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15 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I would chose the CERTAINTY of getting COVID over taking this crap. Doubly so because
they're trying to shame/force people into it.

Grumpy Old Objectivist
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Yep, its so deadly they need propaganda campaign for vax. Sucker born every minute.
cielukman

#

#

14 2 Reply"

1 day ago

"We want to give those offered vaccines adequate time to make a decision, and we hope
that personnel will continue to understand that the benefits of vaccination clearly outweigh
the risks," 

I'm a healthcare worker and anyone that blanketly lumps all vaccinations together and says
makes a blanket statement like this is either really f'ing stupid or lying to you. 

rag_house

#

#
15 Reply"

1 day ago

Safety trials won't be done for at least two years.  There's bad shit that can pop up a
year or three after receiving a vaccine.  Anybody who says the safety of the vaccines is
known is wrong.  There hasn't been enough time to finish the science on that one.

El Vaquero

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

This is the safety trial.
Esperanza

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Only if they later report the real results then act on it.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#
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14 3 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm sure that President Biden finds this unacceptable but he's in favor of you making the
choice since getting vaccinated is a personal thing.  The choice will be get vaccinated or go
to prison.  That's why I love Joe Biden.  He's a true champion of free will and our right to
make choices in our lives.

rock-ribbed
#

#

2 6 Reply"

1 day ago

Reagan was a war criminal, racist and consulted astrologers.
Linguo

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Wrong.  It's not a war crime when we do it.
rock-ribbed

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

That's OK, Clinton is still a pedophile and Obama is a homo.
Wayne

#

#
11 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

And Joe is a dope. And his vp wannabe a harlot. 
cbxer55

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Now we're #WINNING
Wayne

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Trumptard : “ me am prowd wyte amerikkkan. Onli commi and ded peepl vot 4
Joe. Me spend last doler on another gun. Trump hump flag, he Ok . Where am
Herman cane ? “

Linguo

#

#
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3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Cain's 9-9-9 plan wasn't actually so bad. Shouldn't you be blowing a goat
somewhere?

Wayne

#

#

6

1 day ago

Herman Cain : “ Where am I ? “

Devil “ Take a guess. “ 

Herman Cain : “ But why ? “

Devil : “ Capitalist, Trumptard and lifelong Tom. “

Trump : “ It’s not so bad, Herman, here take a mask. “

Linguo
#

#
4

1 day ago

Hilarious how quick the commies are to use racial insults against successful
blacks after decades of phony outrage.

dirty dolphin

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Police Action criminal maybe.  Only progressives ever go full cannon fodder for their
corporate owners.

CommonsDeered

#

#

13 Reply"

1 day ago

C'mon, be a nice little Sheeple and get your vaccine. But, you have to keep wearing your
mask until we tell you to remove it, and that may take 10 years or more. You will also have to
go where we tell you to and so will your family.

boyplunger7777

#

#
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11 Reply"

1 day ago

And after getting the vaccine, you have to be even more careful.  Because now, if you
catch any coronavirus (including common cold) you could actually die.

Esperanza

#

#

13 Reply"

1 day ago

American nurse, damaged by the so called "vaccine", warns us against taking this poison...

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Swd53NOPHJb2/

FakePCR_tribal_COVID_plandemic

#

#

13 2 Reply"

1 day ago

I find it strange its The ONLY "pandemic" in history where the GOV is launching an
unprecedented PROPAGANDA campaign to get people to take the vaxx. In REAL deadly
virus pandemics, people stay home out of FEAR, not because the GOV MAKES them.

cielukman

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

1976 Swine Flu  and 1918 Spanish Flu are wonderful examples where the machine
cranked out propaganda. Look into Sencer, the CDC director during the 76 flu. There
was little coverage on all that went down, and even if one developed a view in
opposition of MSM at the time, folks who could have developed a dissenting view on
the narrative, at the time, may be too old to remember now.

Divergence

#

#

13 1 Reply"

1 day ago

They were willing to play along with the hoax until their own ass is on the line.  Truth now be
told.  

PainterLoki

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Swd53NOPHJb2/
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10 Reply"

1 day ago

Healthcare workers have the inside scoop and have witnessed what the data has
already shown. The coof is really only a problem for people with one foot in the grave. 

dirty dolphin

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

One foot and five toes.
househonky

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

you understand the gravity of the situation, thanks to your gravitas

>>>dignity, seriousness, or solemnity of manner.

"a post for which he has the expertise and the gravitas"

atomic balm

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

They like being called heroes for just doing the job they normally do.
Xena fobe

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Similar to many otr guys.
Carlin was RIGHT

#

#

13 1 Reply"

1 day ago

All these "vaccines" use HIV spike proteins. 

No thanks!

Xi the Pooh

#

#
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13 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

If you think you "might" have CV-19, take an accurate 15min test. If it comes back
positive,immediately take attack doses of  zinc, vitamin D, Ivermectin. You will have an
almost 100% survival rate and your symptoms, if any, will be mild. What do you need 
painful injections for? Yes the Pfizer shot hurts. Remember POTUS got similar treatments
and he was down for just a few days.

asteroids
#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

If you believe POTUS got sick, you'll believe anything

Trump found a clever way of refusing to take the vaxx.

Vigilante

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Why even test?  If you test, the state's contact tracers will hound you forever. 
Xena fobe

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago

I take 24MG of ivermectin every 4 weeks as a prophylaxis.  Studies show it's about
100% at preventing it.

Greg

#

#

12 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I pretty much refuse health care. 
All of them witches

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Probability for being healthy and living longer will be in your favor.
squib

#

#
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5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Hospitals and doctors offices are germ utopias.
radical-extremist

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

The medical system is a complete fraud. 
All of them witches

#

#

12 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Did someone on ZH expose DickMustard as a tranny?  It would be the only reason someone
would be so pissed off.

dondonsurvelo

#

#

7 3 Reply"

1 day ago

You would be too if you were asz-raped repeatedly from a young toddler on. Why do
you think his name is "DickMustard?" That's what he gives everybody.

Libtard Clown World

#

#
4 2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

More than likely he takes it in the ass. And when it leaks out after the other guy pulls
out, it's yellow due to being mixed with poo.

cbxer55

#

#

12 2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

My wife is a frontline worker in Chicago and refused the poke, women in her department
also refused, especially those that still want to have kids, not enough is known about side
effects, if I was 70 I’d probably get it, if it fu(ks me up long term I’ll be dead soon anyway,
but not at my age.

Games Without Frontiers

#

#
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2 8 Reply"

1 day ago

Tell it to Congressman Luke, 11 days from diagnosis to mortuary.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/dec/30/luke-letlow-us-congressman-elect-
dies-of-covid-aged-41

Pdunne

#

#

9 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Fake news. Heart attack.
Wayne

#

#

2 5 Reply"

1 day ago

Liar and insane.
Linguo

#

#

3 4 Reply"

1 day ago

He died of a heart attack while in surgery to treat a covid related blood clot.
Pdunne

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Plus they put him on a ventilator
AAPL Slayer

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Died of corruption and megalomania more like
luigib

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

I’ll tell it to the 99% of people who recovered, vs a vaccine that is attached to a “you
can’t sue us if it fu(ks you up” clause enforced by .gov.

Games Without Frontiers

#

#

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/dec/30/luke-letlow-us-congressman-elect-dies-of-covid-aged-41
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12 Reply"

1 day ago

Why would anyone be surprised that health care workers are unwilling to take the shot?
They should be more informed and knowledgeable about the normal process and timeline
for a vaccine being completely obliterated this time.  Vaccines can take 3 to 15 years to
develop.  This is also a novel vaccine that is being tried for the first time, with mRNA instead
of the usual attenuated or inactivated virus.

 

Robert De Zero
#

#

12 3 Reply"

1 day ago

The so called “85 million” retarded Dem voters should be required to get their shots in 30
days or gtfo of the USA. 

kc_kilo

#

#

9 2 Reply"

1 day ago

I'll DRINK TO THAT, Plus all of the KARENS $ $ $$ $ $ too.
JOHNLGALT.

#

#
2 13 Reply"

1 day ago

Youre the karen, but you're too sTupid to know that. Ok?
StagStopa

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

*you're -- *stupid
Serapeum_Box_Builder

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

StagStupid
cbxer55

#

#

2 11 Reply"

1 day ago

You GTFO, gueer
StagStopa

#

#
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8 2 Reply"

1 day ago

You've just OUTED yourself KAREN.         Hope you love your DEDLY JAB.
JOHNLGALT.

#

#

1 6 Reply"

1 day ago

* deadly
StagStopa

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Intended, so I don't get booted off Zero Hedge, But you being a KAREN
wouldn't understand that.

Just go play with your fellow SHEEOPLE* $ $ $ $$ $ $ $ (sheep*, for you).
ROTFL.% %

JOHNLGALT.

#

#

8

1 day ago

My Name is Luci Feric. You'll do well to remember that. 30 000
StagStopa

#

#

11 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Why should we trust the people bringing us the vaccine...the same people who just stole the
election, run the deep state, lobbyists, support the UN, the WHO, the ones that destroyed
the dollar, sent the jobs to China, took money from the Chinese Communist Party, run Wall
St, manipulate gold, own the media, the banks, Hollywood, push the AGW BS, the
pedophiles in Washington, the liberal academics?  

de tocqueville's ghost

#

#

1 12 Reply"

1 day ago

OK QAnon.
radical-extremist

#

#
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11 Reply"

1 day ago

My Ski Pass has an exclusion of liability legal statement on the back.  Instead of a vaccine,
I’m willing to sign an exclusion of liability waiver when I go on a cruise or an airplane, etc
that I won’t hold the airline responsible if I get COVID.  I won’t, however, be taking the shot
to get on a plane.

the vaccine liars always try to make the argument that we are putting others at risk if we
don’t take it.  Umm....no, B.S.   if the vaccine works (I guess it doesn’t?) and you take it, you
should be protected.   

As for me?  If me and all the other people signed exclusions of liability to get on a plane,
leave us alone.

Robert De Zero
#

#

11 Reply"

1 day ago

The irony would be if Saint Fauci develops complications of vaccine and is hospitalized.
With the psychological misery and economic destruction he has caused doubt few would
shed a tear...

boyplunger7777

#

#

14 Reply"

1 day ago

It would be except that little twerp got a saline shot. 
Tigbits

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

I also feel he didnt actually do it.  I can’t prove it, just a gut instinct.
Robert De Zero

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Of course he didn't.  The most basic logic will tell you that.
fackbankz

#

#
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8 Reply"

1 day ago

Fauci's Folly
Thutmoses

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

You would never hear of it. They would say a white supremacist got to him.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

11 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Looks like Gates' star is falling before it even got to climax. Enjoy your ruined orgasm Bill
Corn Popp

#

#

11 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Guys, I'm really concerned that CV can be spread through fart gas.

Can anyone recommend a nice, airtight diaper I can force everyone to wear?

Only Way Out

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Probably on Amazon. 
arby63

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

It depends
GhostOLaz

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Blink 182 - Depends lyrics - YouTube
Only Way Out

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRnTBlZVZjs
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1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Wolfman Jack will spin this hit tonight

on WGN  in Chicago...

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

here he is     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPLvIldjJUg
atomic balm

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Paging Dr. Fauci... 
Loco Hum

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

He probably died after getting the jab. 
cbxer55

#

#
11 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Since politicians are so important we should vaccinate all them first...
fzrkid

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

With the real thing this time.
cielukman

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPLvIldjJUg
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11 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

If anyone is wondering how leftists feel about this - and stories like it - deep down, I'll give
you a window into their "thoughts":

They're "thinking" that these people work in healthcare and should know better. What
they're not thinking about is that if enthusiasm is this low in the healthcare field, the numbers
in other industries might be even lower. 

They're "thinking" that these people are stupid Trumpers...maybe the only stupid
Trumpers in the whole state? They're not thinking that these people work in healthcare, and
most of them "trump" their IQ by double digits. 

They're "thinking" that somehow, maybe all the "studies" that concluded that 99% of the
population would line right up to take the shot might still be correct. What they're not
thinking is that if this is what's happening in the most liberal state in the country, the
numbers for the rest of the country will almost certainly be even lower.

They're "thinking" about all the wonderful punishments that will be meted out to "anti-
vaxers". What they're not thinking about is how they felt about "Big Pharma" a few years
ago. 

They're "thinking" that these people should be coerced into taking the needle and gleefully
thinking about how they should be punished if they continue to hold out. What they're not
thinking about is what they'll do when healthcare providers start leaving CA like everyone
else with a brain already has or is in the process of doing.

I've said it before, and I'll say it again. Your average leftist knows one fact about this shot:
they know you don't want to take it, and that's all the excuse they need to force it on you. 

Only Way Out
#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

“ stupid Trumpers “ is redundant.
Linguo

#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I'll take your ignoring of my points as a concession of their veracity. 
Only Way Out

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

Veracity? Presumption is not evidentiary, Professor. Your inference is dubious, at
best. When one speaks on behalf of others facts are required, not opinions.

Linguo

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

I presume very little. I used to be a leftist. I know what they're going
to...*ahem*..."think" before they think it. Years of field work has led me to
speak the language. I call it "Libberish". 

Are you getting the Moderna "vax" or the Pfizer one? 

Only Way Out
#

#

3

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Oh I’m sure he’ll take both and continue to double mask. 

Smokey

#

#
11 2 Reply"

1 day ago

You can only get the virus through vaccine.
Mohammed Salah

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

When the government has to sell it, you probably don’t want it.
Retarded Idiot

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

A close friend of mine is on the board of a large New England Hospital. He told me that they
need to maintain at least 85% occupancy to turn a profit.  Week ago he told me business
is not good and that the investment in extra ventilators has not paid off. 

Silverhog

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

They should still set up a huge tent outside for optics. Invite the news.
Joe Rockhead

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Why are hospitals trying to turn a profit? They are institutions of charity or so I thought. 
StrangePlace

#

#

10 1 Reply"

1 day ago

This vaccine increases your chances of dying from a common cold.
Esperanza

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

Liar.
Linguo

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Prove him wrong Lingus. 
What a mess_man

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

And this, ladies and gentlemen, is the ONLY sane approach to dealing with a new flu-like
virus, including a new coronavirus. The weak and elderly can consider changing their life
style for a while on a purely voluntary basis, while the rest of us just lives on. It makes me so
angry to see how much effort it takes before humanity is going this way, all because of the
a-holes at the top exploiting the situation for their own gain. We need a new Nuremberg trial
that is going to hand out lengthy, LENGTHY, prison sentences to all those involved!

Alan Cruiser

#

#
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10 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Remember when the chances of dying from Covid-19 were 3.4% and they then shut down
the world and said they had to make a vaccine for everyone to take?

Now the chances of dying are about 0.1% and about 0.01% if you are under 50. How are
they supporting the same level of panic? What is going on?

TonTon
#

#

3 7 Reply"

1 day ago

The same way they make everyone hate China... propaganda.
hoytmonger

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

MSM, blackmail and threats of governments and officials, payoffs to corporations,
keeping everyone divided and more easily controlled, systematic dumbing down of the
culture and education system....ect...ect

Corn Popp

#

#

10 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

IT would be SHOCKING if even 35% of Americans actually desire to get this vaccine !

Those who do, are likely liberals or dimwitcrats. 

There is ZERO evidence thus far it actually prevents death from Covid 19. 

OccamsCrazor

#

#

10 1 Reply"

1 day ago

If the media were telling the truth about hospitals being full of very ill, dying patients, I'm
pretty sure healthcare workers would be queuing out the door to get the vaccine, that fact
that they appear not to be speaks volumes!

colourmepop

#

#
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2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

It’s full where I’m at. Just not worth it to risk taking such a newly developed vaccine
mayberrysheriff

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

They're too busy dancing.
iamressurected

#

#

10 1 Reply"

1 day ago

They are using the word Science to mean absolute truth nowadays. It's ridiculous. As
Richard Feynman said, Religion is the culture of certainty, Science is the culture of doubt. He
also pointed out that all that Science shows us is repeatable patterns over time. We don't
even know how long these patterns will last. For this vaccine they have even removed the
Time element of Science. Again, ridiculous. And they expect people to follow along blindly. If
there is one thing that the vaccine is not following, it is Science. It is following propaganda
and profiteering. It would appear to me that the medical professionals that are not taking the
vaccine are actually following Science. The powers that be appear to have been able to
convince enough guinea pigs to take it. Let's see how the Science plays out with them. 

TonTon

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Feynman was a skeptic.  why wasn't he skeptical about skepticism? when he implies
that skepticism is true isn't he claiming that truth is possible after all?

atomic balm

#

#
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10 Reply"

1 day ago

I am with the over 50%

No fake Bravado, no BS

The only way that mRNA poison gets in me and my child is with a shotgun.  It will be
postmortem and extremely costly for anyone attempting the feat.  I am not a Navy Seal Delta
Special Forces Operator Badass, but that is a redlined hill to die on for me.

BJM1776
#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

A horde of shekels-paid posters promote 666 "vaccine"
FakePCR_tribal_COVID_plandemic

#

#

10 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

After all, the odds of surviving Covid is only a scant 99.4 %, so surely taking a dangerous
cocktail of heavy metals and toxins surely makes sense, but only to the senseless. Just
another useless solution to a non-existent problem from USA Inc.

agcw86

#

#
6 Reply"

1 day ago

Changes your DNA 
BinAnunnaki

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Glen on Monday

Glenda on Tuesday

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

HIV on Wed.
BinAnunnaki

#

#
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10 1 Reply"

1 day ago

STOP CALLING IT A VACCINE. IT IS NOT A VACCINE. 
Lore

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

It's death in a syringe. 
Silentwistle

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

What would you call it? I've been referring to it as the mark of the beast because it well
might be.

Jessica6

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

Tells you everything. Healthy Hospital Workers know there is very very minimal risk of death
for this overblown politicized "pandemic". They see the vaccine as actually more dangerous.

Xaero

#

#
10 1 Reply"

1 day ago

People  open you eays 

It's Not a Vaccine; It's an Operating System

Diamond66666

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

blue screen of death
The Big CluB

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Correct sort of...Its a gene therapy....technically you become a GMO
CrabbyR

#

#
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10 Reply"

1 day ago

Prove it. Under oath. In a court of law.

LeadPipeDreams

...raising concerns for epidemiologists who say the public
health implications could be disastrous.

#

#

12 Reply"

1 day ago

...to their careers. (they left that part out.)

Wayne

...raising concerns for epidemiologists who say the public
health implications could be disastrous.

#

#

10 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Not taking a vaccine for a virus that if I test positive for and have symptoms my MD would
say go home, take over the counter medications, rest, and drink plenty of water you will be
fine in a couple of days...

Aubiekong

#

#
1 13 Reply"

1 day ago

Your doctor is a quack.
Linguo

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

That is what 99.9999% of MD's will tell a healthy patient today.
Aubiekong

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Liar.
Linguo

#

#
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5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

LOL you are a fool...  Unless you have health problems and or old age and you
need to be hospitalized for severe problems ( a very small percentege of those
who test positive)  that is the normal treatment...

Aubiekong

#

#

7

1 day ago

I pray you and your family are not visited by the current pestilence.
Linguo

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

You suck for a snack.
Wayne

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Eh, I'd expect them to give you an Rx for an inhaler as a precaution. Most of the docs
here do that. So much so that the pharmacies actually only dispense the
generic albuterol at this point because they're out of the name brands.

strych10

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Albuterol is hardly an extreme measure.  More in line with handing out candy
canes...

Aubiekong

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm quite well aware of that. Neither my wife nor I used the ones we were given
when we had "the plague". 

I'm just pointing out that, at least around d here, they seem to be a standard Rx
out of caution.

strych10

#

#
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10 Reply"

1 day ago

This so-called "pandemic" could be ended in a couple weeks if the vulnerable were given
Ivermectin.  It is has a between 80% and 99% effectiveness rate when given early in the
infection.

What's more it is not only very inexpensive (around $.50 / pill), it is safer than aspirin.  Over 3
billion doses have been prescribed over the past several decades.  Ivermectin is for
intestinal parasites and is probably the primary reason Africa hasn't seen Covid like the other
continents.

Omega Point
#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

There is no money in curing the flu thats why!
Bossman1967

#

#

10 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Wait . . . so if these folks are our "health care heroes," and they don't want the vaccine . . . 
then isn't that a tacit admission that the whole thing was just a hoax cooked up between the
CCP and the DNC?

Ron_Mexico

#

#
6 Reply"

1 day ago

" " " " " " " " " " " " "  Get some help.
Linguo

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

So which one is your paymaster?  DNC or CCP?  Or are you a double-dipper?  Also
you didn't answer the question.  Your ad hominem attack serves only to highlight
that fact.

Ron_Mexico

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

The fact you think people have to get paid to disagree with someone like you
proves my point.

Linguo

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

The proof is in your ad hominem attacks. A personal attack in debate means
that you've run out of verbal ammunition, so instead of using facts to refute
them (which you can't), you call your opponents stupid or intimate that they
are mentally unstable, or laugh in a derogatory fashion. It is the somewhat
more adult equivalent of calling them a poopyhead. In a child, it would mean
that you are now going to take your toys and go home. Anything further that
you have to say can be considered valueless. You've lost before you've even
written, and can be ignored because you have no actual informed opinion. 

Things that go bump
#

#
10 Reply"

1 day ago

Here wear this mask made out of asbestos. It's government approved.
Nature_Boy_Wooooo

#

#

1 5 Reply"

1 day ago

Sorry Bob, no masks are currently made of asbestos.

(But I’m sure more than a few gullibles will repeat that as if it had some basis in reality.)

:-)

Sonofabitch

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

It did back in the 60's which is what he was referring to.
Bollockinell

#

#
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1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

It’s 2021, Bob.

:-)

Sonofabitch

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Most assholes are the way they are because they think history began the day
they were born, and nothing has truly been discovered until they (re)discover it
themselves. You are such a creature.

Grumpy Old Objectivist
#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

what happens if it becomes compulsory? are schools, hospitals, public transport, et...in the
verge all of collapsing then? Maybe that's the intention of the elite and deep state, is it not?

Ted Baker

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

If it becomes compulsory no one will comply and the knives come out.
Kurpak

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Yearning...
Bill of Rights

#

#

10 3 Reply"

1 day ago

WELL DONE Hospital workers.                       I salute you from Down-Under in OZ& !

It looks like you know a SCAMdemic when you see one.                                       
*_JOHNLGALT.&

*We have plenty of sheep  here, but, _JOHNLGALT. is not one of them.

JOHNLGALT.

#

#
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5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

NZ and Australian apparently don't need dirty Xinese money for survival!
Ted Baker

#

#

10 3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

We have Vaccines for Chicken Pox and the usual  MRB vaccines YET people still get these
Viruses from time to time. COVID IS A SCAM..

Bill of Rights

#

#

3 2 Reply"

1 day ago

One downvoting Karen disagrees with you.
Kurpak

#

#

3 2 Reply"

1 day ago

F@@K HER & the horse that is R@@T!NG her.

p.s. looks like she's onto you too % % % %% % % %. Oh, well SHEEOPLE will be 

JOHNLGALT.

#

#
10 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Reminds me of the old adage "What if they gave a war and nobody came?"
debt_slave_1029384756

#

#
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9 Reply"

1 day ago

GASLIGHTING bullshit.

"Yet, as the Times notes, vaccine doubts among healthcare workers have come as a
surprise to researchers, 'who assumed hospital staff would be among those most in tune
with the scientific data backing the vaccines.'

They ARE aware of the "data" and they know MSM and lying bureaucrats like FRAUDCI and
politicians are pushing an EXPERIMENTAL MRNA DNA ALTERING VACCINE with a virus
that has a 99.8% SURVIVAL RATE.

Those who work in the industry and who are willing to tell the truth, will tell you they are NOT
overrun with RONA patients and that the most seriously sick have PNEUMONIA and NOT
the Rona..

Also what is not mentioned but why GATES AND FRAUDCI wanted healthcare workers
vaccinated first is because this group has the HIGHEST POPULATION OF BLACKS AND
LATINOS 

Recall Melinda Gates saying they wanted blacks vaccinated FIRST.  THIS GROUP IS RIGHT
TO REJECT IT

They know that their betters are full of shit. 

CatInTheHat
#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Maybe they are, and that's why they aren't getting it. 

koan

'who assumed hospital staff would be among those most in tune
with the scientific data backing the vaccines.'

#

#
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9 Reply"

1 day ago

When you have a Foundation like Melinda and Gates giving as much money to the corrupted
WHO as the UK and Germany (closed to half a billion USD) you need to start wandering why
people are so suspicious about the COVID winter flu plandemic, reluctant to take the
experimental vaccine and detest science as well as the cover up doctor Gates. But of
course the MSM continues with the fake narrative as they have been given kickbacks to
support this inexistent theory.

Ted Baker
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm certainly wondering while I'm wandering...

DavidC

DavidC

#

#
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9 2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

And now you have a judge saying a Senator who will protest an Electoral college vote during
the Pence count, somehow doesn't have standing. LoL

If a Senator in a count of electoral college vote, where they have the power to object to a
vote and count by the VP, then WHO has standing?  Nobody?  Then what is the point of the
Constitution?

What you have all the way along is paid off Judges, all in on the game for Deep State. Let
nothing past. Let no evidence by presented, let no argument be heard. Lets get this coup
over with ASAP.

except it wont work that way. And the Courts, Deep State and Dems will end up ruing the
day they took this path.

But remember who the Real enemies are. They are not your leftard neighbour, they are just
indoctrinated fools.  It is not paid for thugs like Antifa and BLM, they are just more dumb
people paid to do the violence the like anyway.

Never forget who the Real enemies of America are. It is THEM that must be bought to
heal, and dealt with.  Until they feel a cost there will be no change in Deep State
America.

 

Kina
#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

" " " " " " " " " " " " " "

Linguo

#

#

6 2 Reply"

1 day ago

A line of squares is not a substitute for reasoned debate.

Are you twelve years old?

T.Gracchus

#

#
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9 Reply"

1 day ago

OK Professor. “ paid for thugs like antifa and BLM “ ? No evidence of source of
alleged funding in pursuit of undefined goals. 
“ paid off judges “ ? No evidence, presuming this person is referring to recent
seditious lawsuits filed in an attempt to overturn recent Presidential Election. 
“ them that must be dealt with” ? Advocating vigilantism against those who don’t
agree with you is Fascism.

Shall I go on ?

 

Linguo

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Everything that you have written about is absent from the comment to which
you are replying.

Hysteria is a dangerous thing. It is quite bad for both mind and general health.

T.Gracchus

#

#

6

1 day ago (Edited)

Now you are being disingenuous, Tiberius.
Linguo

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

You sound cranky, you should put aside your butt plug for a while, let your anal
muscles relax a bit. Let one of your antifa comrades use it for a while. You can return
to your daily exercises in a couple of days.

Cazzi amari

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Your Papist Diego Germpire destroyed in 1776, WWI,  WWII.  

 

 

CommonsDeered

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Please elaborate, Professor.
Linguo

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Sorry Kina!  This is a BOTH a bottom up and top down job.  Take out deep state and all
of their BLM-ANTIFA minions in one fell swoop!  And what will be to your surprise is
that most of the upper BLM-ANTIFA command are tenured at your most prestigious
universities.  And the more perstigious the more commanders. So TOOL UP
and buckle up butter cup!

Lucifer

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

It might be the powers that have set this in motion.  But they can do nothing without
their minions.  Their footsolders are more my enemy in reality.  They can cause me real
harm. 

someitguy

#

#
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9 Reply"

1 day ago

Hey Tyler's might want to report on this one 

NY lawmaker to put forth legislation to put people in DETENTION for not obeying Rona
rules.

And they call us conspiracy theorists.

 

Covid camps? Put disease ‘carriers’ in DETENTION CENTERS, proposed New York law
suggests https://www.rt.com/usa/511357-new-york-covid-detention-health-bill/

CatInTheHat
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Don't worry SCOTUS will over turn this...oh wait, Roberts, Deep State, corrupt
SCOTUS.

ok buy guns guys.

Kina

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Good find...

But the Tylers are too busy erasing naughty words from the comments to notice it.

T.Gracchus

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

YOU are the disease, their death jab the CURE

Onward ever faster to Ouchwitz

 

 

Fireman

#

#

https://www.rt.com/usa/511357-new-york-covid-detention-health-bill/
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Wait a minute...so I can Burn, Loot and Murder and not go to jail, but will get arrested
for refusing the rona jab?

Cazzi amari

#

#

9 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

This is NOT a fight about Trump -v- Biden this is in every way a fight to finally and
forevermore destroy any power the American people may think they have, and ensure a non
Deep State candidate can never ever again be President.

This is basically the final battle of the war against America that started in 1913 and
culminates in this extreme courruption of the entire American establishment, except the
President, the last honest leader in America.

Many Americans get this, and get that this is the final and most important battle, and means
many will go beyond normal means to attack Deep State if they manage to still cheat the
election away.

Kina

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

I'm not sure what violence would do. I do know what a bunch of shoulder shrugs would
do. It's more than you'd imagine, although it takes time. But requires asking people
who have been living comfortable delusions for decades to face the dark night and to
stop putting their hope in politicians and the current system.

As much as Deep State wants to control the peasantry, it needs the peasants. The
system they control needs the moral authority and legitimacy of them. It needs our
collective buy in. That's why Deep State has to pretend to the point of no questioning.
None. But the gaslighting  and the abnormal atmosphere is all the evidence anyone
every needed.

 

If Biden takes power, I'm thinking about buying the Bennington Battle Flag. It
is recognizable as early American flag but not of the sham our modern flag. It will
become our flag to fly this Fourth of July, regardless if they left us out of the house.

StrangePlace

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm allergic to prawns and oysters.

Wife has an autoimmune disease, sjrogren's.

Aint no way I'm having one of those death needles.

Thutmoses

#

#

9 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I feel bad for all these old people in care homes. It’s worse than prison 
mayberrysheriff

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

It's like the song "Hotel California"

one can check out but not leave...

JUST THE FACTS

#

#
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9 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Take this jab and shove it.

I ain’t working here no more. 
 

Johnny Paycheck 

Live and Let Live
#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

I can't believe this isn't the top comment.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

It’s interesting how so many people ridiculed “anti-vaxxers” when they were trying to protect
their own children. Suddenly, when people have to make the decision for themselves, it’s not
so ridiculous. 

BannedOne

#

#
1 8 Reply"

1 day ago

There are two ways to gain immunity to Covid, get infected or get inoculated.

One way you have a 2% chance of dying the other-way .002% chance.

 

Pdunne

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

You're pulling numbers out of your anus again, Jethro.

Please get that injection at the first opportunity.  Do the world a favor.

fackbankz

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I thought his name was Cleetus. 
cbxer55

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

not all vaccines are equal.  being against all vaccines is stupid.  being against this one
is not.

uchibenkei

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Correct.  Staying up to date with your tetanus shot is a good idea.  Keeping your
dog current on rabies is a good idea.

Getting jabbed every year with some witch's brew to protect against the flu is
dumb.  Getting this shot is severely mentally disabled.

fackbankz

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

I cannot even remember the last time I had a tetanus shot. Been years. Stick and
slice myself with all different kinds of metal at work, aluminum, steel, titanium,
etc. Haven't been sick in any way, shape or form in years. I'll be 60 soon.

cbxer55

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Two times I got a flu shot I just about nearly died. Been ten years since the last
one and zero flu since. I’ll pass on the killer CCP vax. 

Tigbits

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Tetanus shot is actually more retarded than flu/covid. Go google tetanus death
stats.

cielukman

#

#
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9 1 Reply"

1 day ago

How is a society with no particular skills in discerning Truth, let alone an interest in doing so,
going to get through this, intact?

In the meantime, bravo to the healthcare people who refuse to accept a rushed so-called
"vaccine."
An unneeded one, to boot.

Cabreado
#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

It is sot about health
It is not about the people
It is not about a vaccine

It is about GMO 666 witchcraft.

FakePCR_tribal_COVID_plandemic

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

No, it’s about Climate Change.  It’s about getting the masses to cowar at home in fear,
work from home, and stop traveling.  Why?  To use less fossil fuels and shrink their
carbon footprint.  The Elites don’t like the useless eaters ruining their planet.

Beam Me Up Scotty

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

climate change is a hoax.  they want control of all resources and these hoaxes are
the means to create fear and usurp that control.

uchibenkei

#

#

9 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Dick Mustard joined ZH as a member on Jan 1, 2021. That’s right, less than 24 hrs ago. An
obvious troll. I would encourage everyone to click on his/her name and choose “Ignore”. 

CingRed

#

#
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5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Good idea.
Libtard Clown World

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Just did.... cya!
BURNtheMSM

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Done, but now its almost a blank screen....
JUST THE FACTS

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Things happen. No vetting. 
arby63

#

#
9 Reply"

1 day ago

You can easily recover from COVID 

The VACCINE is terminal !

JackOliver4

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Like cancer treatments,

one dies from the poison cursing through the veins

not the actual cancer itself.

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

or HIV 'treatments"
cielukman

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

Hit a wall at warp speed and the terminal effects will be quite shattering to say the
least.

ThePub'Lick_Hare

#

#

9 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Ivermectin studies show a 100% recovery rate when taken early.  It even works 90% for
those in later stages.  Why is the FDA preventing americans from having this life-saving
med?

Why is the FDA/CDC ignoring natural immunity in as many as 50% of the population?  Why
are they ignoring herd immunity acquired from getting covid and recovering?  None of these
people need a vax.  Why is it being pushed on everyone?

Frozen BlueScreen

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

 

    I have had covid, along with the rest of the members of my family.  We used
ivermectin with great success.  In fact, in my case, ivermectin eliminated my symptoms
in about 12 hours. 

deadredfedheadstraightahead

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

That's what the wife and I took as soon as we found out we were sick. Got better in a
week and we're no spring chickens.

12Doberman

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

How do you buy and take Ivermectin? Take it daily or once you feel symptoms
BinAnunnaki

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

We had it on hand for horses and dogs and looked up the treatment protocol and
dosed ourselves accordingly. I believe the recommended range was 200-600 mcg
per kg once per day for 3-4 days. You can buy injectable  Ivermectin which you can
mix with a liquid to take orally or you can use an Ivermectin in gel form labelled for
horses.  The one for horses is easy to dose because the recommended horse dose
is 200 mcg per kg...you just dial in your weight on the oral syringe to get the 200
mcg per kg dosing or triple it to take the 600 mcg dose. Some people worry about
whether animal products are safe for humans and IMO with the Ivermectin in the two
forms I mentioned there is no problem. But obviously make your own decision. We
took it daily for 4 consecutive days at 400 mcg per kg. You can buy it at any
farm/feed store or online for as little as $2.99 a tube. The injectable form is much
more expensive and contains way more Ivermectin than you'll ever need...but it's in
a higher concentration/purer form with no added gels, etc. Ivermectin is approved
for human use BTW. We found out on a Tuesday that we were exposed to the virus
on the previous Saturday and we developed symptoms  Wednesday/Thursday and
started the Ivermectin at that time. I would take it as soon as you know you were
exposed or as soon as you have
symptoms. https://www.tractorsupply.com/tsc/product/durvet-ivermectin-paste-
187-608-g

12Doberman

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Copy and saved. Thanks
BinAnunnaki

#

#

9 2 Reply"

1 day ago

How to succeed in life -- do EXACTLY THE OPPOSITE of the idiot sheeple. 

believing in the media and gov't -- nope
believing in doctors -- nope
investing the way wall street advises -- nope
no need to prep for disasters -- nope
money is sound, spend on apple products and chinese made crap -- no and no

Frozen BlueScreen

#

#

https://www.tractorsupply.com/tsc/product/durvet-ivermectin-paste-187-608-g
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6 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Comrade Xi's trolls are earning their penny a comment today.  1st downvote came the
instant I posted.  No time to even read.

Frozen BlueScreen

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Yellows hate truth...
JUST THE FACTS

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Racist.
Linguo

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Chris Hedges warns:

https://i.postimg.cc/J08bQwPQ/Journalist-Chris-Hedges-warns-revolt-is-all-we-h.jpg

Templar X

#

#

9 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

All of California is shut down. No one is working, there isn’t much to do, and most people I
see are wearing masks. Where are all these astronomical infection numbers coming from?!
I’m not buying Newsom’s fear-mongering for a second. I STILL don’t know a single person
who’s been infected  

Does anyone know if there’s any legal ground to stand on when refusing the vaccine? Any
class action-type suits?

Bernie2024

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

My body My choice seems to end the argument.  Good enough to justify killing
someone else so definitely works for this.

TrumpyBear

#

#

https://i.postimg.cc/J08bQwPQ/Journalist-Chris-Hedges-warns-revolt-is-all-we-h.jpg
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

I think the numbers are coming from mass testing of soda pop in major metro areas.

Live PCR test in Parliament: Coca Cola tests COVID-19 positive - Europe - Israel
National News

Only Way Out

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

What are my odds of survival without taking vaccine? No co morbidity...

Excellent, that's what.

Ban KKiller

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

You won't be modern and hip and woke and stuff.
itstippy

#

#

1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

The issue is what are the odds of you infecting your family.
Pdunne

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Infecting them with stupidity?
luigib

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

Even if it’s 100% safe I will not take it. For most people whose health is OK there is only a
small risk. It’s important that our immune systems are exposed to all manner of things in
order to strengthen them. We are making our immune system weaker by the over use of
vaccinations.

Freefromeudictatorship

#

#

https://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/292952
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9 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Who would've imagined that half of health care workers would turn out to be anti-vaxxers.  I
guess it's OK then if the rest of us skip it.

NoBigDeal
#

#

4 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Give all the vaxx to the naggers.
Wayne

#

#

2 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Are you a racist ? 
Linguo

#

#

6 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Are you a nagger?
Wayne

#

#
2 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Racist alert.
Linguo

#

#

4 2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

He/she/it likely nags it's undetermined sex partner all the time. 
cbxer55

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

A lot of your stuff  is actually quite smart.  Thanks for saving the worst shit for me.
NoBigDeal

#

#
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9 1 Reply"

1 day ago

The left: "I trust the DOCTORS".

Also the left: "NOT THOSE DOCTORS!!!!"

KirkPatrickN
#

#

12 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Most MD's and DO's I know are not taking this vaccine.

Take that however you like. 

hardright

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Your observation, even if true, is meaningless.
Linguo

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

All of your observations are meaningless, so F off.
Wayne

#

#
1 2 Reply"

1 day ago

' ' ' ' ' (

Linguo

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

You are a ddyke?
CommonsDeered

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

I am a former DD

and I'm not taking the jab

would rather take a chance on the slab.

JUST THE FACTS

#

#
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9 Reply"

1 day ago

Well.....we know the Bullshit did not end with 2020.
Target Practice

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Has anyone in the libtard media used the term COVID-20 or COVID-21 yet?
hardright

#

#

7 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

As soon as they get their CIA scripts updated they will.

snatchpounder

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Agreed.
Linguo

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

I think they have the scripts ready up to COVID-27 or -28 by now.
Hocusbocus

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

They just released 2021 its in the jab
Bossman1967

#

#
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9 Reply"

1 day ago

Plasma, Regeneron, Ivermectin, HCQ, Zn, and that New Russian Etiotropic Rx - All are
better choices.

With the Plasma, you get the Antibodies+Kitchen Sink.

Regeneron Doses are Antibody Cocktails - Rx start Fighting the CoV and the Patients'
Immune Systems kick into gear if they haven't done so by the Treatment.

Most Hospital Workers aren't in the Vulnerable Age Group; and when they do get the CoV,
they phone in to get treated.

IronForge
#

#

9 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

California is crawling with maskholes yet their cases are skyrocketing and rubes still think
their mask protects them from corona.

snatchpounder

#

#

1 14 Reply"

1 day ago

Super spreader “ Christians “ at church and people like you are the reason, among
many others for the continuing spread of the pandemic. Thanks a lot.

Linguo

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

You're stupid and stuff.
LeadPipeDreams

#

#

7 2 Reply"

1 day ago

I LOVE the term super spreader. It's especially entertaining when the fake news
media starts talking about a super spreader causing a dozen deaths and hundreds
of hospitalizations. They're really good at peddling the fear. "OH NOS, IT'S A
SUUUPER SPREEEADEEEER!!!"

Libtard Clown World

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

Remember the #RoseGardenMassacre.   OMG all those people are dead now!
MonteB

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Thanks for the fact-free “analysis”, Bob.

:-)

Sonofabitch
#

#

8 2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

You spelled plandemic wrong and all this BS has nothing to do with science and
everything to do with ending small businesses and depopulating the world. 

snatchpounder

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

" " " " " " " " " "

Linguo

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Your a fool so you deserve to get the jab then stop breathing we are better off
Bossman1967

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Spotted the )eww.
MonteB

#

#

1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Nazi alert.
Linguo

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Jews will routinely spout anti-Christian rhetoric.
hardright

#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 day ago

People are wearing a bandana around their neck and the mask Nazis are satisfied.
Libtard Clown World

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Those masks sure did a number on the seasonal flu, though.

Everybody mask up tonight.

Everybody wang chung tonight.

Wayne

#

#

2 6 Reply"

1 day ago

More complicated than that.  No preventative measure is foolproof, and that goes for
masks.   The difference between California and, say, Idaho is that Californians are at far
greater risk of infection given higher population densities and far more exposure to
international travelers.  Many parts of Asia also have high population densities, but
their adherence to mask wearing is much stricter because vast parts of Asia were
already avid mask wearers before Covid.

Sonofabitch

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Wake up you sheeple. You dont get it do you stupid its a scam
Bossman1967

#

#

2 7 Reply"

1 day ago

If you’ve got someone in your family who’s literate, try to have them tap out a
message for you.

Sonofabitch

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

You must be a liberal who lives in Cali sheep. Go take the jab already donus a
favor.

Bossman1967

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Stay in your demon filled world and leave sane people alone.
Linguo

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Sounds like you're living in the demon filled world, not us. 

Zero Malarkey Choomwagon

#

#

2

1 day ago

He's DEEP underground with that -5414 score. 
cbxer55

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

They know exactly what's going on with Bill Gates eugenics vaccine. 
Death2Fiat

#

#

1 2 Reply"

1 day ago

It’s all a big conspiracy, isn’t it?

:-)

Sonofabitch

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Why take any treatment for a disease with a 99.98% recovery rate? Oh, because I might
give it to you? Then you get the vaccine!

BoiledFrogs

#

#
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12 Reply"

1 day ago

Exactly. After demonizing hydroxichlooquine the medical “community” has no
credibility

HAL9000rev1

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Ivermectin FTW.
Wayne

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Plus Gates needs another $800B while simultaneously killing millions. 

snatchpounder

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Again.
bkwaz4

#

#

9 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Hospitals work like this, you either get vaccinated and go along with the administrative
program and its' dictates or you are fired. Gonna be a lot of health care jobs open for
suckers who are willing to have their DNA changed. Indemnified, and death. Mengele is
laughing in his grave.

Caliphate Connie and the Headbangers

#

#

9 6 Reply"

1 day ago

Nurse Tiffany Dover Pontes, who fainted after taking the vaccine, is dead, as confirmed on
Ancestory.com.  https://www.bitchute.com/video/4mdIxUsjXjEb/  

Enraged

#

#

http://ancestory.com/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4mdIxUsjXjEb/
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6 5 Reply"

1 day ago

That's been debunked. Spreading lies weakens an argument. There are plenty of truths
to stick to.

Libtard Clown World

#

#

7 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Where is Tiffany Dover Pontes?  Have you seen her alive since she fainted?  
Enraged

#

#

6 2 Reply"

1 day ago

The only thing I have seen was a clip put out by her hospital showing a Tiffany
Dover lookalike. The giveaway was the hair parting which was not in the same
place as Tiffany's.

Bollockinell

#

#

1 5 Reply"

1 day ago

Please stay in your demon filled world and leave sane people alone.
Linguo

#

#

2 6 Reply"

1 day ago

" This claim is false: the Catholic Health Initiatives (CHI) Memorial Hospital in
Chattanooga, Tennessee, where Nurse Manager Tiffany Dover works, confirmed
to Reuters that she is well.

https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-nurse-covid-vaccine-dead-
idUSKBN29629G

Canadian Gal

#

#

4 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Rothschilds owns Reuters.  Do you trust them?  http://stateofthenation.co/?
p=39390

Enraged

#

#

https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-nurse-covid-vaccine-dead-idUSKBN29629G
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=39390
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1 5

1 day ago

Please stay in your demon filled world and leave sane people alone.
Linguo

#

#

2 5

1 day ago

As the Reuters article states, the hospital did in fact post a youtube video of
the lady and her coworkers 4 days after vaccination.  The lady is fine and
back to work, lol.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wxGR3y0gE_0&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=CHIMemorial

Canadian Gal
#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

She was stuffed in a sea bag and dumped in the Caliphate; she is no longer able
to speak, but she does have a face covering. 

Caliphate Connie and the Headbangers

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Liar.
Linguo

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

I bet the nurse is still alive, but I also believe that Jeffrey Epstein is alive and well under
federal protection somewhere.

Hocusbocus

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

I bet you think Joe Biden is still alive too. 
Zorch

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wxGR3y0gE_0&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=CHIMemorial
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

Joe may be still hanging on physically, but not so much mentally.
Hocusbocus

#

#

9 1 Reply"

1 day ago

When everybody wears a mask for no valid reason other than everyone else is doing it - that
is called insanity.

I really do marvel at the fear based notion (the real virus) of how do you really know that you
are not sick?

You could be sick but just don't know it. There could be a terrorist hiding in your garbage
can.

You're All Diseased!

freedommusic

#

#
5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Fear and guilt.

Fear because of the killer virus and potential death.
Guilt because you maybe kill grandma.

Perfect control elements.

knopperz

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Guild(?) because you maybe kill grandma.  DONE THAT ALREADY.
JOHNLGALT.

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

typo :)
knopperz

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X29lF43mUlo
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Reply"

1 day ago

LOL, to EDIT just go to the far RIGHT SIDE of your USERNAME & click on
Edit, make your changes, then click on Save Changes below the Comment
Box   CHEERS, for 2021

JOHNLGALT.

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

It's already been established that the terrorist is under the bed.

Things that go bump

#

#

9 1 Reply"

1 day ago

THE SHEEP ARE WAKING UP.
rpm77

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

The eugenists don't need the whole population infused with the DNA modifier. They
already have enough. 

exculpatorycredence

#

#
1 Reply"

1 day ago

that is probably true.
knopperz

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

@exculpatorycredence  How can the eugenists have vaccinated enough?  Enough
for what?  You know the vaccinated are also sterilized, so do not expect the
modified DNA to progress through the gene pool. 

Fishhawk

#

#
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9 2 Reply"

1 day ago

In the words of the PCR inventor Mullis was quoted saying "the never-ending quest for more
grants and staying with established dogmas" has hurt science.

Ted Baker
#

#

9 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Smart move. Fortunately there's no risk of getting Covid since it doesn't exist. Those
vaccines, however, come with potentially serious health risks. Already several people who've
taken the jab have died. As time goes by expect to hear horror stories about what these
vaccines do to people.

Fluff The Cat

#

#

8 2 Reply"

1 day ago

I pity the fools who choose to be vaccinated.
RikEmmett

#

#

3 7 Reply"

1 day ago

Why ? 
All of them witches

#

#

2 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Disinformation "Triumphs".
radical-extremist

#

#

Reply"

22 hours ago

They gotta Follow Your Heart.
Hoss N. Pfeffer

#

#
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8 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

"I'm choosing the risk of getting COVID..."

What risk?

My body; My choice!!

Remember that one, Ladies?

-- The Secret Shakespeare

TheSecretShakespeare
#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Force and coercion should never be mixed with medicine.

Because government interventions since 1965 have essentially ruined medicine, there are
very few doctors and nurses left who want no part of government's force and coercion. 
Most of them are completely happy to go along with the transformation of the once-
honorable profession into just another arm of the State.

The people, listening to the siren song of class warfare, thought they should be entitled to
medical care and that the government should be allowed to stick it to the doctors,
permitting instead the multiple layers of third-party bureaucrats to be inserted and rake in
wealth.  The people are getting more and more dissatisfied with what they're getting, but it's
apparently not bad enough yet for them to revolt and kick these third parties (insurance
bureaucrats and government) out of the transaction. 

This "surprise medical billing" charade in Congress is an example.....once passed, that
decapitated the free-market providers who want to work outside this corrupt and
treacherous system.  Of course, they bill outside the normal channels. 

Hypatia

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Socialism is force - Milton Friedman 
bobroonie

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

To fix the American medical system, END ALL MEDICAL LICENSING.  Simple.  Stop
using the State's powers of coercion to dictate who may and who may not practice
medicine.  Stop creating a closed, incestuous market that favors and protects insiders
while demolishing all competition.  And end all laws requiring a nanny-note from such a
State-Licensed Medical Practitioner in order to buy any damned medicine you please. 

The stupid will be stupid, and eliminate themselves from the gene pool.  The wise will
know their limits, and use wisely or get expert advice.  There will be REAL competition
in the medical field, and prices will come down dramatically.

The ONLY regulation of medicine that we need is the same we should demand in ALL
commerce: vigorous enforcement against FRAUD.  Every bottle, whether of pills, herbs,
or cordials must reveal EXACTLY what is in the preparation, and the penalties for
deception should be commensurate with the danger.  A mislabeled drug for heart
failure is MURDER, and should be punished accordingly.

As for vaccines which include a nice little sterilization surprise, take out the top dozen
members of the corporation, and make them watch while all of their children and
grandchildren are executed.  The punishment needs to fit the crime.

  

Faeriedust

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

What risk? Half the people I know who have "had" Covid were asymptomatic.
TheySayIAmOkay

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

How many received a false positive? 
bobroonie

#

#
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Reply"

5 hours ago

All.

 

toejam

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Offering a vaccine for a cured disease is medical malpratice. Zinc + HCQ is already a much
more effective cure that doesn't involve nutty experiments in genetic engineering.

tangent

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Correct.   And now we have learned that Ivermectin is even a step above HCQ,
increasing our future options.

I'm always content when I look at my bug out bag and know that I have 60 tabs of
HCQ, zinc, steroids, 2 zpaks, and Tylenol.  

No need for masks, vaccines, or lockdowns.

kizell

#

#
1 Reply"

1 day ago

Add to the list amantadine.
LA_Goldbug

#

#
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8 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Listened to an alternative talk show the other day in which the question was asked: If Covid
is so deadly where are all the dead homeless people?

That's a good point. The homeless are wandering around in the open without masks or
shelter, to a large extent.

In a sense the homeless are the canaries in the coal mine. You would expect, in a real
pandemic, they'd be the first victims and dropping dead all over the place! I suppose the
average person falling for this scam is watching so much MSM propaganda on the boob
tube to think clearly!        

pmc
#

#

1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Dead homeless people are the main ingredient in Hot Pockets
MickeyDolan

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

I thought it was Soylent green! Maybe there's no difference! 
pmc

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Good point.

I think there are three canaries in the coal mine:

1.  Homeless people

2.  Un-vaccinated hospital workers.   If the hospitals were loaded up with covid
patients and tons of them were being taken out in body bags, they would all be lining
up to take that juice.

3.  Masks.  If the pro mask crowd is so adamant that us anti maskers are killing people,
why haven't they just upgraded to the full body suit completely encasing them.  That
way they don't have to worry about another person's choice, and when it's time to take
it off, the just spray it down with alcohol.   What's that???? They don't want to look
stupid???  Oh the irony........

kizell

#

#
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8 Reply"

1 day ago

How do you launch a “disease” created for no other purpose than to sell drugs that are
supposed to treat it?

* Issue a press release about how it is an “under-recognized” disease with many “barriers”
and “stigmas” to treatment.

* Launch a TV campaign to “raise awareness” about the disease’s symptoms and risks
factors to help “sufferers” in the general public self-diagnose

* Create a website with a quiz for people to determine if they have the disease and a script
for them to take to the doctor to be prescribed the intended drug

* Hire doctors to warn people that the disease is progressive and silent and will only get
worse if they ignore it and don’t seek treatment.

* Create patient front groups to lobby the FDA to approve expensive drugs for the disease
and to lobby insurers to not substitute a lower cost drug

* Plant articles in respectable medical journals about the hidden costs of the under-
recognized disease in hospitalizations and quality of life of sufferers which total more than
the cost of insurers buying the drug itself.

* Develop a second drug that sufferers need to add to the first drug to boost its
performance, either because the first drug doesn’t work or the people never had the disease
in the first place.

https://www.counterpunch.org/2017/09/15/how-big-pharma-and-big-food-have-made-us-
fat-and-sick-2/

Enraged
#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

medical industrial complex
Joe Rockhead

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

It's Not a Vaccine; It's an Operating System.
Diamond66666

#

#

https://www.counterpunch.org/2017/09/15/how-big-pharma-and-big-food-have-made-us-fat-and-sick-2/
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8 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Redfield said masks are better than vaccine !!!

The nurse who without a mask was displayed before cameras after getting the shot and then
fainting. But since then has not been seen to give a full face interview to say she is OK.
Huummm, I think she is not amongst us. RIP

LA_Goldbug

Perhaps they were spooked by a viral video of a Tennessee nurse
passing out on camera roughly 10 minutes after receiving her first
dose of the COVID-19 vaccine - which she says was due to an
'over-reactive vagal response' and not related to the jab.

John D. Rockefeller wanted to gain control of education, including
the medical education systems. He did that with the help of Fred
Gates. Fred Gates was a Baptist pastor, who left that post to
become secretary of the American Baptist Education Society.
Rockefeller was a devout Baptist himself, so the two were destined
to meet. Rockefeller donated $600,000 to the Baptist-based
Chicago University, under the suggestion of Fred Gates. (Now
known as the University of Chicago Medical Center.)

In the late 1800s and early 1900s there were many schools that
taught Eclectic medicine (botanical and herbal medicine), Holistic
medicine, and Naturopathy. These schools were not in line with the
pharmaceutical drug-pushing agenda of the Rockefellers and
Carnegies. Holistic health, botanicals and herbs, and nutritional
therapy were not part of the agenda of the Rockefellers and
Carnegies. Remember, also, that this was the time when the
Rockefellers had the monopoly on pharmaceuticals and when
Hemp was a huge threat to their budding pharma and oil
investments.
 

#

#

https://youtu.be/QBcCwlXN_OY
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/tennessee-nurse-passes-out-front-news-crew-minutes-after-taking-covid-19-vaccine
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3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

And 90% of all synthetic pharmaceuticals are based on chemicals found in plants.

Eustice Mullins gave some good talks on Rockefeller and the AMA formation, look him
up...

Lee Harvey

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Did ((( they ))) take part in the conspiracy, Professor ?
Linguo

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Eustace Mullins was a Nazi. Are you a Nazi ?
Linguo

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Why, were you hoping to hold rank over me, Reich Chancellor...?
Lee Harvey

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

http://www.cannabisnewsjournal.co/2017/05/the-flexner-report-of-1910-and.html

LA_Goldbug

Flexner helped pave the way for a medical monopoly that
persists to this day. Modern medicine has become such a
systemic force that none of this should come as a surprise
that a man no one has really heard of or was not a doctor
was able to do this.  Of course, drugs are patented. Of
course, they’re expensive and controlled by a select group
of companies and government agencies. Of course, we
can’t use plants as medicine. That’s quackery!

#

#

http://www.cannabisnewsjournal.co/2017/05/the-flexner-report-of-1910-and.html
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8 Reply"

1 day ago

So nice of the government to take my money at gunpoint and then decide on medical
treatments for me. There's no end to their selfless benevolence.

xear
#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Comrade, your comment HAS been noted, and action will be applied accordingly.

You should refrain from snarky comments.

 

spdrdr

#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 day ago

The Dems need the vaccine shot to keep themselves safe and sound in their basements,
fully masked while they spew endless fake news blogs about the death virus caused by
Trump apparently going around outside. 

Pi Bolar

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

“ ... caused by Trump “ is the only thing true in your post.
Linguo

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Pray tell, do post your evidence that it was caused by Trump.
El Vaquero

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Denial, in the interest of political expediency, failure to take immediate measures
to slow transmission, giving insane advice like telling people to shoot up bleach
and drink Lysol, shall I go on, Professor ?

Linguo

#

#
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5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

You made the claim, it is your job to supply the evidence.  What would have
you have done, what evidence is there it would have worked and what
authority does Trump have under the Constitution?  

When I get a response like yours that has zero substance and zero intellect
behind it, I know I've already won the argument.  

El Vaquero

#

#

1 8

1 day ago

Look what Taiwan did, Professor. Immediate lockdowns and quarantine. No
denial, no insane advice. No Trumpanzees.

Linguo

#

#

6 1

1 day ago

I asked you what you would have done.  You won't answer.  You don't have
an argument.  You don't have an intellect.  You lose right out of the gate.  

El Vaquero

#

#

7

1 day ago

I would have done what Taiwan did. Immediate lockdown and quarantines.
They haven’t had a domestic case in several months. Trump did nothing,
except blame others for his failures. 

Linguo

#

#
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6 1

1 day ago (Edited)

My state is and has been in lockdown, dumbfuck.  We're still one of the
worst.  We're doing what Taiwan did and it's not working.  Why is that?  

 

On top of that, you can go read the actual science that says that the
government suggested 40 cycles for the PCR test says that you're going to
get far more false positives than actual positives.  Follow the science, right?

El Vaquero

#

#

1 9 Reply"

1 day ago

330,000 counts of negligent homicide. Look how Taiwan stopped the COVID-19
and hang your head in shame, Trumpanzee.

Linguo

#

#

4 5 Reply"

1 day ago

Many nations economies are still growing because they don't have lunatics
with a death wish running their countries.

zeropopulationgrowth

#

#
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2 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

Only about 6% actually died of COVID, boyo, or 19,800 people total. Fewer
than a bad flu year. The rest died with COVID. There is a distinction, and a lot
of those positives were false positives. Last month, my cousin's 72-year-old
wife died, not unexpectedly, of the congestive heart failure she suffered with--
blew up like a balloon. They called her death COVID-related. I read of some
guy in Florida who died in a motorcycle accident and they classified it as a
COVID death. DOA, they tested him at autopsy and got positive COVID. Some
guy recently tested his Coca-Cola and got a positive. When this all began,
some country in Africa tested a papaya and a goat. Both were positive cases.
There wasn't an increased rate of death for the US population in 2020. It
actually dipped slightly and is approximately the same as in 2018. Forget
about your hatred of Trump, that is only distracting you from what is actually
going in this country. 

Things that go bump

#

#
6

1 day ago

What did the death certificate say, Professor ?
Linguo

#

#

1

1 day ago

If you haven't figured out how to determine when you're being defrauded,
you deserve what you're getting.  

El Vaquero

What did the death certificate say, Professor ?

#

#
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1

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

Though it remains carbonation-impaired, the Coke is expected to make an
otherwise full recovery. Neither the goat nor the papaya survived the feast.
They were the first laboratory verified COVID deaths in that African country.
They were greatly mourned. 

Things that go bump

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

The “85 million” retarded Dem voters better start lining up for their pin prick so they can
finally stfu. 

kc_kilo

#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I would much rather get Rona than get the vax or wear filthy masks. The Rona is the least
invasive.

Silver Savior

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Idiot.
Linguo

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Hospitals here are sending out multiple daily E-mails saying there's plenty of vaccine, plenty
of available appointments, come on down!

Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

A vaccine can take 10-15 years to develop.  People are taking this one in less than 1
year.    Health care workers would know more than the average person about how
rushed this is.

 

https://www.historyofvaccines.org/content/articles/vaccine-development-testing-and-
regulation

Robert De Zero

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Not to the general public.
zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Well the Dems do need their shots so they can have another false sense of security
and they might leave the rest of us the hell alone.

Silver Savior

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

There will be closet gop getting the shots also, like they get abortions, watch porn,
abuse alcohol, get divorced also.

zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

So now that 2020 is done. Take a look at the death numbers compared to previous years.
Less died this year than 2019. and only a minor increase from the 2017-2018 flu seasons.

Oh and btw. There is no more flu apparently

https://nypost.com/2020/10/17/how-the-media-is-misreporting-covid-19s-death-toll-in-
america/

Corn Popp

#

#

https://www.historyofvaccines.org/content/articles/vaccine-development-testing-and-regulation
https://nypost.com/2020/10/17/how-the-media-is-misreporting-covid-19s-death-toll-in-america/
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1 8 Reply"

1 day ago

The “no more flu” is a red herring. The best way to prevent flu is exactly what is being
urged to prevent covid. If you wear a mask, isolate, avoid crowds, don’t touch your
face, and wash your hands often, you won’t get the flu.

There is a problem because covid causes flu-like symptoms (fever, cough and
congestion) so it is likely plenty of people with flu have been diagnosed as having
covid. There’s an excess of caution, a focus on covid, the tests take too long, there is a
financial incentive to find covid and too many false positives with excessive cycles on
the tests.

Plus Ultra

#

#

8 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Take your mask and stick it where the sun doesnt shine f@g
Corn Popp

#

#

2 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Watch the projection now, Trumpanzee.
Linguo

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Sideways.  ;)
cbxer55

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Are you really that dumb?

Masks stop the flu but they do nothing to stop Covid.

or

Flu deaths have been re-branded as Covid deaths.

Which makes more sense?  If you don't choose the right one, we know the results of
your IQ test: It came back negative.

fackbankz

#

#
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3 6 Reply"

1 day ago

You know they really should come up with a test that will distinguish the flu from
covid. That'd be cool. Wonder why no one's though of that?

AuEagleNest

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Ask your messiah Bill Gates, or his little gremlin Fraudchi
Corn Popp

#

#

3 5 Reply"

1 day ago

I used to be opposed to Bill Gates depopulation plan,

But after spending time in this comment section with all the Trumptards, I'm all
for it.

hoytmonger

#

#

3 4

1 day ago

) ) ) ) ) ) ) )

Linguo

#

#

2 5

1 day ago

He should start here in the US. If we could drop say, about 70 million, mostly
from the red taker states, our GDP would be up, debt would be down, covid
deaths would be down, and oxy deaths would be near zero.

AuEagleNest

#

#

2 4

1 day ago

I’m all for it if it just gets the boomers. Oh yeah that’s what the vid does.
Maybe it is bill after all. 

The Persistent Vegetable

#

#
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2 5

1 day ago

We gotta get the baby-makers too, and their home schooled, 'christian'
indoctrinated devil spawn.

AuEagleNest

#

#

1 3

1 day ago

Nah. Let’s put the men in fema camps and impregnate the woman with the
seed of intelligent men like us, and make America smart again. 

The Persistent Vegetable
#

#

1 day ago

Anti/post-human world

No unauthorized procreation

No more meeting others in person

No having strong personal relationships with friends or family (too risky. We
might form strong bonds and figure out that that's how we defeat them)

Must be alone and neutered. No having babies and no fighting, or even having
the will to fight

Dumb everyone down thru censorship of language and make them totally reliant on
'smart' technology

No strong work ethic. Get your sterilization shots to get your UBI and print money
until the majority die off

No staying in shape. Wear your mask at the gym and when you are outside
exercising. If no lockdown. Eat only our GMO garbage and drink our poisoned water

No cash. Every single transaction must be tracked and traced to ensure full
compliance with the system

No more starting up businesses. You will only patronize established, pre-qualified
corporations

Corn Popp
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7 2 Reply"

No more driving yourself around. You must cede all control of your driving ability
to an automated system

No more fun. Keep your face covered at all times and at least 6 feet away from
each other

No more growing your own food, or being able to survive off the control grid

No more control of your body and what you want and dont want put in it

No questioning election integrity. We will choose your leaders for you

No love for your own race. We must all be the same. Like The Borg

#

#

1 7 Reply"

1 day ago

Paranoid schizophrenic with delusions of grandeur and persecution complex.
Diagnosed Trumpanzee.

Linguo

#

#
4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Time for the three trolls to get back to their feltching each other’s anus’. 
Tigbits

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Disgusting, even for a Trumpanzee.
Linguo

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Post link has been removed
beentheredonethat

#

#
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8 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Man, I am going to be in hot water this coming week...I sent three of our "human resources"
to do inventory observations without the required COVID letters on file.  Not a big deal, I can
just forge the signatures and backdate them.

Zero Malarkey Choomwagon
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

PA, GA, MI, WI, Az... could you tell them to lock those ballots up to, then back date.
Thutmoses

#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Vaccines as with all risk mitigation measures carry risks.  And those risks must be balanced
against the risk they attempt to mitigate.

This is the case for all treatments and surgeries.

You may successfully get a routine surgery for a defective heart valve, but then die from a
blood clot pursuant to that surgery.  

You may get antibiotics for a sinus infection, and then die from anaphylactic shock pursuant
an allergy to that medication that you never knew you had.

It is an alternative risk decision always.  

It is wrong how vaccination has been presented as a risk-free magic bullet, while COVID is
presented universally as a terrible and highly fatal disease for all parts of the population.

That simply is not now, and never has been, consistent with the facts of this vaccine or
disease and for any treatment and any pathogen.

gcjohns1971

#

#

2 5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

And we can get hit by a drunk driver and killed on the way to work, but work and
life go on. Accept the risk and bear the minuscule consequences.

steverino999

#

#
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4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Minuscule?

You sure?

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Wow, I hit ignore user on DickMustard and half of the comments on this article disappeared. 
For just joining today DickMustard has a ton of pent of comment energy.  Exactly what I
would expect from him after being exposed as a tranny on ZH.

dondonsurvelo

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I banned him too. Retarded name expect the same 
BinAnunnaki

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Tyler needs to vet these scammers. 
arby63

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

cram a steel model corvette up their recta
atomic balm

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Next up...the vaccine police, led by Sheriff Fauci and his CDC storm troopers !

No vaccine...no food, electricity, or water !  We will shut off your access/use of your
credit/debit card, and bank accounts !

"These bas'tid health care workers...what the heck do they know anyway ?"...California Gov.
Newsom

hewdoc

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Yeah, it's going to be the mark of the beast we've all known was coming. 
cbxer55

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

That's what they're hoping, but it's not going to work out that way. 

We win in the end.  They already know this.  They're just playing out the final moves
because they have to.  I feel sorry for them.

fackbankz
#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 day ago

It's funny because there are legions of people pissing and moaning about how it's Trump's
fault that not enough people have received the vaccine yet. The fact that healthcare workers
are refusing it tells you everything you need to know.

CovidFloozy

#

#

1 2 Reply"

1 day ago

"It will be a matter of weeks. Get out very, very much ahead of schedule. Any schedule
that I said, we’re going to be far ahead of that." - Trump

hoytmonger

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Nope people are blaming Trump for golfing in February when the Epidemic was
containable.

Pdunne

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

You're a moron
CovidFloozy

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Containable??  China was deliberately seeding it throughout the world. The only way
to container it was to turn China into glass before anyone got out. If you think
anybody has “contained” it you’re doing drugs. New Zealand?? No. Korea?? That
notion has been recently proved wrong. China?? Only if you think the CCP is a
completely truthful group. Japan?? Nope!   You don’t contain these sorts of viruses.
They eventually drop off the headlines but the are endemic and will be with us for
longer than you’ll be alive. 

CingRed

#

#

8 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Happy Year Agenda 21! We’ve entered the year these lunatics go full eugenics, tyranny, and
war with their UN Agenda 21. 

EndofTimes

#

#

6 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Hope they bring their blue helmet targets when they come.
TrumpyBear

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Agenda 21 isn't the year 2021,

It's the agenda for the 21st century.

2030 is a benchmark year, hence Agenda 2030,

It'll be fully implemented by 2050.

hoytmonger

#

#
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Reply"

11 hours ago

Yeah, no, its Agenda 2021.. why? Look at the pandemic which utterly changed the
entire world in a matter of 8 months. The elites who pulled the strings are all old
grumpy men who have very little left to live. They want to see their plans become
reality. Sadly for Rockefeller, McCain, Bush Sr, and others they died before they can
see their plans fulfill. Now, they torment in the pits of hell.

EndofTimes

#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Why must they strategize??   Why not just leave the people alone.  No one got vaccines
years ago.  Don’t play the big pharma game.  
Last vaccination I got was in 1959.  Biggest scam I’ve ever seen.

lynnybee

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Mine was in grade school for mumps
afronaut

#

#
8 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

.
Morphic

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Ten people and five over-ripe pineapples.
ThePub'Lick_Hare

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

15 of 10 people voted!
atomic balm

#

#
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8 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

$1 in Bitcoin to the person who can offer the most plausible explanation for (1) the
reluctance, and (2) the media being permitted to report on it.

Because I can tell you one thing: this isn't a good thing, whatever you may be hoping in your
heart of hearts. The past year has been the biggest psy-op in history, and this is part of that
script.

Let's all hope they have a change of mind. We don't want any vaccines left lying around.
Use 'em all up, nurses. Then vax the blacks.

JohnHellHood
#

#

1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Racist alert.
Linguo

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

^^^^ Dipshit alert ^^^^^
Wayne

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago

Saving up for a new dildo.
CommonsDeered

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Hundreds of Israelis get infected with Covid-19 after receiving Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine
– reports

https://www.rt.com/news/511332-israel-vaccination-coronavirus-pfizer/

Corn Popp

#

#

https://www.rt.com/news/511332-israel-vaccination-coronavirus-pfizer/
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9 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Correction: it's now hundreds of thousands.

Edit: one million.

JohnHellHood

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Anti Semite alert.
Linguo

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Six gorillion.
househonky

#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 day ago

7/10 MD/DOs I know did not get the vaccine.

Take that any way you like. 

hardright

#

#
5 Reply"

1 day ago

The plural of anecdote is not data, Professor. Your observation is meaningless.
Linguo

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

No, your observation of his observation is what's meaningless. 
GreatCaesar'sGhost

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

I kind of want a large % of the population to volunteer for it so Im not forced to take it..
JZ123

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

I THINK YOUR WISH WILL BE GRANTED JUDGING BY HOW MANY I SEE DAILY
PRAYING THEY'LL GET IT FIRST

erlee

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

We should all follow their lead and give up our covid shot to someone less fortunate than us.
Cheddar

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

We should be doing everything we can to see that as many doses as possible spoil on
the shelf. 

fackbankz

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

@fbi
StagStopa

#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Imagine if you will a virus SO deadly that half of the healthcare workers who deal with it daily
refuse to get inoculated against it. Any leftist sheep who bought into this scam is exactly
what we thought they were. 

UnicornTears

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I was told by a high level hospital director quote "We all know what COVID is and what
is actually happening" and "if we talk about it we loose our medical licenses". She
proceeded to tell me that CNN only brings on braindead doctors who either toe the line
or are willing to suffer the lie. 

exculpatorycredence

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Agreed. Also might want to change ‘loose’ to ‘lose’ you’ll have a Karen spelling nazi
on your ass soon around here. 

Tigbits

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Also... I don't think the "GET SHOT" slogan will work.
RoboFascist 1st

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

It worked in Chicago 

Eric Post

 I don't think the "GET SHOT" slogan will work.

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

I'd say most of them already have natural immunity. They've been exposed more than the
average American and 26% of the population is already immune. 

wick7

#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Mandatory Doublethink (Gary Orsum)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sU0OVnUx8rY

"My body, my choice" does not jive with "Mandatory"

Handful of Dust

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sU0OVnUx8rY
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10 Reply"

1 day ago

It jives. You can opt not to take the vaccine but then there are things you won't be
allowed to do, like get on an airplane. If someone opts to get pregnant there are lots of
things they are not allowed to do too, like get on a rollercoaster. Choice = freedom =
responsibility = CONSEQUENCES!

Ignore This

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Ignore this people ^^^^
Tigbits

#

#

Reply"

21 hours ago

The word is "jibe".  Jive is something else.
Dick Benenya

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

Hospitals get paid more money if a patient is coded for the coronavirus, even if they haven’t
been tested.  

Right now Medicare has determined that if you have a COVID-19 admission to the hospital
you’ll get paid $13,000, and if that COVID-19 patient goes on a ventilator, you get $39,000.  

It was reported earlier if you are placed on the ventilator, your chance of survival is 10%. 
The moral of the story is to live a healthy lifestyle and avoid the hospital.     

https://www.dailywire.com/news/yes-hospitals-get-paid-more-for-coronavirus-coded-
patients-even-if-they-havent-been-tested  

Enraged

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

it's a freakin' gold rush for the hospitals. 
9.0ontherichterscale

#

#

https://www.dailywire.com/news/yes-hospitals-get-paid-more-for-coronavirus-coded-patients-even-if-they-havent-been-tested
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1 Reply"

23 hours ago

Those corrupt and wicked health industry persons deserve medieval torture and
execution. 

King of Ruperts Land

#

#

Reply"

19 hours ago

Definitely not a gold rush for employees.  We are just forced to deal with the endless
admissions to make the hospital a load of government money that is most definitely
not shared. 

He-He That Tickles

#

#

1 Reply"

21 hours ago

Is this the real story behind the high death numbers?
Robert De Zero

#

#

1 day ago

We know that 2020’s coronavirus doesn’t increase the total deaths in a year compared to
previous years, and now we are being told that the alleged “new strain” (which we still don’t
have proof even exists) doesn’t lead to more people getting hospitalized or dying.

Yet we’re still living in a Virus Regime, a dystopian scenario where the government can do
anything to you “because of the virus.”

Study Finds:

arak

As millions prepare to receive their coronavirus vaccine, fears are
growing of a new variant strain of SARS-CoV-2 detected in the
United States and England. This new variant, dubbed B.1.1.7, could
be more contagious than previous strains of the coronavirus, but a
new report is at least bringing some positivity into
2021. Researchers from Public Health England (PHE) find the
variant is not likely to put more patients in the hospital or cause
more deaths than other COVID strains.

https://dailystormer.su/john-hopkins-pulls-article-admitting-that-coronavirus-has-not-raised-total-us-death-toll/
https://www.studyfinds.org/new-coronavirus-variant-doesnt-cause-worse-covid-infections/
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7 Reply"

These viruses are not dangerous. They’re barely at the level of the common flu, which is why
the government had to hoax the death numbers by blaming the virus for people dying of
whatever cause.

The virus hysteria is being pushed hard because it gets people to comply with a rapid
transformation of society.

People should keep in mind that even if the virus were really as dangerous as the
government wants you to believe, the government should have no business telling us what
to do and what not to do.

If people don’t decide for themselves what risks to take, how can democracy really exist?

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
B.1.1.7 is responsible for 60 percent of the new infections in
London since November. The origin of this variant remains a
mystery, but the CDC says B.1.1.7 has several mutations, including
one in the receptor binding domain of its spike protein. This is the
part of the virus which attaches to cells and cuts its way into them
to reproduce.

A recent study by the Centre for Mathematical Modelling of
Infectious Diseases also finds that the new coronavirus variant,
which researchers call VOC 202012/01, is 56 percent more
contagious than other COVID strains. Despite this, the team
from PHE concludes it is not anymore dangerous to patients
during the pandemic.

“Preliminary results from the cohort study found no statistically
significant difference in hospitalization and 28-day case fatality
between cases with the variant (VOC 201212/01) and wild-type
comparator cases,” study authors write in the report, Investigation
of novel SARS-CoV-2 variant.

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Yes, but what is for dinner?  And what is on YouTube later?
Rest Easy

#

#

Reply"

19 hours ago

^^I beg to differ

COVID_excess_mort_withcauses_12302020 - Vital Statistics Gallery | Tableau Public

 

anyone who thinks this is common flu is welcome to odds of 1 in  611 of catching
covid and dying in the next 90 days with a 200,000 daily infection rate staying
constant and a recorded 3% death rate from those infected.

Happy 2021

DotfromKansas-TheStuffedRag
#

#

https://public.tableau.com/profile/dataviz8737%23!/vizhome/COVID_excess_mort_withcauses_12302020/WeeklyExcessDeaths
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7 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Sort of off-topic but not really...

Anyone see any MSM coverage of whatever happened to Tiffany Dover - the trauma nurse
that passes out in pressure situations?

I'm not one to believe wild conspiracy theories, but the video over on Bitchute showing a
SearchQuarry lookup for Tiffany indicating she passed (next of kin mentioned in the death
announcement along with the same names in her FB profile) is a bit of a head-scratcher.
You, apparently, can't search for Tiffany on SearchQuarry now.

If Tiffany was alive and well, why isn't she being paraded about to demonstrate the
nothingburger of taking these genetic poisons? It seems that she would be a good resource
to calm the anxieties of these California healthcare workers refusing the jab.

It doesn't pass the sniff test. It's interesting, that given the evidence to date, a healthcare
worker apparently dies from the injection, but is "hidden away". The person they
subsequently show in a couple of news clips doesn't really look like the original Tiffany.

Don't know. So much deception, and, cognitive dissonance so strong in the gen-pop that
they'll believe anything told them about the situation. They want desperately to go on with
their fairytale existence and hope in going back to "normal".

/rant

duck_fur
#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

She is dead. 
me or you

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

She could be stored in one of those refrigerated trucks.

Hillary Clinton had at least one double, especially right after collapsing on the street
and being shoved into a waiting van by the U.S. Secret Service at the 2016 9/11
memorial ceremony.

Donald Trump fans think Hillary Clinton ‘used a body double’ after her 9/11
memorial 'collapse'

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/donald-trump-hillary-clinton-
body-double-collapse-health-a7239796.html

Templar X

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Her name was Tiffany Dover

https://www.bitchute.com/video/4mdIxUsjXjEb/

 

BURNtheMSM

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Evidence is only based on Ancestry.com.  Ancestry can be edited just like Wikipedia.
I doubt she is dead. 

Pausebreak

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

I'll take "Saline Solutions" for $800, Alex.
curtisw

#

#

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/donald-trump-hillary-clinton-body-double-collapse-health-a7239796.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4mdIxUsjXjEb/
http://ancestry.com/
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

All previous mRNA vaccine trials in animals were a failure and abandoned because of
serious side effects and death.

New vaccines completely skipped the animal trial phase.

Trust the science.

Kurpak
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

It’s because they don’t want to lower the animal population. Only the human
population. The left has said this since the late 1960’s.

Retarded Idiot

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

To them, this is the animal testing phase.

Let that sink in.

saltshaker

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

This is turning into a huge freaking joke!  A warp speed vax for a warp speed flu all courtesy
of your friendly neighborhood government!  

Do you remember what you were doing Jan 2nd 2020?  Could you have imagined all this?  

Take your vax and stick it in your *ss!

Lucifer

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Then don’t take it. I’m sure our VIPs have already diverted doses to themselves and
their families. Now there will be “distribution problems “ just in time for a new variant to
take out the plebs. Right on time. 

OutaTime43

#

#
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7 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Premium members data is being sold to ANTIFA.
MickeyDolan

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

all 6 of them
Fireman

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

(

Linguo

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

anybody who takes this vaccine, especially as a health worker, must be absolutely retarded:

lest anyone claim at a later date that we were not forewarned!

the future of vaccines, a documentary by james corbett:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQvaQFdGLn8

a brief summary of why subjecting yourself of your own free will to the new mRNA
coronavirus vaccine could severely endanger your health and - possibly - even your life can
be found after the 36-minute mark.

donkey_shot

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQvaQFdGLn8
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7 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

 

I've heard of this movie, it was called the Stepford Hospital, was it not?

 

Or was it 1984? Clearly their negative opinions are double plus ungood and must be rectified
immediately.

HonorSeeker

To try and convince health workers to take the jab, several hospitals
are now showing employees instructional videos and interactive
webinars showing staff happily getting vaccinated.

#

#

7 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Step right up and get your Gates sponsored vaccine. It was rammed through funded by
hundreds of billions of government dollars. What could possibly go wrong?...

boyplunger7777

#

#
7 Reply"

1 day ago

Overactive vaginal response?  
Krinkle Sach

#

#

9 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I guess they gave her the shot in her twat. ;)
cbxer55

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Caused by an enormous dick. Too bad I needed to explain it to you.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#
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7 2 Reply"

1 day ago

This is a new type of messenger RNA treatment, not a vaccine.  The only long term
information they have is all of 3 - 4 months.  Wuhan China is back to partying in the streets
and concerts, no vaccine no masks, no social distancing.  Allmost like our bodies know how
to deal with a cold virus and herd immunity does work.

TemporarySecurity
#

#

1 9 Reply"

1 day ago

Almost, except in the case of 330,000 dead.
Linguo

#

#

1 2 Reply"

1 day ago

So why was overall mortality down in 2020, genius?
fackbankz

#

#

1 6 Reply"

1 day ago

Actually, overall, excess deaths increased by 300,000, Professor.
Linguo

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Iiberalism is a mental disorder 
Nemasis

#

#

1 6 Reply"

1 day ago

So is Trumptardism.
hoytmonger

#

#

1 7 Reply"

1 day ago

Suck it up, snowflake, your orange dope lost. Bigly.
Crusader75

#

#
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3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Tic toc.
Is-Be

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

And if Joe and the Ho actually get in office, this whole country is going to lose. Big
Time! 

cbxer55

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Oh, forgot to bid you adieu.

cya troll girly. 

arby63

#

#
7 Reply"

1 day ago

When comparing a 10-year-tested vaccine with COVID84 Pfizer solution. so called COVID84
vaccine is 0.2% effective.

You have been warned.

FakePCR_tribal_COVID_plandemic

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

[It] comes as a surprise to researchers, 'who assumed hospital staff would be among those
most in tune with the scientific data backing the vaccines.'

There is no scientific date backing what happens after people have been vaccinated and we
will have to wait a year or two before we know the full extent of it's effectiveness and side
effects. The hospital staff are very in tune because they know a rushed vaccine is not the
normal way these things are developed.

Sven Novgorod

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

They normally wait until the disease tapers off to fractions of it's peak, then they
introduce their snake oil.

And then they do a victory lap. Not that their snake oil changes the trajectory of the
curve at all. (Didn't they teach that to you at school?) 

Vaccines are the medical scam that keeps on giving.

Polio made a comeback, so they changed the name to Flacid something-or-other.

Is-Be

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Flaccid dick, which is what you'll get if you take this jab. 
cbxer55

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

With a limp wristed handshake.

Your voice will go up a couple notches.

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Why on earth wouldn't people trust the MSM, Big Tech and the funder of Covid-19, Dr
Fauci? 

Onthebeach6

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

How much do you want to bet that to get the next stimulus - or some future stimulus, you'll
have to take the shot?

Only Way Out

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

The rich people never got a check to begin with. It’s a win win for them. The
experiment is done on the non inferior people

You_Cant_Quit_Me

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

My daughter already got her $600 direct deposited.
TrumpyBear

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I have auto deposit, and my bank is closed from Thursday through Sunday. So I
won't know til Monday. 

cbxer55

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

So do I and I got mine this morning,

by afternoon it was spent.

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

My banks website appears to be down. I'll have to take a drive over to the ATM
tomorrow and run an account balance check. Hopefully all this damn snow
melts by the time I wake up! 

cbxer55

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

So she is dependent on the govt for survival. Nothing to brag about IMO
You_Cant_Quit_Me

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

Big Fat Bastard took a dump in Pelosi's driveway...Housing prices in the area dropped
immediately...

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/01/want-everything-pelosis-san-francisco-home-
vandalized-pigs-head-spray-paint/

Slapper
#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

.
Morphic

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

If TBFB took a dump in Nancy's marble jewel crested

driveway, it would take 2 large dump trucks working non stop

for 2 days to remove the waste...

JUST THE FACTS

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago

A good start 
BURNtheMSM

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

They didn't mention that that nurse that passed out, died a few days later.
Bugdog@21

#

#

1 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Link??
Pdunne

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

https://www.bitchute.com/video/4mdIxUsjXjEb/
BURNtheMSM

#

#

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/01/want-everything-pelosis-san-francisco-home-vandalized-pigs-head-spray-paint/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4mdIxUsjXjEb/
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

Her name was Tiffany Dover. RIP
Rusty Shorts

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Survived by her cuck husband, Ben Dover.
TINVOWOOT

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

The vaccine was rushed to market at "warp speed". WTF else do you need to know?
RebBiker

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

No actually "Production" was Warp Speed development was by CDC guidlines.
Pdunne

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Not only 'warp speed', but warp speed new technology.
cielukman

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Going off at a tangent in warp speed has to be like a crash-test dummy hitting a wall
with no seat-belt at say, 345 miles an hour.  

ThePub'Lick_Hare

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

The year 2020 is never going to end, is it?
Press Operator

#

#
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7 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Dr. Fauci is temporarily extending 2020 to slow the spread of CV. 

2021 won't start for at least six more weeks. 

Only Way Out

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Flatten the curve my friend 
BURNtheMSM

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

At least 50% of Americans will not take the vaccine. 
arby63

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

And be happy they didn't. 
cbxer55

#

#
3 5 Reply"

1 day ago

Prove it.
Pdunne

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

I can’t. Yet. Give me five months. Prove that more than 50% did. 
 

Prove it. 

arby63

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Love it!! People waking up!!!
Whatdoyoufightfor_

#

#
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5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Pretty conservative estimate.
Only Way Out

#

#

7 3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The Navy is asking for active duty Sailor volunteers to take the the vaccine. Very weird, I had
the whole anthrax series, yellow fever, Japanese encephalitis, etc, shots and I definitely
didn’t volunteer for it. I assumed we have enough uniformed medical personnel that would
get it way before I had to. They gave us 24 hours to decide if we wanted the Covid vax, I
opted out. 18 months until retirement, hope I make it out before I get volunteered for a shot. 

FDNF Navy Vet

#

#

1 9 Reply"

1 day ago

So, you are a career war criminal ?
Linguo

#

#

3 2 Reply"

1 day ago

You're an a$$hole regardless of career.
TrumpyBear

#

#

1 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Bots don’t have careers. " " " " " " " "

Linguo

#

#

3 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Bots don't know they are bots.  No,  you're just an a$$hole. 
TrumpyBear

#

#

2 3 Reply"

1 day ago

You are in collusion with serial murders if you support abortion. Got any fresh baby
parts for sale??

San Pedro

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

You're thinking of politicians 
2muchtax

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Its voluntary because we still need at least SOME healthy military personnel.
cielukman

#

#

7 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Take the vaxx, get HIV
BinAnunnaki

#

#

2 8 Reply"

1 day ago

Listen to you, become ignorant.
Linguo

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

You seem to be the rudest little turd on here
CrabbyR

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

It and Fart Vandalay. They are both -5000 and beyond IDIOTS.
cbxer55

#

#

7 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

I want someone to get a hold of a vaccine and have it analyzed.  Then we'll know what's
really in it.

EcoJoker

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

You have to take it to find out what's in it.
itstippy

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Let the politicians, physicians, wild-eyed billionaire would-be health gurus (Bill
Gates), and pharmaceutical company executives pushing these so-called COVID-19
vaccines try them first.

Then we can follow their progress for ten years, and we will know if it is safe or not.

Templar X

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm a former respiratory therapist and my wife's a medical lab tech.   Neither one of us trust
the mRNA vaccine.  Even the short term (2 years out)implications of receiving this vaccine
are unknown.  And even if we discount all the plausible "conspiracy theories " the benefits of
it don't outweigh the risk of getting a virus you have such a good chance of recovering
from.  This isn't rocket science.  We are currently waiting for our Ivermectin to arrive.

gilpit58

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Is it the same as the ivermectin livestock injectable dewormer?  I have a whole cabinet
of it in the barn.  Dexamethazone too. 

Smokey

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Wife's a vet tech..  I took ivermectin when I thought I had covid.. Exactly no side
effects happened.   I have 3 more in case any of us get it.  Also have D, Selenium,
Zinc, Green Tea extract, quercetin, C, magnesium, luteolin, NAC and melatonin.  I
also tried liposomal C but it's too damn bitter.

EcoJoker

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

The liposomal C is the MOST important one.

Try Doctor Mercola's liquid PILL form.

Expensive but the best on the market.

Trust me.

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

The COVID-19 'vaccine' is an IQ test.

If you are stupid enough to take it, your line dies out, either from sterilization or your death.

Templar X

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

"The trouble with Scotland, is it's filled with Scots", said the English Royal King,
Edward I. Prince Charles has a similar take on the peasants and Covid vaccinations,
along with Gates. 

Caliphate Connie and the Headbangers

#

#

7 4 Reply"

1 day ago

I have doctors Google stuff in front of me to find out what it meant.

lol

head shake, when the patient knows more than the Dr.

Kina

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

It's a bad flu. The vaccine is worse.
walküre

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

Take a sterilizing, lowering IQ, lowering life span, genetically modifying vaccine for a virus
that I have to test positive for before I know I am supposed to be sick? No thank you...

Aubiekong
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

no soup for you
The Big CluB

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

You either have it with symptoms or you have it and you're asymptomatic.
smacker

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Cold and flu symptoms.  Nothing burger.  Test positive and your MD will tell you go
home, treat with over the counter medications. rest and chicken soup...

Aubiekong

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm pretty sure I had it four or five times last year. Well, maybe only twice.

I do a lot of coke so sniffles are common.

I am Hunter Biden.

Wayne

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

True. My point was that when a person gets tested "positive" using the
(fundamentally flawed and meaningless) PCR test, the medics say you are
infected with CovID either with symptoms ((or) you're asymptomatic. Either way,
they claim you are infected...according to the medics.

The idea being you can't win because if you question the PCR test, they simply
will not engage.

smacker

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

Joe is going to have to drag me out of my house kicking an screaming if he wants me to
take that vaccine 

JesseL
#

#

7 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Soooooo glad I left clinical practice over a year ago... no f'ing way I would take this
vaccination, even if it meant being fired. As an informed, educated health care professional, I
hate hospitals - you should too.  

NurseRatchet

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Nurse, you hated the patients, too. You were one wicked B!
Libtard Clown World

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Nurse Ratched was on to something back then!
NurseRatchet

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Personally I preferred Nurse Wilkes.
Sigh.

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I don't think "vaccine "hesitancy" is the right word to use. Hesitancy implies underlying
willingness, but you are putting something off. "Willful refusal", as in, "willful refusal to
commit suicide", might be a more appropriate word or combination of words. 

Caliphate Connie and the Headbangers

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

99.99% of people who refuse to take the vaccine will not die from Covid.  Hardly
suicide.

bkwaz4

#

#
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

No but they might die down the road from the long term side effects of the vaccine,
which are totally unknown at present date.

Caliphate Connie and the Headbangers

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

The probability of dying from side effects that you can't sue to manufacturer for is
far greater, indeed.

bkwaz4

#

#
7 Reply"

1 day ago

And so the author ponders that it’s just a perception problem and that if TPTB just talk a little
more cleverly and lie a little better THEN people will be duped into taking their vaccine.  The
lack of moral responsibility is astounding albeit not surprising.  

The vaccine is not trusted, our leaders are not trusted.  I think it’s more likely that this
vaccine was sitting on a shelf for the last decade but too dangerous to give to the public,
that is until a crises arose whereby pharma could receive legal immunity.  What’s more is
they continue to deceive themselves thinking they’ve deceived us!

Odd Job

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

The main reason why i wont take the vaccine is...
The state and the pharma take no responsibility, if something goes wrong.
They have already secured themselves against lawsuits.

I can handle CV19 easily.
But i can't handle Bell's Palsy, or rotting limbs. Fuck that shit.

knopperz

#

#
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7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

It is NOT a Vaccine at all, They call it that but it does not protect you from getting Covid -19

It is immunology to help your survival because a lot of people as they age have poor
immune systems because their bodies are already "taxed" by other co Morbiditys 

Mentaliusanything
#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

lmao, you think its going to "help your survival" since when have pharmaceutical
companies done that? Thalidomide is a great example. 

Algo Rhythm

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

It seems very clear to me.   

mrjinx007

The extent to which healthcare workers are refusing the vaccine is
unclear

#

#

1 Reply"

22 hours ago

LOL, perfect.
Sgt_Thundercok

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

As long as housing prices continue cratering, all is well.

 

                    God Bless President Donald J. Trump and God Bless America!

The Big Fat Bastard

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

gawd you're such an assh#le
therealphysicist

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

There you go again.... taking falling housing prices personal.

 

Easthampton, MA Housing Prices Crater 21% YOY As New England Housing
Prices Drop Like A Rock

https://www.movoto.com/easthampton-ma/market-trends/

As one major Boston area broker explained, “I haven’t seen prices tank like this since
1990.”

The Big Fat Bastard

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Ahhh, orgasmic sarcasm.

-- The Sassy Shakespeare

TheSecretShakespeare

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Well... Prices are cratering here in the US. Don't care about anywhere else.
The Big Fat Bastard

#

#

https://www.movoto.com/easthampton-ma/market-trends/
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

Well  gotta go..

BEFORE i GET PERMANENTLY BANNED...

Had to reload to posts this last POST because I got the dreaded message..

YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO PERFORM THIS ACTION..

If you have to censor the words of people who expose the evil..

YOU HAVE ALREADY LOST..  zh

Happy New Year Everyone..

 

jafo2me
#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

If you want to get BANNED, just go on Twitter & say that Donald Trump won the
2020 Election

Let me help to get you there! ) )

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump 

JOHNLGALT.

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

That message is a login glitch. Nothing to do with the fascist censorship. Though that
still exists. 

arby63

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

TELL ZH that..

I'm not so convinced..  Not even a little

but thanks..  it was a nice thought..  I hope??

jafo2me

#

#

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

I've had that message pop up several times mostly with benign posts. So I would
suggest it's a glitch. I have to reload the page and it goes away. 

Annoying though. 

CatInTheHat

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

That's a good sign.  People are questioning the narrative.  I would like to see a break down
on which classifications of health care worker are most and least inclined to accept the
vax.  

Xena fobe

#

#
1 Reply"

1 day ago

Why didn't they insist the elderly, who are dying of the virus the most, get the jab first? 

Because GATES WANTS BLACKS VACCINATED FIRST. 

Black and Latinos make up the highest population of healthcare workers.

It should not be a surprise that healthcare workers are RESISTING the vax as reports of
blacks being the most skeptical about the vax is also making the rounds too..

Black people have been used as fodder for US gov experiments in the past. Tuskegee
is just one example. 

CatInTheHat

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Is there any surprise why people are hesitant to get the vaccine? The government and health
care "leaders" have done nothing but politicize the entire pandemic.

I would rather feel under the weather for a few days than trust anybody involved in vaccines.

indaknow

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

But do you get to make that choice?
TRM

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

The vaccine is probably useless but look at it this way. The first pharmaceutical company
who can put one out there, effective or not, will make trillions of dollars from world
governments over night. Could be spring water for all we know.

I'm laying low for a few months until this "operation light speed" goes "operation tractor
speed."

ThrowAwayYourTV

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

They've already gotten their trillions of payouts.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Over time, this has evolved into the engineering of epidemics—the medical version of
false flags. 

In 2017, 

Italian researchers reviewed the ingredients of 44 types of so-called “vaccines.” They
discovered heavy metal debris and biological contamination in every human vaccine
they tested. 

Aborted fetal tissue.. heavy metals.. a concoction of crazy.. ie.. toxic sh^^  unrelated to
medicine or herd immunity or making you better ..  ie.. protecting you from some illness... 

SO AGAIN...  WHY? 

jafo2me

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Post your references...I am not a proponent of this virus , nor the vaccine..but you can't
put stuff out there without a link...

dundermifflin

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

http://tapnewswire.com/2021/01/the-injection-fraud-its-not-a-vaccine/
jafo2me

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

I've read some pretty awful self reports on what its like after you get the shot. Diarrhea,
vomiting, palsy, fever, chills, non existent emotion, flat affect,  thoughts of suicide,
depression, sleeplessness, inability to wake up.

I'll take my chances.

 

WrongNumber

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Those are the same symptoms of people who voted Biden/Harris.
RoboFascist 1st

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Never buy the first model of anything. It's usually loaded with bugs and in this case theres
no such thing as a "recall" or "patch" download.

ThrowAwayYourTV

#

#

http://tapnewswire.com/2021/01/the-injection-fraud-its-not-a-vaccine/
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6 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The only solution is for Trump to call a state of emergency and implement the insurrection
act.  The line has to be drawn.  Anything less would be capitulating to evil.  This is war and it
started long before Trump took the White House from the deep state.  Anyone who does not
see this is ALSO the enemy.  Tool up. This is worth dying for.

Lucifer
#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Go ahead  you retard.
MickeyDolan

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

He still has Trump Cards to play and hoping the Bewitched Blues and the Stupid finally
GET IT.  The more Wake Up, the fewer will become Transhuman neighbors taking up
space and causing problems for the unbewitched.

MoralsAreEssential

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

from 1951 until 1962, US troops, media and "downwinders" watched almost one
hundred nuclear bomb explosions in the nevada desert from the "safe distance" of a few
miles. a majority of these onlookers died of cancer within a few years.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Downwinders

the "safe distance" of the 1950s and early 1960s is the "safe mRNA vaccine" of today.

donkey_shot

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

'Vaccine hesitancy' ..... Marxist double-speak for rational distrust in wishing to be a guinea
pig. 

T.Gracchus

#

#

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Downwinders
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

Hahahahahahahahahahahahahahahhaahhahahahahahahaha...not as many useful idiots as
they thought after all...

Gooner
#

#

6 2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

More people asking where on earth is Carmen Sandiego, aka Gina Haspel.

Ever since the 'fake' story of her arrest in Germany at the CIA server farm she has not been
physically seen anywhere, nor has she issued any statements, or attended any WH etc
meetings.

All you get is a CIA statement saying it is ridiculous, she is in her office.  But with the current
events, especially regarding China, Germany, Spain, Venezuela etc on these Dominion
machines you would think she would have at least a sentence to utter. "I'm alive, I'm alive"  
But Invisible she be young Luke.

Something definitely happened on that day to have her total disappearance coincide with
that Q? report.

Harry Potters invisibility cloak? CIA/ Deep State invisibility bullet? Face-Off. LGBT sex
change, she is now Maxine Waters? She has returned to home planet in blue rectangle
UFO.  She is squealing like a pig to DIA and Military Tribunal to save her from firing squad,
ratting out Deep State.  She just slept in.

One thing FOR SURE there is something up with Gina Haspel, Director CIA.

Thutmoses

#

#

6 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Why do you need a vaccine for a not so threatening virus?  Remove the hype and that's just
what COVID-19 is, not much of a threat.

Schroedingers Cat

#

#
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7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

And with the flu reduced by 98% life is just grand!
iamressurected

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

State of New York FEMA Camps

Bill in case of health emergency they can detain you, for any reason (article 12).

its here, its real, its not a conspiracy

https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2021/a416

from user littlewing

Corn Popp

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Hundreds of Israelis get infected with Covid-19 after receiving Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine
– reports

https://www.rt.com/news/511332-israel-vaccination-coronavirus-pfizer/

Corn Popp

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

As it says partial immunity takes 10 too 14 days to kick in, then a second dose to boost
immunity to 70-or80%

Pdunne

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Then why is the UK going to delay the 2nd dose now?
TINVOWOOT

#

#

https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2021/a416
https://www.rt.com/news/511332-israel-vaccination-coronavirus-pfizer/
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6 4 Reply"

1 day ago

The Big Fat Bastard

 

The Big Fat Bastard
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

cratering.
Peterman333

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

An American Institution

Name recognition that of Coca Cola world wide.

 

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

6 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Rot in hell gates. Truth be told he's probably on an alien spacecraft
rsnoble

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I'd be more concerned with slipping on a banana peel or falling out of bed.
NumbNuts

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Wish I could fall IN bed
JUST THE FACTS

#

#
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

You have a higher likelihood of being killed in a car accident on the way to getting your
Gates Hot Shot than dying of Wuhan itself 

BinAnunnaki

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Why are we getting vaccinated against something that doesn’t kill healthy people? Did it
come out of a lab sample or not? The vaccine might work for many, but it stil seems riskier
than the virus to me.

iWalkTheLine

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

The 'experts' do no more than you but they don't work for you. They work for 'the owners'
who think that you are consuming their resources and want you to die. The owners' media
henchmen will insist that anyone trying to think for themself is stupid, crazy, and a criminal.
But, of course, you already know this.

honest injun

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Amazing that, ever since the vaccine was distributed there is a spread of a new strain of
covid. Coincidentally, that strain started in the UK, which was the first county in Europe to
vaccinate their mass. Now, magically without travel, this strain came to the US. First
Colorado and now California, and get the media made it clear that Colorado resident didn’t
travel. Hmmmm... I wonder if the vaccines that world leaders got publicly was actually an
antidote. 

EndofTimes

#

#

7 2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Even more amazing was that a half-hour after deciding there was a "new strain", it was
discovered that the vax was effective against it. 

Only Way Out

#

#
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3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

This new strain will be more deadly. The covid-19 wasn’t scary enough to make the
world submit. Fear is the greatest tool. 

EndofTimes

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Mutant Covid hit the Mockingbird Media the day after Nurse Tiffany Dover passed out
(and later died) after getting the Gates Hot Shot

BinAnunnaki

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

BeLiEvE aNd ObEy ScIeNcE!!
Victory_Rossi

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

politions hijacking science....no science in this mess
CrabbyR

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

They know damn good and well that this is a dangerous vaccine being made in 6 to 8
months and it's an mRNA vaccine (the first time being used in human body and was told not
to be used in humans).

Buck Johnson

#

#
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1 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Trump's proud he rushed it through...

"Through Operation Warp Speed, we’re doing it in less than one year. If you had a
different administration with different people, what we’ve done would have taken,
in my opinion, three, four or five years, and it would have been in the FDA forever.
This is five times faster than the fastest prior vaccine development in history. Five
times faster. Say it again. Five times faster. Nobody can believe it, actually."

https://www.rev.com/blog/transcripts/donald-trump-rose-garden-press-conference-on-
covid-19-vaccine-transcript-november-13

hoytmonger

#

#

2 3 Reply"

1 day ago

I hear some people, and I mean really terrific people, think if I answer you, I’m talking
to myself. 

The Persistent Vegetable

#

#

2 3 Reply"

1 day ago

I've heard that.
hoytmonger

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Beijing Biden doesn’t think we are going fast enough 

I see a Dark Winter of vaxx dead 

BinAnunnaki

#

#

1 2 Reply"

1 day ago

"It will be a matter of weeks. Get out very, very much ahead of schedule. Any
schedule that I said, we’re going to be far ahead of that." - Trump

hoytmonger

#

#

https://www.rev.com/blog/transcripts/donald-trump-rose-garden-press-conference-on-covid-19-vaccine-transcript-november-13
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

"Bring Out Your Dead" chant

will be heard worldwide.

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

OR it was secretly in development for 10 years. Either way you gotta be a retard to take
it.

cielukman

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

If you want people to trust the vaccine, stop trying to sell it like a used car.  People aren't
totally stupid.  If it's so wonderful it should sell itself.

judgement put

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

LOL, nurses have seen side effects of other vaccines.   This totally rationalize the anti
vaxxers.

ItsDanger

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Smart people want to see what the outcome is of those vaccinated over the long term
before taking it themselves. I can't speak to humans but in animals some vaccines are
known to instigate autoimmune problems such as vasculitis and certain cancers.

12Doberman

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Another concern is artificial mRNA folding proteins wrong or a massive hijacking of
resources and not shutting down.....autoimmune disease or mad cow
disease....choices choices....hmmm

CrabbyR

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Yes I have been concerned about this, because protein folding is poorly understood.
Cells do lots of fancy tricks to get their proteins folded correctly. Is it really ok to
inject something foreign and artificial into such an intricate system?

When protein folding goes wrong it can lead to all kinds of horrors, such as
Alzheimer's disease and god knows what other autoimmune and neurological
diseases. 

And then of course there is cancer, and no one really understands the myriad ways
that cells protect themselves from cancer. Is it really ok to throw artificial monkey
wrenches into these complex systems?

 

 

Good4Nothin

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Yes we share some of the same concerns and questions.....It`s fishy to me that
something so

radical would be used for a flu type illness

CrabbyR

#

#

6 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Die of Covid in 30 years (Because eventually all deaths will be Covid) or die of the vaccine in
5 years. The choice is yours.

Silentwistle

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

What about door number 3?
JUST THE FACTS

#

#
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7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I’ve been reading propaganda nonstop about this vaccine since it’s come out. My favorite is
the billionaires who are paying $25,000 to get to the front of the line. That story alone makes
me think that the state wants to trick people into taking this shot.

 

I’m gonna pass. Unless someone pays me $25,000. Even then I’ll probably pass.

bao
#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

I just might pay 25 grand NOT TO TAKE IT....
JUST THE FACTS

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Yes seems to be getting to the point that the only thing that is dying is their
credibility....LOL

CrabbyR

#

#
1 Reply"

1 day ago

The vaccines are so safe the UN has recruited hundreds of volunteers to post online
about their safety.

Jessica6

#

#
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6 2 Reply"

1 day ago

This vaccine clearly has roughly TEN TIMES THE RISK of most vaccines in common use. 
That's not immaterial.  Since the risk from covid for healthy young people is less than
0.002 and the risk of serious adverse events from the vaccine is 0.02, it also has TEN TIMES
THE RISK that a worker runs from getting Covid.  In addition, because they are in direct
contact with massive numbers of sick people and because PPE have modest effects on
infection at best, there's a high probability that most health care workers have already been
infected AND ARE ALREADY NATURALLY IMMUNE.

Finally, if that weren't enough, there is some indication that the main cause of the adverse
effects that have been seen is hypersensitization, a problem that has occurred with other
attempts at coronavirus vaccines.  That is, many people have an enhanced immune reaction
when re-challenged with the virus, reacting more strongly than they did the first time they
were infected.  So again, not only is it a useless waste of resources for health care workers
who have already been infected to get a vaccine, but they are at an increased risk of serious
or life-threatening adverse effects.

Given that by CDC estimates 60% of the American population has already been infected,
NOBODY should get this vaccine without a test to see if they already have antibodies.

 

Faeriedust
#

#

3 5 Reply"

1 day ago

Cherry picking a few statistics is an inherently dishonest arguement.

 

Pdunne

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Argument. No E. 
arby63

#

#
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6 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Nurses and other medical pros know firsthand that covid is a hoax and are choosing instead
to make tiktok videos and to TAKE NO FAKE VAX.

househonky
#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Anybody care to share that video of the topless

nurses dancing in the hospital, made last fall?

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Woops, I meant maskless nurses...
JUST THE FACTS

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Topless and wearing a thong bottom would be fine with me. 
cbxer55

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Trying to watch PornHub and type gets

me a little confused.

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

3

1 day ago (Edited)

I prefer RedTube. ;)

These are some of the best on there. https://www.redtube.com/?
search=nympho

cbxer55

#

#

https://www.redtube.com/?search=nympho
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1

1 day ago

Red blooded American girls on Red Tube,

I love them all...

Puts lead in the pencil...

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

2

1 day ago

Damn straight! 
cbxer55

#

#

1

1 day ago

Does Dell make a no fog screen?
JUST THE FACTS

#

#
2

1 day ago

LMAO
cbxer55

#

#
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6 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Gina Haspel was also supported by Brennan to be the Director of the CIA.

Now certainly Trump would have known all about Haspel before choosing her (not as though
there were many other safer choices on offer.)

However she was chosen for a reason. the most well connected and well organized and
thorough of them all.

If you wanted to counter spy on your chief spy, then this would be the one that would give
you the best result and best pay off if you could trap her.

And if you could get them in treason or espionage traps, then bingo you got the best catch
of the day.

DIA counter intelligence would have certainly known what the CIA were upto and Gina since
this is their expertise. So for  maybe two years the DIA were gathering data on CIA activities
and likely coordination of foreign involvement in the US election.  That is treason by the way.

Gina would have been right in the middle of it as well as her predecessors.

Is this is why she has vanished.

Kina
#

#
6 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Haspel is a criminal who tortured and killed prisoners.

 

Pdunne

#

#

2 3 Reply"

1 day ago

She is guilty of crimes against humanity.
Linguo

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

That’s why trump hired her. To expose what everyone already knew. 
The Persistent Vegetable

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Whomever Trump chose would have to be confirmed by the Senate. I'm sure he was
handed a short list.

12Doberman

#

#

6 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

On a side note, when watching the rose bowl earlier and seeing how they dark out the
stands and all that just seems symbolic of the message they are trying to promote. Not to
mention downright creepy.  Not a damn thing to do with “da-covid” and they know it. What a
bunch of sellouts. 

Smokey

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Was the game a sellout?
atomic balm

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

A bunch of cardboard cutouts bought all the tickets. 
cbxer55

#

#

6 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Lin Wood threatens Supreme Court Justices Roberts and Breyer that they have to resign by
noon tomorrow...

https://twitter.com/LLinWood/status/1345168209918500868

Slapper

#

#

1 5 Reply"

1 day ago

" " " " " " " " " "

Linguo

#

#

https://twitter.com/LLinWood/status/1345168209918500868
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2 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Lin’s train has gone completely off the tracks. It’s the Crazy Train. 
The Persistent Vegetable

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

I think Roberts would be thinking. What does he know, how much, is Epstein really
alive, where is my revolver.

Roberts would likely suicide than admit to Woods allegations I would think.

eother way, its just payment for those kids.

Kina

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Roberts enjoys rapıng those adopted kids. It's easier to rape adopted children.
househonky

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Could be suicide weekend...what is clear is that Wood has the goods and is
breaking SCOTUS balls...                                         

Slapper

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Gotta love Lin Wood.  

All except Thomas and Alito should resign.  And if they do not, Thomas and Alito
should not dignify that kangaroo court with their presence.  These two  remaining
American patriots should resign.

Xena fobe

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

. . .they have to resign by high noon tomorrow. . .
atomic balm

#

#
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6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I was thinking of getting it. I quite like the idea of jumping rope with my own tail.
Target Practice

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

The COVID-19 'vaccine' is an IQ test.

If you are stupid enough to take it, your line dies out, either from sterilization or your
death.

Templar X

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

As long as they don't mandate it or coerce anybody, it might be a good thing in the
long run? 

Only Way Out

#

#
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6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

just a few days.

Does anybody realize just how nuclear bomb destructive it would be if Gina Haspel and or
Epstein were turning states evidence?!

Haspel would be the key that opens every lock and shows every secret.

Epstein knows every blackmail and every pedophile and every child killer out there.

Now if I were a counter intelligence operation aware of an election rigging program that
involved the entire US establishment, you would love to set a trap for the world's best state
witness. 

Lets hope they trapped her in espionage and treason, and at her level in the CIA that could
mean the death penalty. She turns state witness or at a minimum life in prison and all assets
confiscated.

So the still missing Gina Haspel is the mystery awaiting an answer.

Kina

Haspel is the winning lottery ticket for America.

She can put the entire Deep State and its Oligarchs in prison for life.

#

#
5 Reply"

1 day ago

Epstein is dead.
Pdunne

#

#

6 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

They know. 

Smokey

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

I trust the vaccine to be harmful...
superstaple

#

#
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6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I suggest every health care worker in the world has already been exposed to COVID
repeatedly.  If they've made it this far, it's likely they already have immunity from somewhere.

The vaccine is evaluated on two things: merit and risk.  Where the risk is unknown it can
outweigh the purported merit.  Any so-called medical professionals who don't know these
equations are Faucis.

I Write Code
#

#

6 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Am I allowed to post on Zero Hedge?
Caliphate Connie and the Headbangers

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

no, you are all bad
The Big CluB

#

#
2 Reply"

1 day ago

Strange, a lot of inoffensive, sarcastic, non-personal comments were deleted, about
this article.

Caliphate Connie and the Headbangers

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Under viewing options, select Newest.  The default is Best.
bkwaz4

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

All I said was the nurse who passed out, then never heard from again, "was stuffed
in a sea bag and dumped in the Caliphate. She can't speak anymore but she does
wear a face covering".

Caliphate Connie and the Headbangers

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

If I flag my own comments will they be deleted?
Caliphate Connie and the Headbangers

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

LOL!
cbxer55

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

You will get an electric shock when you press

the Z key....

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Tiffany (name means land under water) Pontes (means bridge) Dover.
CommonsDeered

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

welcome to the new world overlords
The Big CluB

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

No, but your avatar can stay.
Sigh.

#

#
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

The criminal tribe uses Fake PCR tests, which provide 100% False positive results to trigger
their satanic Great Reset. Educate your close ones about this scam.

God given immune system is 99.9% reliable. People do not need GMO killing solution the
tribe calls "vaccine".

FakePCR_tribal_COVID_plandemic
#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Yes RN`s and doctors know exactly what mRNA does....not suprised that they say "NO
Way!!!". Its the sheeple that say follow the science...ROFL....Im betting 65% are saying
No...and the MSM is lying ....again

CrabbyR

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

They can’t make the vaccine fast enough to keep up with demand, Professor.
Linguo

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

As a former RN I can say most workers in my field were morons. 
Aubiekong

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Where you kicked out for negligent behavior ?
Linguo

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Retired...
Aubiekong

#

#

4

1 day ago (Edited)

Most RN's are obese...  For working in health care they did not even know
how to take care of themselves...

Aubiekong

#

#
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2

1 day ago

Voluntarily ?
Linguo

#

#

4

1 day ago

Yep, left the hospital.  High stress job that simply did not pay enough to
keep me wanting to be there...

Aubiekong
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

to Lingio You seem to be an offensive idiot
CrabbyR

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

True, But there are quite a few that love science, Hope the RPN`s and PSW`s are
paying attention

CrabbyR

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

yes same with any other technical field, and the hours are brutal, worked the
same shifts myself

CrabbyR

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Ok sheeple...go get yours stock is low
CrabbyR

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

tyrants don't give back power it has to be taken back usually by force
The Big CluB

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Three sentences wrapped into one.
Sonofabitch

#

#

1 3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

January 6,2021 the battle for freedom begins then we kick Trump out too I am a
American not demorat or Rnino I am a constitutionalist

Bossman1967

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

You really think you are going to have freedom under Joe and the Ho? LMAO!
cbxer55

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

No Joe will never be Presedent dont get my coment wron Im no demorat but Im
not on Trump train I know who he is but I voted for him butbunyill we get rid of all
those that serve in congress whitrhouse its fbi cia rtc rtc we have no constitution

Bossman1967

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

"Our immune system is your first line of defense against all disease, especially infectious
disease, and there are many different ways to boost your immune system and improve its
function. One nutrient that plays a very important role in your immune system’s ability to
ward off viral infections is zinc."

Zinc will stop viruses from replicating inside of cells, but very important, an ionophore is
needed as a transport molecule to allow the zinc to enter through the fatty walls of cells. 
Ionophores include hydroxychloroquine, chloroquine, quercetin, and the EGCG in green
tea.  

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2020/04/joseph-mercola/how-to-improve-zinc-uptake-to-
boost-immune-health/  

Enraged

#

#

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2020/04/joseph-mercola/how-to-improve-zinc-uptake-to-boost-immune-health/
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Reply"

1 day ago

Anyone who has not done this yet really should. This is best course of action to
prepare/resist. Then Ivermectin.

Born2Bwired

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Finally, some sense on the subject.
Mancolo

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

i think this 'poll' is a bit sinister as no one will tell you publicly they are against getting
vaxxxed.

not where i work anyway - infact people will tell you they want a vaxx as soon as possible
for travel purposes.

don't out yourself.

erlee

#

#
6 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Hope everyone enjoyed their New Years Eve celebrations.

Back to work. Time to drive Joe Biden and his pickaninny back to the basement.

hardright

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

shoulda picked our own  . . . president

ominous

Time to drive Joe Biden and his pickaninny back to the
basement.

#

#
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

Racist alert.
Linguo

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Snowflake lefty alert...
Grumpy Old Man

#

#

6 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Oh for crying out loud.  There's a better-than-even chance that the vaccine is safe and
effective and won't shrink your testicles to the size of BBs.  Science, people!

itstippy

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

https://twitter.com/BerwickJeff/status/1345085444019552257?s=20
knopperz

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Excellent link, thanks.  Science, people!
itstippy

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

It's alright m'am, we're scientists.
ebear

#

#

https://twitter.com/BerwickJeff/status/1345085444019552257?s=20
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Reply"

1 day ago

Dr Stanley Milgram: got'cher science right here (paraphrased below from the
original):

ominous

In Milgram's basic paradigm, a subject is assigned the
role of a teacher, administering increasingly higher
electric shocks to the learner.

Once the presumed shock level reaches a certain point,
the learner demands to be set free, because he appears
to be suffering extreme pain, and going all the way may
pose a risk to his health.

In sharp contrast to the expectations of professionals and
laymen alike, some 65% of all subjects continued to
administer shocks up to the very highest levels.

More recent tests of the experiment have found that
it works particularly well when participants believe
the results are necessary for the "good of science".

The essence of obedience derives from the fact that a
person comes to view himself as the instrument for
carrying out another person's wishes, and is therefore
no longer responsible for their own actions.

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

(((stanley milgram)))
atomic balm

#

#

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanley_Milgram%23Obedience_to_authority
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

If men on here are seeking infertility and don't want to have a vasectomy, acquiring C-
19 is likely your cheapest option.....

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7171435/

https://www.forbes.com/sites/victoriaforster/2020/11/15/covid-19-compromises-
sperm-count-and-quality-in-recovering-patients/?sh=16fb2efc60a1

Canadian Gal

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

51% chance of being safe

and what about the 49%?

atomic balm

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Perhaps they're secretly passing around the HCQ or Ivermectin protocols... 
No vaccine necessary, and much safer too.

And "secret" they should not be.

Cabreado

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

My business partner was able to secure enough doses for our 35 employees of a small
physical therapy company. Of those 35, only 3 are willing to take it (8.5%). My suspicion is
that overall vaccination rates are going to be lower than 40% and possibly significantly
lower. By the second half of next year, Biden/Kamala will be forcing it on us by government
decree. 

trillion_dollar_deficit

#

#

1 5 Reply"

1 day ago

Want your $2000 slaves? 
StagStopa

#

#

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7171435/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/victoriaforster/2020/11/15/covid-19-compromises-sperm-count-and-quality-in-recovering-patients/?sh=16fb2efc60a1
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

I bet your freezer holds ice cream well...
espirit

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Definitely holds dead bodies from the looks of the avatar and past posts. 
Tigbits

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I'm not that bad..once you get to know me..

Gee, what do expect in 140 KB?

StagStopa

#

#

1

1 day ago

Yikes. Me thinks you are related to darkstar. Both on the fbi watch list. 
Tigbits

#

#

12 Reply"

1 day ago

And if Biden tries to force the vaccine he'll have a war on his hands....
runningman18

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

I wouldn't be surprised if that's the plan.
fackbankz

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

They don't want a war....they want submission......a war means the banksters will
be at risk and they don't like that idea at all....

runningman18

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Banksters make money from both sides in every war.  It's their main racket.
fackbankz

#

#
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4

1 day ago

They won't be making any money from the next one, and they know
that....they are screwed if this escalates....that's why the keep trying to
disarm us....

runningman18

#

#

1 day ago

Problem being that with a global digital currency, there's going to be a lot
less banksters...

espirit

#

#

1 day ago

their main racket is making money from nothing
atomic balm

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

The elites would have their civil war already if most of America wasn't already either
lobotomized or drugged. 

exculpatorycredence

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

No, they just haven't quite crossed the invisible line yet...they are about
to....people put up with tyranny, until they don't....

runningman18

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Give it to all the older people and anyone else that wants it... I think it takes two shots to be
fully effective?  everyone else wants to get the virus and recover naturally. 

Open.Letter

#

#
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2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Keep it for yourself. Not this LITTLE OLD RUBBER DUCKY (73). !!    _JOHNLGALT.
JOHNLGALT.

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Hahaha.  You'll be dead soon. 666
StagStopa

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

As will you, eventually. 
Tigbits

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

So...how long til Newsome mandates the shot. You think the migration out of California is
big now.......Just wait....

SkytrainC47

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Just take the vaccine just this one time.......to flatten the curve.
Nature_Boy_Wooooo

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Healthcare workers just need to dance more. God knows they are not busy.
iamressurected

#

#

1 2 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm sure in 1918, they were dancing too. *

Art_Vandelay

#

#

6 2 Reply"

1 day ago

William Lucifer Gatesofhell wont like this
The Big CluB

#

#
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5 Reply"

21 hours ago

The docs, having been shamefully silent (with honourable exceptions) about the
coronascam, are now discovering that they, too, are being threatened with the death serum.
Suddenly a little light is breaking through!

JMRPete
#

#

5 1 Reply"

22 hours ago

WHY would they take a Jab that is NOT NEEDED when they are IN ON THE
FRAUD/HOAX/LIE???? They may be douche-bag criminals for being part of this FRAUD, but
they aren't fooooooking STUPID to take a (POISONOUS) injection; when they KNOW
there is no need to! 

DawnieRTTN

#

#
5 Reply"

23 hours ago

The chances of getting COVID and having a lethal effect...or a bad effect...when you are
NOT a risk person is so low there are greater chances of harm from the vaccine now and
going forward(many of which we do not know about now)....Makes perfect sense NOT to get
the vaccine....and that coupled with the fraud associated with the mass hysteria and shear
"fear" generated by the ever malicious Media....you have to be a fool to take this vaccine if
you are not at risk...and even then I would not take it either and I am at high risk....but for
one fact...I AM NOT AFRAID of this hysteria/panic and fear...from this CHINA VIRUS

B52Minot

#

#

Reply"

22 hours ago

Even at higher risk there are other alternatives to the vaccine.  I believe even Fauci the
scum admitted the importance of vitamin D, for example.

Robert De Zero

#

#

1 Reply"

19 hours ago

I'd like to see your calculations on that risk
DotfromKansas-TheStuffedRag

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

All those political bigwigs probably received a shot of saline.

 

9.0ontherichterscale
#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Wait until part 2 of this madness hit.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZmP6_gy-MIE

mrjinx007

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

My body , my choice!
ItsDanger

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

These people realize that they have an immune system that does quite a nice job on it's
own.

Aquamaster

#

#
2 Reply"

1 day ago

Most of them have already had it.  They've been exposed daily for ten months.
Faeriedust

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Most of the hospital workers are 20 to 40 years old...they know it doesn't kill that
demographic. 
They also know the vaccine is new technology and hasn't been tested very long so
they have no reason to risk being the guinea pigs.

de tocqueville's ghost

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZmP6_gy-MIE
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5 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Neither China nor Russia is your enemy.: Gene altering mRNA COVID vax ‘warning’: Dr.
Carrie Madej

me or you

WakeUp SHEEPLE

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

THIS is the most terrifying part of this vax
CatInTheHat

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Masks don't have the potential to cause serious diseases (autoimmune diseases or
cancer) or death.

These COVID-19 'vaccines' have not been developed in a normal manner, over a
more typical ten year period, and with several closely monitored clinical trials.

These experimental 'vaccines' are unnecessary, dangerous, and deadly for some.

Templar X

herotohero 6 hours ago

Can someone explain why people are fine with masks but
vaccines are big no?

#

#

http://tapnewswire.com/2021/01/gene-altering-mrna-covid-vax-warning-dr-carrie-madej/
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5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

San Diego

2019 flu Cases: 20,591 Deaths: 105 

https://www.sandiegocounty.gov/content/dam/sdc/hhsa/programs/phs/documents/Influenz
a_SLIDEDECK_2019-20YTD.pdf

2020 flu Cases 225 deaths: 0 

https://www.sandiegocounty.gov/hhsa/programs/phs/documents/InfluenzaWatch.pdf

bobroonie
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

San Diego County COVID19 cases reported by race/ethnicity... 57.7% of all cases are
Latino... down from 62.2%.

https://www.sandiegocounty.gov/content/dam/sdc/hhsa/programs/phs/Epidemiology/
COVID-19%20Race%20and%20Ethnicity%20Summary.pdf

 

RoboFascist 1st

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

No way am I putting those microchips and embedded Soros/Gates space aliens into my
sacred temple.  Thank gosh we have real news sites like this to spread the truth and
unvarnished science.  

jmoriarty

#

#

https://www.sandiegocounty.gov/content/dam/sdc/hhsa/programs/phs/documents/Influenza_SLIDEDECK_2019-20YTD.pdf
https://www.sandiegocounty.gov/hhsa/programs/phs/documents/InfluenzaWatch.pdf
https://www.sandiegocounty.gov/content/dam/sdc/hhsa/programs/phs/Epidemiology/COVID-19%20Race%20and%20Ethnicity%20Summary.pdf
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5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Round and round the goldfish bowl with the magic covaid$ virUS.

Now's the chance for all rag mouths to make some real cash. Chance in a lifetime offer.....

 

Fireman

Wanted: Dead or Alive … The elusive COVID-19. They say it
exists, but so far, they have not given any proof. It’s never been
isolated, and never shown to be real. A bit like Santa Claus.

Anyway, for those who blindly believe the governments that
COVID-19 is real … here is the opportunity of a lifetime.
HealthGlade is officially offering $1,000,000 to anyone who can
prove that COVID-19 exists.

https://healthglade.com/1000000-reward-for-proof-that-covid-
19-exists/?
vgo_ee=pop39IkA5q7PPtzP%2BHLdhKpTEThj8pFPOSGCBEGK
eUE%3D

#

#
5 5 Reply"

1 day ago

60% of all Trump voters could not find their ass with both hands.
MickeyDolan

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

and 99% of Creepy Joe's Kamel "voters" can't find their own brainz.
Fireman

#

#

5 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Anybody that believes the Cherry picked propaganda here at the hedge is retarded.
MickeyDolan

#

#

https://healthglade.com/1000000-reward-for-proof-that-covid-19-exists/?vgo_ee=pop39IkA5q7PPtzP+HLdhKpTEThj8pFPOSGCBEGKeUE=
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3 2 Reply"

1 day ago

How's the weather in Israel? Get a life, you silly troll.
HAugust

#

#

1 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Problem with free speech, Professor ?
Linguo

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The PCR tests are complete BS - They amplify your DNA to get a result !!

https://roundtablereport.com/?p=6582

FAUCI has been promoting completely bogus methods of testing !

He has been doing it for decades !

 

JackOliver4

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Chromosome 8. Makes you wonder if that is what the vaccines are meant to edit out
and make everyone a slow thinking drooling goon.

hugin-o-munin

#

#

1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

In your case, it may ( MAY) make you 1% less stupid. Every little helps
Fart Vandelay

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Too late for Trumpanzees. Does wallowing in racism and ignorance qualify for “ slow
thinking drooling goon “ ? 

Linguo

#

#

https://roundtablereport.com/?p=6582
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1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

lol ok Linguo, I guess you need some pointers and guidance to understand plain
language.

To help you I've included two links that you probably won't read but others might.

Bombshell Evidence: COVID RNA Base Pairs are Identical to Chromosome 8
Human DNA

https://ourgreaterdestiny.org/2020/08/bombshell-evidence-covid-rna-base-pairs-
are-identical-to-chromosome-8-human-dna/

Chromosome 8

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chromosome_8

hugin-o-munin

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

the corman-drosten pcr-test was approved in the european union within 24 hours, with
no peer review whatsoever. why? because the pcr-test now used worldwide is junk
science, and we now have irrefutable proof:

https://cormandrostenreview.com/report/

 

donkey_shot

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The medical workers should do a Tik-Tok dance video about the dangers of the vaccine.  To
show us how much they care...

theWHTMANN

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

tik tok dance videos are the solution to everything
BoomChikaWowWow

#

#

https://ourgreaterdestiny.org/2020/08/bombshell-evidence-covid-rna-base-pairs-are-identical-to-chromosome-8-human-dna/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chromosome_8
https://cormandrostenreview.com/report/
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

Just about every fraud has been laid out for all to see. and most to blind to see it. When the
rubber met the road the engine popped out of the hood and flopped on to the road.

operation warp speed. 

Cloudcrusher
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The fraud is vast and has contaminated nearly every facet of the system, markets and
basically anything associated with either. Literally almost everything is fraudulent
and/or corrupted.

All bought and paid for by a fraudulent dollar...

Rashomon

#

#
5 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

nice to hear at least 30% of healthcare workers understand the importance of doing at least
a decade of clinical trials on newly developed pharma swill TO LEARN THE LONGTERM
SIDE-EFFECTS and have noodled through that the risks of the alleged immunization
outweigh the risks of the disease it's allegedly protecting them from ESPECIALLY when if
they have a negative reaction to the jab they or their estate cannot sue the pharmaceutical
place who made it

DontFollowMyAdviceImaDummy

#

#

1 6 Reply"

1 day ago

So in your opinion we should wait 10 years to immunize folks?
Pdunne

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

We should stop pretending CoVid is a "thing", and move on with our lives. 

 

Lee Harvey

#

#
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1 6 Reply"

1 day ago

Hard to do with 125,000 Americans in hospitals with Covid today and 3300 dead
of it yesterday.

Wait let me guess

Hoax / Fake news!!

Pdunne

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Yes exactly now you get it, fake f'n news!
Zombie

#

#

5

1 day ago

And Trump will be POTUS in February!

Hoax / Fake News

Pdunne

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

more fake news!
Zombie

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

The old, the sick, and the weak DIE.

It's what they do.

It's what they have always done.

Only NOW, we are going to destroy the quality of everyone's lives over it,
under the cover of an overhyped upper respiratory illness marketed as a
"PANDEMIC".

It's ridiculous, and you look pathetically weak and cowardly.

Lee Harvey

#

#
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1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

if you're healthy you should absolutely wait a decade before getting an immunization
that absolutely will have unknown for many years side-effects that you could be at
risk for

DontFollowMyAdviceImaDummy

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

When NONE of the mRNA covid vaccines prevent contagion or spreading, why would the
avoiding the vaxx "public health implications could be disastrous"?

Again, total PR agency written BS. 

halcyon

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

So when is Fauci the chimp reporting to prison?
Silver Savior

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

If you have an allergy don't take the vaccine.

This doctor was lucky he was in a hospital when he had his.

He is allergic to shellfish, and more so this vaccine as it turns out.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M5hECElB2_0

 

Also same crap happening in the UK with their vaccines.

Thutmoses

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I break out all over upon seeing a big busted woman...

that would surely qualify me as an exemption.

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M5hECElB2_0
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2 4 Reply"

1 day ago

No, just a sexist Trumpanzee.
Linguo

#

#

5 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Jan 6th! Election will be contested! Trump will remain president!
mayberrysheriff

#

#

3 3 Reply"

1 day ago

How long have you been insane ?
Linguo

#

#

3 2 Reply"

1 day ago

4th grade 
mayberrysheriff

#

#

1 3 Reply"

1 day ago

You made it 4th grade ? Are you from KINtucky ?
Linguo

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

I’m from Hawaii 
mayberrysheriff

#

#

1 2

1 day ago

Aloha !
Linguo

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

"Perhaps they were spooked by a viral video of a Tennessee nurse passing out on
camera roughly 10 minutes after receiving her first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine - which
she says was due to an 'over-reactive vagal response' and not related to the jab."

OR...... perhaps they were spooked by a vaccine that was developed and "tested" in barely
a year and manufacturers were granted immunity from liability for any adverse effects ????

Montgomery Burns
#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

"Viral video" LOL
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

In 2021, The Darwin Award will be awarded To ALL of the people that get the vaccine! This
will be the greatest way to cull the herd!

Time to play

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

AOC was pushing and shoving to get ahead of the line...   

So I've heard.

Schroedingers Cat

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

On her knees with her lips wide open. 
cbxer55

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Waiting for the juicy payoff...

She is another Linda Lovelace...

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

https://youtu.be/QBcCwlXN_OY
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/tennessee-nurse-passes-out-front-news-crew-minutes-after-taking-covid-19-vaccine
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

With bigger teeth. 

Who's the poster here with her pic, looks like she's in position to swallow a big
one. 

cbxer55

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Truly the Healthcare Frontline Essential Heroes who we must not question in any case are
not espousing current accurate thinking.

Zero Malarkey Choomwagon

#

#

1 5 Reply"

1 day ago

They probably have comprehensive health care policies.
Pdunne

#

#
5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

The overwhelmed grandma killing hospitals are so full they have time to
choreograph TikTok dances

 

Zero Malarkey Choomwagon

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Over half of the ones in britain are quiting over it.     Probably over 90% are not taking it, the
other 10% are fake people.    

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=C1-0XKYAZII   pay attention to minute
29+ explains most of the end reasons the tech companies are selling your grand kids out. 

Kan

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=C1-0XKYAZII
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5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Since her grand display, have we actually heard from Ms.Tiffany Dover?  All I find are MSM
"fact checkers" indicating all is well...  So she is all for publicizing her vaccination.  Then
supposedly goes into hiding post passing out?  Her handlers know this negatively
impacts the promotion of the immunization.  Totally illogical response, unless Ms.Tiffany's
got complications and ain't been a good guinea pig... Perhaps we will get "Weekend at
Tiffanys" or a half assed attempt at a doppelganger?  Reading about the rollouts, why do I
picture Jim Jones ushering his flock to drink the kool-aid, "hurry people, hurry, there isn't
much time..."

Pretty Vacant
#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Gates is furious he's fallen so far behind Bezoz's billions.

Has to push this vaccine.

CheapBastard

#

#

5 4 Reply"

1 day ago

The Big Fat Bastard
The Big Fat Bastard

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Where is the scientific data showing the COVID-19 shot does not weaken ones immune
system? I bet it does not exist

You_Cant_Quit_Me

#

#

http://ms.tiffany/
http://ms.tiffany/
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5 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The election theft came out of Italy! Along with UK MI-6 and Canada, CIA.

But most likely China too, they are crawling all over Italy with their virus and this theft is all
one operation.

Photos of the techs who helped do it. The guy says "you are dead men walking, you better
get into the custody of US law enforcement because they are going to kill you."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YwtbK5XXAMk&feature=emb_logo

littlewing
#

#

5 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Once they announced there's no legal recourse for side effects, I was out. Not that I was
ever "in," but Bell's Palsy for free? FAWK NO.

Libtard Clown World

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Give them to all the teachers so they will go back to work. 
George Bayou

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago

They're too stupid to find the jabbing centers.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

5 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Funny but that Tennessee nurse that passed out has yet to appear unmasked or speaking
since. The woman claimed to be her in a group photo afterward was a passable lookalike
with different coloured eyes. Oh, and the woman's family have been told not to discuss her
publicly except through hospital lawyers. Hmm!

No one trusts a hard sell and the promotion for this vaccine has been the equivalent of a
used car dealer desperate to make his month end.

Jessica6

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YwtbK5XXAMk&feature=emb_logo
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1 3 Reply"

1 day ago

" " " " " " " " " " " "

Linguo

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

She died a few days after taking the shot, go to her State and county obits, you can
view her obit there. Sad that they won't report on this. 

Bugdog@21

#

#

5 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Her name was Tiffany Dover
BinAnunnaki

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

She left a young son and husband.
Bugdog@21

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

"who assumed hospital staff would be among those most in tune with the scientific data
backing the vaccines"

Yes, the "scientific data" indicating the extremely rare virulence of COVID for those under
age 65,

and the Pfizer test showing the vaccinated group having only a

0.007% higher

negative test result over the placebo group

(along with NO evidence that the vaccine  prevented one either  from catching COVID or
spreading it.)

rwe2late

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

The Pfizer study:

https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/5-burning-questions-about-new-covid-vaccine

rwe2late

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Question is - How long can they keep the CHARADE going !

China is already back to normal !

https://www.rt.com/news/511286-wuhan-nyc-nye-crowds-covid/

 

JackOliver4

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

As long as we let them. 
Only Way Out

#

#
5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

With our lying media? Probably for a very long time. As we saw with treatments such
as HCQ and Fauci's lies the truth is irrelevant. 

12Doberman

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Stick to your guns. Don't take the vaccine.
StanleyTheManly

#

#

1 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Out of my cold dead hands...CH
JUST THE FACTS

#

#

https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/5-burning-questions-about-new-covid-vaccine
https://www.rt.com/news/511286-wuhan-nyc-nye-crowds-covid/
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Well, if that is the only way, OK.
Linguo

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Are you old enough to remember the person that said that?

I'm looking for the short video...

JUST THE FACTS
#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Here it is.

A great American,,, A great American...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ORYVCML8xeE

JUST THE FACTS

#

#
1 Reply"

1 day ago

Sure, Charlton Heston, well known bad actor and born again gun nut when he
fell from attention of the public. 

Linguo

#

#

1

1 day ago

Soylent Green, The Omega Man, and Planet of the Apes

Bad acting??? Surely you're joking...

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

They are selflessly making MOAR available to Karen!
Detective Miller

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ORYVCML8xeE
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5 3 Reply"

1 day ago

The Russians say they have an antidote to this bioweapon.  Sounds like the most rational
analysis of this thing so far.  I always thought it was odd that they would release this thing
without an antidote ready to go.  Would explain why Pelosi, Cuomo, and a ton of other
commie politicians run around with no mask and no fear.

TrumpyBear
#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

" " " " " " " " " "

Linguo

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Downvoted by 3 commies
luigib

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

" " " " " " " " "

Linguo

#

#

5 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

A LOT of comments disappear people.. They removed my 'Michael' comment the other
day.  

EcoJoker

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

But you paid extra for that.
Cabreado

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

From a Premium subscriber 

 

After another round of heavy censorship today, and having my comments actively
deleted by our small hatted friends in charge of this site, i feel it is my duty to warn
you all again; Do not buy premium, the censorship is the same as it has been for the
last 12-18 months, and most importantly free speech is no longer allowed in this
echo chamber, should one dare to point out that all nations leaders and their
prominent political parties are all corrupted and working together against us, despite
giving the illusion of fiercely battling each other, and all the beautiful rhetoric they
love to spew, one gets shutdown and wiped from the boards quickly. This place is
done, it's not even a shadow of the former fight club.

BinAnunnaki

#

#
5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Meanwhile in WuHan new years eve they gather in huge numbers to dance and celebrate
without a care in the world.

So Communist Dictatorship Emperor Xi China is more free and virus safe than the USA.

Kina

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

They are but they also take very strong measures to stop outbreaks.

In Wuhan they locked down millions for over 70 days. No one was allowed to leave
their houses. The largest quarantine in history but it worked.

Pdunne

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Sure it did.
dirty dolphin

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Plank.
luigib

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Vaccination?  No thanks.  I don’t anything to do with it.  I’ll take my chances with the ‘virus’. 
presterjohn1198

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Thank you. More for sane people.
Linguo

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Vaccine or ICU, take your pick.
Pdunne

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Or just a mild flu.  Your options aren't exhaustive.
green_dog

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

And probably asymptomatic.
dirty dolphin

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

That seems to be the highest probability, followed by mild flu; 80% expected
to be one of these two.

green_dog

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

"Perhaps they were spooked by a viral video of a Tennessee nurse passing out on
camera roughly 10 minutes after receiving her first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine -
which she says was due to an 'over-reactive vagal response' and not related to the
jab."

Or perhaps they just don't want some experimental new substance that's been rushed to
market without any long term testing and that provides no demonstrable protection against
the virus pumped into their bodies, and that  

TQRock
#

#

5 3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I can guess what they are really doing, but not allowed to say.

Some will be using Ivermectin, others Hydroxychloroquine & Zn

10,000 times safer than an unknown vaccine, and extremely effective.

Kina

#

#

5 8 Reply"

1 day ago

Having already been immunized against 20 other illnesses I think I will get this shot at the
first opportunity.

I can't imagine life without wide spread immunization for Polio, Chickenpox, Measles typhus
etc.

Pdunne

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Wake up no vaxines no sickness
Bossman1967

#

#

https://youtu.be/QBcCwlXN_OY
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/tennessee-nurse-passes-out-front-news-crew-minutes-after-taking-covid-19-vaccine
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5 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Your shots didn't protect you.

Case in Germany.

Whopping Cough outbreak among vaccinated kids. They brought it into the school and
infected more. Non vaxxed kids didn't need to be quarantined.

walküre

#

#

5 3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Your body your choice...  Just dont come crying to me when it doesnt work out for
you...

Aubiekong

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

C19/20 has ended all of those.  If you get vaccinated against c19/20 then you will get
them all back.

CommonsDeered

#

#
5 2 Reply"

1 day ago

No influenza this season. All Covid. More bullshit.
walküre

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Choice?  You evil free-thinking patriots!
razorthin

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

Risk:Benefit assessment

.1% of fatality in hospital worker age group

Unknown risk of vaccine side effect and some apparent suppression of info re: side effects

Declining the vaccine is a reasonable decision for some. This is pretty obvious and the
'decision makers' should address that honestly or lose further authority.

lasvegaspersona
#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Yeah, just like Biden and the DNC assumed nobody would notice 230,000 more votes than
voters in PA. FUUUUCK these assholes. Revolt!

No vaxx, no masks, and definitely no Biden.

Wayne

assumed hospital staff would be among those most in tune with the
scientific data backing the vaccines

#

#
6 Reply"

1 day ago

You are insane.
Linguo

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

You are incontinent, incoherent, and inchoate.
Wayne

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

And, imbecilic.
Sigh.

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Inaccurate, inconsequential.
Wayne

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

FTFY

ominous

reports of lower-than-expected participation rates are emerging
around the country, raising concerns for globalists who say the
propaganda implications could be disastrous.

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Send StonedSponge over there, he'll gladly take their dose.
Cazzi amari

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Stupidsolar can have mine as well.  
cbxer55

#

#

5 2 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm going to lose family and friends to this poison dart of the white horse of the apocalypse. 
We all are. 

The bright side is that there will be new friends among those of us smart enough to avoid it. 
Stories like this are encouraging. 

Please help save lives and educate people about this gene-modification that will render the
victims subhuman and condemn them to a painful life that ends prematurely due to immune
disorders.  There is a very good reason mRNA has never been tried on humans; it's the
same reason they skipped animal studies on this vaccine.

fackbankz

#

#
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5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I can't wait to buy the "I got the shot" paper on the Internet.
Hocusbocus

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Keep kneeling for the invisible Man.
ebola-ka-debola

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Already available 
StagStopa

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

M@R@N alert (2).
JOHNLGALT.

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Yes, yes, everyone on ZH knows stagstoopid is an idiot and a freak to boot! 
Tigbits

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

I can see the signs at the Pentagon and military bases that read... "GET SHOT HERE".
RoboFascist 1st

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

This is pretty much the entire country. There has been very little hospital transmission of this
virus. Plus there is no vaccine. 

Catullus

#

#
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5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm not up to date, does anybody know, if there is still ethylene glycol (also known as "auto
freeze") part of the vaccines, cause they must be in liquid state at -70C.

Klaus Smith
#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Yes. They've admitted that's an ingredient 
StagStopa

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

You mean "Antifreeze."  
Taffer

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

yes, of course, which is used in cars and refrigerators.
Klaus Smith

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Freon?  wtf. how are things at the call center..?
Bannedeverywhere

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Otto Freeze was a batman character... think he meant otto.. pretty sure. *

Bannedeverywhere

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

I don't know what's in it, but something has to be in there to keep it in a liquid form at
-70 right?  Or maybe it's not in a liquid form when in transport?

Taffer

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

No. Its frozen solid until it's ready to be injected. It has to be thawed out.
Supposedly the "RNA fragments" are very fragile and are destroyed fairly quickly at
room temperature. 

StagStopa

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

We have to do something about global warming - NOW!

It's putting our vaccines at risk...

espirit

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

You forgot the SARC,
JOHNLGALT.

#

#

1 4

1 day ago

Do you drive a Buick?
StagStopa

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

"Supposedly the "RNA fragments" are very fragile and are destroyed fairly quickly
at room temperature"

So basically it's no longer effective when you're dead.

ebear

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Polyethyleneglycol
The.Alchemist

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

The 'biological' (not a vaccine) must be kept cold to keep the nanoparticles from
coalescing, after which they would not be able to penetrate cell membranes.  Of
greater concern is the 150 segments of 'non-readable RNA' in the formula.  These
proteins will up or down regulate various genes, impairing your immune response; I
call it vaccine acquired immune deficiency syndrome, VAIDS for the useless eaters. 
See this Medcram video which shows that those with vitamin D levels above
40ng/ml acquire immunity to the rona without having symptoms. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ha2mLz-Xdpg

Fishhawk

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Bwahahaha

 

Algo Rhythm

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Aren't these the same hospital workers that told us......

 

"I'm not wearing the mask for me, I'm wearing it for you."

 

And

"We're all in this together."

 

Take the vaccine for me......not you.

Nature_Boy_Wooooo

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ha2mLz-Xdpg
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Yes. Also creators of choreographed tiktok dance videos. 
Tigbits

#

#

5 2 Reply"

1 day ago

My mother (registered nurse) is now sick after taking the covaids truth serum.  She says it
was to be expected, that others took the weekend just to deal with the with flu like
symptoms. She now wears getting the vaccine as a badge of honor.

exculpatorycredence

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Badge of honor to who? 
kc_kilo

#

#

3 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Shame on her. 
southpaw47

#

#
1 6 Reply"

1 day ago

Shame on you
StagStopa

#

#

5 2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Badge of Stupidity 
CheapSnowflake

#

#

1 6 Reply"

1 day ago

* stupidity 
StagStopa

#

#
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5 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The government/big pharm/elites knew this would happen. Which is why a “more deadly
strain” of Covid is being mentioned.  Soon we will be hearing about a super strain.  Then
maybe a new, more deadly strain will be released.  

They will scare people into taking it. If that doesn’t work, the immunity passport and
restrictions will do the trick for most. 

CheapSnowflake
#

#

4 Reply"

21 hours ago

The most prominent spokespeople in the healthcare industry have spent the past eight
months crapping all over a vaccine, lest Trump get a policy success. "It'll be dangerous,"
they said, "it'll be unproven and ineffective." For months the healthcare "experts" have been
hammering that theme. Now they're surprised that people think the vaccine could be
dangerous, unproven, and ineffective? What a sorry bunch of clowns we've allowed to run
the show.

Hawkenschpitt

#

#

3 1 Reply"

21 hours ago

And it was Trump’s biggest blunder, as president.  Many of his base have disagreed
with Warp Speed from day 1.  While I like Trump he’s been consistently wrong on the
COVID vaccine, in my opinion.  

This has become abundantly clear, with the death rate nearing the Flu now.

 

Robert De Zero

#

#

1 Reply"

19 hours ago

I saw what you did there,,, lol
ChanceEffect

#

#
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Reply"

18 hours ago

I saw it too 

 

he's a complete plank for thinking that.

DotfromKansas-TheStuffedRag

#

#

4 Reply"

21 hours ago

"We want to give those offered vaccines adequate time to make a decision, and we hope
that personnel will continue to understand that the benefits of vaccination clearly outweigh
the risks"

Really? And how does one know that the benefits outweigh the risks when it is a new form
of vaccine that was barely tested for a few months?

JosephJohnson

#

#
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4 Reply"

22 hours ago (Edited)

In this video Gates conflates health care costs with the education budget. Never mind
they're two entirely different budgets and one has nothing to do with the other. Yet he mixes
the two budgets together to make it seem as if children will suffer if granny doesn't die!  Also
not mentioned by Gates in the video is health insurance companies save money and
increase profits by letting granny die, which is the real reason he wants to deny the elderly
healthcare. It's about profits not education. Gates is a deceitful little bitch!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03MZG9vK0W8

In this Ted Talk video Gates talks about different ways of reducing the population using
vaccines along with some other methods. He is telling his audience he is trying to develop
methods to kill them, and they're so dumb they applaud!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaF-fq2Zn7I

Rather than using his money to develop better methods of contraception he wants to find
ways to kill people. 

And don't be fooled about helping mankind. Population reduction is really all about keeping
and preserving resources for the elite.

pmc
#

#

4 2 Reply"

22 hours ago

The healthcare workers want to avoid the fate of nurse Tiffany Dover, who fainted after
taking the vaccine.  Sadly, she has passed away.  RIP Tiffany. 

https://www.bitchute.com/embed/LLCwKkq1CtAJ/   

Enraged

#

#

2 3 Reply"

21 hours ago

Baloney

https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-nurse-covid-vaccine-dead-
idUSKBN29629G

Pdunne

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03MZG9vK0W8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaF-fq2Zn7I
https://www.bitchute.com/embed/LLCwKkq1CtAJ/
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-nurse-covid-vaccine-dead-idUSKBN29629G
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1 Reply"

19 hours ago

I hope you get the vaccine soon
He-He That Tickles

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Missing from the article is that this is not an ordinary vaccine. Messenger RNA vaccines
have never before been approved for humans.

Why?

I believe they want us dead.

https://thehighwire.com/widespread-allergic-reactions-making-vaccine-safety-front-page-
news/

Hey Assholes

#

#

1 8 Reply"

1 day ago

In the phase 3 trials for Pfizer and Moderna over 40,000 people took the jab with no ill
effects for 9 months.

radical-extremist

#

#
2 Reply"

1 day ago

How long do tumors take to grow?
ItsDanger

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

What MSM article did you read that??
fudly

#

#

3 Reply"

23 hours ago

Roll up your arm and bend over.

I will never take this cell modifying "vaccine".

Hey Assholes

#

#

https://thehighwire.com/widespread-allergic-reactions-making-vaccine-safety-front-page-news/
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4 Reply"

23 hours ago (Edited)

Just a little pin prick There'll be no more

AAAAAAAAaaah!

...But you may feel a little sick.

Can you stand up?

I do believe it's working .....good....

NEXT!...

 

Steeley

#

#

2 Reply"

23 hours ago

"for 9 months"...that's BS and you know it. That would mean they started trials last
March/April

de tocqueville's ghost

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Nurse Who Fainted On Live TV DIES After Taking Covid Vaccine

https://www.brighteon.com/b24fd77d-3a10-47e2-9889-16c1bf591cd5

In the video the obituary doesn't say when that person, with her name, died. It could be her
or someone with the same name and possibly died earlier than the date she was
vaccinated.   

However it wouldn't surprise me at all if it's the same person because I know a lot of the
people who get it will die outright or get some disease in the coming months that will do the
trick. It's a depopulation vaccine, per Gates' own words in his Ted Talk of about 10 years
ago.

p.s.

Just found this video confirmation of her death.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/4mdIxUsjXjEb/

pmc
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

She could have been, or maybe still is, stored in one of those refrigerated trucks.

Hillary Clinton had at least one double, especially right after collapsing on the street
and being shoved into a waiting van by the U.S. Secret Service at the 2016 9/11
memorial ceremony.

Donald Trump fans think Hillary Clinton ‘used a body double’ after her 9/11
memorial 'collapse'

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/donald-trump-hillary-clinton-
body-double-collapse-health-a7239796.html

Templar X

#

#

https://www.brighteon.com/b24fd77d-3a10-47e2-9889-16c1bf591cd5
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4mdIxUsjXjEb/
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/donald-trump-hillary-clinton-body-double-collapse-health-a7239796.html
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

most of my fellow health professionals are taking a wait and see approach to these Wuhan
virus vaccines ..

I will not get it nor do I recommend it to family ..until we see outcomes and side effects data
over a longer time period ..so far one has taken the pfizer vaccine and is doing fine.

 

overmedicatedundersexed
#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

note: it is a 2 shot vaccine...the 2nd shot seems to have more people with side
effects..will monitor.

my co worker has only gotten the first dose.

overmedicatedundersexed

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

It is not the vax itself that is as much of a problem as the long term consequences
which are DISASTROUS AND THEY KNOW IT.

In previous animal testing with these vaccines, animals were vsxxed against a Rona
virus and then when exposed to a wild virus EVERT SINGLE ANIMAL DIED, from
what is called a CYTOKINE STORM or pathological heightened antibody immune
response. 

In other words their immune systems attacked themselves shutting down their
organs in rapid death. 

Is this why they SKIPPED ANIMAL TESTING WITH these vaccines??

CatInTheHat

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

It happened with the SARS-1 vaccine in humans.  People who were vaccinated
and then exposed to the virus naturally,  went into the cytokine storm reaction
and died.  It's one of the primary risks of this vaccine, and nobody's talking about
it.

 

Faeriedust

#

#

1 Reply"

23 hours ago

You are correct and think about it, 40+ percent of "health care professionals"
including I assume doctors have taken the jab.  Didn't they learn anything in
medical school (not much)?

fudly

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

It is being called a "2 shot vaccine" now.  I imagine it will become an annual shot.
 Those bonuses at Pfizer and Moderna won't pay for themselves, you know.

jetty

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

The end game is in sight ..

Things should move along quickly now ..

Covid deception, vaccine deception, stimulus deception, election deception ..

All cover for what is to come ..

Thanks to commenter who posted ..

https://gregorymannarino.substack.com/p/private-message/comments

Giant Meteor

#

#

https://gregorymannarino.substack.com/p/private-message/comments
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

Trust? Don't trust the government, medical professionals, the courts, the money? What IS
there to trust any longer? Oh! A tax increase. We can trust in THAT.

hanekhw
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Death, taxes, and the removal of our freedoms bit by bit.
duck_fur

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Semi-permanent house arrest isn't exactly bit-by-bit.  It's kind of all-at-once.

 

Faeriedust

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Yeah, that's a point.
duck_fur

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The COVID-19 'vaccine' is an IQ test.

If you are stupid enough to take it, your line dies out, either from sterilization or your untimely
death.

Templar X

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Darwin was correct.  In this case, self-selection enabled by stupidity.
The Vel

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

These experimental 'vaccines' are unnecessary, dangerous, and deadly.
Templar X

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

I can see the signs now at the Pentagon and military bases that read... "GET SHOT HERE".
RoboFascist 1st

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Time for military defections to avoid the 'real infections.'

-- The Secret Shakespeare

 

TheSecretShakespeare

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Just search Luciferase and vaccine 
EightyEight Mike

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

It didn't kill a overweight, 71 year old POTUS, yea I think I will be fine.
ThomasJefferson69

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

It's a lottery draw, for sure.

Although death is only one of the negative outcomes.  I am sure there are many other
covid outcomes < death that will shorten life quality and life span, just like
formaldehyde in your wood floors, all brought to you by the PRC.

philmannwright

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

The virus is a FRAUD perpetuated to usher in the Great Reset..
CatInTheHat

#

#
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Reply"

21 hours ago

Indeed they are using it for control. Nothing more. On the plus side I see less
people wearing masks now.

ThomasJefferson69

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

The vaxx will turn you into a democrat.

You will worship darkies and pedophiles.

nanook007

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

I have a great idea.

For publicity's sake, we need ALL CNNMSNBCCBSABCFOX newsreaders to take the vaxx
and report in.

They think they can control the narrative, then control it!

Winning!

pedro-the-cat

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Most people who get the coof get little or no symptoms at all.

Some people who get the vaccine get terrible reactions or dead and we don't even get it all
reported.

I think the course is clear.

I'll stay away from the untested BS vaxx.

pedro-the-cat

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Indeed, it is really in testing now.  Let's see after two years.
philmannwright

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

Remember, a Malaria drug that’s been around 70 years and given out millions of times is
super deadly but a brand new vaccine that’s never had long term studies is totally
safe... says our left wing moral betters while also calling us all Nazi’s.... 

bobroonie
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

But we live in Idiocracy, so... Brawndoh!
wasd

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

After all the lies the medical industrial complex told about HCQ w/zinc being straight up
poison that will kill you why would we trust them regarding a rushed “vaccine”? 

bobroonie

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

Surely this one must be Russian propaganda.

https://www.rt.com/news/511332-israel-vaccination-coronavirus-pfizer/

LA_Goldbug

With the vaccine not providing immediate immunity to the
coronavirus, over two hundred Israeli citizens have been
diagnosed with the disease days after getting the Pfizer/BioNTech
jabs, local media reported.

The number of those who got Covid-19 despite being vaccinated
was at around 240 people, according to data from Channel 13
News.

The Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine, which the Israeli health
authorities rely on, doesn’t contain the coronavirus and can’t
infect the recipient. But time is needed for the genetic code in
the drug to train the immune system to recognize and attack
the disease.

#

#
2 Reply"

1 day ago

This info has been highly publicized.  The Cabal is so sure of the lemmings throwing
themselves over the cliff, they are not hiding the more obvious lies about this PSYOP to
turn the unaware into chipped transhumans.

MoralsAreEssential

#

#

https://www.rt.com/news/511332-israel-vaccination-coronavirus-pfizer/
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4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Fireman hours ago

Round and round the goldfish bowl with the magic covaid$ virUS.

Now's the chance for all rag mouths to make some real cash. Chance in a lifetime offer.....

 One would think that if COVID-19 exists, it can easily be proven, and that people will come
forward to do so. If not, then this is proof that there is no distinct COVID-19 virus.

Templar X

Wanted: Dead or Alive … The elusive COVID-19. They say it
exists, but so far, they have not given any proof. It’s never been
isolated, and never shown to be real. A bit like Santa Claus.

Anyway, for those who blindly believe the governments that
COVID-19 is real … here is the opportunity of a lifetime.
HealthGlade is officially offering $1,000,000 to anyone who can
prove that COVID-19 exists.

https://healthglade.com/1000000-reward-for-proof-that-covid-
19-exists/?
vgo_ee=pop39IkA5q7PPtzP%2BHLdhKpTEThj8pFPOSGCBEGK
eUE%3D

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Or any ‘virus’, as they say they are everywhere, especially in people suffering. It should
be easy to observe pathology as ‘viruses’ are supposed to come out by the millions for
each cell infected and killed. So any patient should have trillions of coronavirus and
puddles for organs with cells with the ACE2 receptor. They make no sense, the ones
promoting ‘the science’.

squib

#

#

4 7 Reply"

1 day ago

If they don't want to be immunized I am sure there is a long line of folks who will.
Pdunne

#

#

https://healthglade.com/1000000-reward-for-proof-that-covid-19-exists/?vgo_ee=pop39IkA5q7PPtzP+HLdhKpTEThj8pFPOSGCBEGKeUE=
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Reply"

1 day ago

They can go first, of their own free will. 
StrangePlace

#

#

4 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Screw em and move on to someone who wants it. The expiration date clock is ticking. 
OutaTime43

#

#

2 3 Reply"

1 day ago

+5
Galieo

#

#
4 Reply"

1 day ago

In my experience, health care workers are more likely to believe that covid is a great danger.
This is partly because they see a lot more sick people than the rest of us, and partly because
they suffer more from medical-establishment brainwashing. The reason hospitals are
surprised by their resistance to the vaccine is probably because skeptics were prudently
keeping their mouths shut, lest they lose their jobs. 

Come to find out, they are less pliant when it comes to accepting serious risks.

bloofer

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

manlinda gates is not amused.
buzzsaw99

#

#

4 3 Reply"

1 day ago

TheTylersSuckOrangeCock
MickeyDolan

#

#
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4 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Land of the free....Americans should be allowed to make their own decision on issues like
vaccinations otherwise you might as well live in China! 

It does not matter that some decline the vaccine because one way or another herd immunity
will be reached in communities towns and states. Some will have had covid and suffered no
ill effects, some will have been vaccinated and some will die from it but in the end the virus
will run out of people to hide in and fresh victims to infect.

Dornier27
#

#

1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

What if you can be reinfected, Professor ?
Linguo

#

#

3 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Then what's the point of the vaccine?
hugin-o-munin

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I agree but ask yourself this - if vaccines worked why would there even need to be a
discussion about so called herd immunity? The same argument could be made about
face masks.

hugin-o-munin

#

#

2 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Please don’t leave your residence until the pandemic is over.
Linguo

#

#
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5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Sorry I do as I please. I move around freely and I don't wear any face mask
because all it does is prevent me from getting clean air and oxygen. I know this
whole viral pandemic thing is a crock of s but I'm convinced people will eventually
discover this for themselves. I don't try to bug those who have bought into the
hoax but I won't be dictated to by lemmings. If I am told to wear a face mask
entering a store or similar I put on my own homemade bandana and take if off
asap. I look after my own health and have no problems with people who want to
be inoculated by a frankenstein brew but nobody is going to force me to do the
same.

hugin-o-munin

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

the vaccines, by the pharmaceuticals` own admission neither protect you yourself,
nor others from covid-19: fauci, gates and the CEO of biontech ugur sahin have now
openly admitted as much.

- why the "gain of function" properties? the virus is man-made.

- why run cycles above 30 when they show nothing? the pcr-test is a sham.

- why allow and wear face diapers when only N95 masks offer protection? the face
masks are a joke.

- 50% of small businesses are being slaughtered while corporations thrive. the
lockdowns are a catastrophe.

- short-term effects do not protect, but what about long-term effects? the vaccine is
fake, but dangerous.

in short, how much more evidence do you need?

people, we need to wake the fvck up.

donkey_shot

#

#
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4 2 Reply"

1 day ago

 

People are now seeing through the fraud.

When will they realise who was behind this fraud.

wn
#

#

1 2 Reply"

1 day ago

To whom are you referring, Professor ?
Linguo

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

you know who...don't ask
FakePCR_tribal_COVID_plandemic

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Please, inquiring minds have to know, Professor.
Linguo

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Youre just an old, sad, bitter leftist, aren't ya? 

Hang out with Art Vandelay. He's a younger version of you. His name is
Sunstein.

Lee Harvey

#

#

3

1 day ago

How do you know that, Reich Chancellor ?
Linguo

#

#

1 day ago

You have the aura of an old, sad, bitter, disillusioned communist.

That's how.

Lee Harvey

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

It will take some time and things have to get worse before anything happens. Cognitive
dissonance works so well because most people are too blind to evil so in a weird way
it's an indication of people's good nature. The bigger the lie the harder it is to admit by
people that they were deceived. This pandemic is so far the biggest lie and con job the
world has ever seen. I think it's their last hail mary and right now it may seem like it's
working but I think it will fail spectacularly very soon. Wishful thinking? Perhaps, but
that's just me - glass half full.

hugin-o-munin

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Most heart warming news I have seen in ages !

https://www.rt.com/usa/511346-pelosi-house-vandalized-graffiti/

JackOliver4

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Surprisingly small house, considering her husbands net wealth.

However I guess it is an expensive city.

Pdunne

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

It's a neighborhood called Pacific Heights (or as we sometimes call it, Specific
Whites)... very steep hills make the size of the homes deceptive - there's some huge
homes up there. 

BoomChikaWowWow

#

#

https://www.rt.com/usa/511346-pelosi-house-vandalized-graffiti/
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Reply"

1 day ago

The article said it was a house 'believed' to be owned by Pelosi !

She probably has ***TLOADS of houses she rents out to the deplorable folks who
can no longer pay their bills.

***K - Imagine having her as your landlady !!!  

JackOliver4

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Is this real?  Its happening!  When they start going after politicians you know things are
getting real..   This will be a very rocky year.  And of course its Antifa..

JZ123

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Sorry, it’s a false flag.
Shay216420

#

#
4 Reply"

1 day ago

Can we let just Democrats go first, see what happens in a couple of months.

What’s the downside?

thoughtbubble

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

That is a good plan, maybe make it a permanent arrangement
Pdunne

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Hey trolls! Happy 2021. If you actually live in America (unlikely), then prepare. 
arby63

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

Collecting democrat tears in a vial.  Sell on Ebay. 
Schroedingers Cat

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Edison's last breath was captured by Henry Ford

and is at Greenfield Village in Dearborn MI

google it...

JUST THE FACTS
#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The problem I have with putting any of the trolls on IGNORE, is sometimes an
interesting string of posts follows their idiotic initial post. And you cannot see any of
those at all. I reserve IGNORE for them idiots that come on here spewing their WORK
AT HOME BS. I do like to litter the comments with junk votes where applicable. I have a
large automatic junk vote memory. Those, I don't read the comments, just junk vote
them and move on. 

There's a reason it's called a junk vote. 

I put this here since I saw you ignored P Dunce. So you wouldn't see it if I put it there. 

cbxer55

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Exactly. Same here. That’s why the sponge and a few others troll as many
conversations as possible. They know it will basically silence the entire conversation
to anyone that has them on ignore. 

Tigbits

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

They'll fall in line soon enough when Newsom starts pulling their practice licenses.

Dissension must be crushed.

drjimi

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

Is Newsom aware that all sorts of unfortunate people get pulled?
Is-Be

#

#

1 2 Reply"

1 day ago

They're already shorthanded at hospitals and clinics,

Newsome would, essentially, be shutting them down.

hoytmonger

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

What if they don't fall in line? 

Most of them are unionized in CA, and all they need to do is drag the fight out for a few
months and let the casualties of the "vaccine" pile up.

You're going to see A LOT of people die or be seriously harmed by this "vaccine"
within a few months.

fackbankz

#

#

1 day ago (Edited)

A new biometric identity platform partnered with the Gates funded GAVI vaccine alliance and
Mastercard will launch in West Africa and combine COVID-19 vaccinations, cashless
payments, and potential law enforcement applications.

Mastercard is now touting itself as a leader toward a “World Beyond Cash,” and its
partnership with GAVI marks a fresh and new approach towards linking a biometric digital
identity system, vaccination records and a payment system into a single cohesive platform.
Of course, it will start in the testing ground areas like West Africa and eventually make it’s
way to the entire world as a requirement.

It should be of extreme interest to anyone that is observing the emerging tyranny in our
world that DARPA has funded a company that produces soft and flexible hydro-gels that are
injected beneath the skin for the purpose of health monitoring. It syncs to a smartphone
health user app to give the user health insights. But before any doubters of the emergence

The Big Vomit
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of the biblical Antichrist narrative scoff and fall to the ground in delightful spasms over this
“cool” technology, you should understand that hydro-gel nano-technology grows and
spreads throughout the body once it is implanted, possibly affecting the DNA of a person. It
can then send information directly and continuously to an artificial intelligence. Many
phones, if not all, have health apps that can be disabled, but not gotten rid of. These covid-
19 contact tracing apps are now being rolled out across the globe. They can literally monitor
everything about you. It is important to understand that these forthcoming Covid-19
vaccines are not safe by any scientific methodology. This recombinant DNA and RNA
technology can, and will, cause permanent and unknown changes in a person’s DNA. Think
about that alarming fact. Once a person receives this DNA changing technology into their
bodies, he or she will live with this change for the rest of their miserable lives. This is to say
nothing of the ripple effects of this DNA change. This literally and quite potentially is creating
a new species. The old gets destroyed, the new gets created. Perhaps now it is easy to
understand why Revelation 14 reveals that those who take this mark in their hand or
forehead will be damned. They will no longer be human.

They are literally setting us up for this beastly and monstrous techno-tyranny over a virus
con job. I.D. 2020 proposes to hook us all up to an artificial intelligence interface. Obviously,
this is not about a “deadly virus.” This is about the eventual implementation of the
Antichrist’s mark of the beast system as described in Revelation 13. I.D. 2020 is a project
initiated by the Rockefeller Foundation, Bill Gates and Microsoft, transnational
pharmaceutical corporations and technology firms are pushing the concept that every
human on the planet needs biometric verification because “to prove who you are is a
fundamental and universal human right,” according to the ID2020 website. A vaccine
purportedly designed to combat COVID-19 will no doubt become mandatory and those who
resist will be blacklisted as public health criminals. You may find yourself locked out of
participation in society, similar to the way the Chinese citizens are suffering under China’s
totalitarian social credit system. But this coming system will dramatically effect a person’s
DNA and, for those who take the mark of the beast, their eternal soul.

"And I saw when the Lamb opened one of the seals, and I heard, as it were the noise of
thunder, one of the four beasts saying, Come and see. And I saw, and behold a white horse:
and he that sat on him had a bow; and a crown was given unto him: and he went forth
conquering, and to conquer” (Revelation 6:2).

Here, we see the Antichrist ride forth wearing a symbolic crown. In looking at the meaning of
the word “Corona,” one will discover through a simple online search that “corona” is a Latin
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4 1 Reply"

word meaning “crown,” from the Ancient Greek κορώνη (korōnē, “garland, wreath”) that was
presented to athletes.

The emblem and flag of the United Nations is officially described as “a map of the world
representing an azimuthal equidistant projection centred on the North Pole, inscribed in a
wreath consisting of crossed conventionalized branches of the olive tree.

Taking a look at the United Nations emblem on it’s flag, you will notice the wreath, or
“crown,” that is surrounding the logo.

A major component in the midst of the so-called “pandemic” has been the World Health
Organization, which features the same corona (crown)/garland/wreath on its flag. Further
still, it features a serpent.

We see that in Revelation 12:9, Satan is referred to as a “serpent” …

“And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which
deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with
him” (Revelation 12:9)

PREPARING TO RIDE – THE SEALS OF THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE

#

#

4 2 Reply"

1 day ago

The Big Fat Bastard
The Big Fat Bastard

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

G
steverino999

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

There you go again. Crying in your cup of cum.
The Big Fat Bastard

#

#

https://endtimesdarknessdescending.wordpress.com/2020/07/26/the-seals-of-the-four-horsemen-of-the-apocalypse-preparing-to-ride/
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4 5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Trump is getting VERY short - 19 days. And I can’t WAIT to see that pathetic dopey
look on his face over Biden’s left shoulder as he presents his Inaugural Address.

steverino999
#

#

4 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Where are the alternatives to the once hallowed ZH commentariat?
This place is a mess.

Cabreado

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

It’s a mess for sure. Due to amazing trolls. They come out 20 by the hour. 
arby63

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

You would be amazed at how many tards take "FREE" "cure" after a years worth of non stop
fear porn propaganda on TV.

cielukman

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

.

My fear is that since more and more people are refusing to take it, they will make the
'vaccine' into an airborne particulate, and release it into the air.

Stinkbug 1

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

If you're wearing your mask, you'll be 100% safe.
Only Way Out

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

Not getting it, can't make me, GFY.

 

Dash8
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Gonna challenge my inner Libtard

My body, my choice

BinAnunnaki

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

If this was a pandemic how is that very few frontline medical people are getting sick to the
point they can't work.  They're around the so called virus 24/7 and 365 days a year.  You
would think by now so many of them would have died off or suffered dibilitating illness we
wouldn't have a functioning medical system

Covid-19 is so deadly you have to get tested to know you have it.

What is so extraordinary about this entire hoax is hundred of millions of sheep continue to
go along with it and will continue to do so until our culture no longer represents a place we
want to live.  Complete tyranny and control of every movement and finally dystopia.

 

JethroBodine_

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

If Covid was really that lethal, it would have devastated the National homeless
population as it did nursing homes 

BinAnunnaki

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Let me be up front: I would rather die than take the vaccine. 
arby63

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I've said it once and I'll say it again...  I am shocked... SHOCKED, IT TELL YOU that people
can be at all hesitant to take a rushed vaccine to treat a strain of the flu that has a better
than 99% survival rate.

Dog of War
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Johnny Carson would have hired you to write his jokes.

Good one...

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

What to do with the unused doses?  Give it to the blacks and hispanics.  We don't want
racism, right?  Everybody knows they are most affected and they get less health care than
privileged whites.

Consider this a caring reparation.

Frozen BlueScreen

#

#

1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Consider yourself a racist. But you are a Christian, right ?
Linguo

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Which celebrity can I sell my dose to? Alyssa Milano or Robert DeNiro?
BinAnunnaki

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Probably only the celebs that identify as Libtards. The smart ones, who are
Republican's, won't take it. 

cbxer55

#

#
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4 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

  We should all mummify ourselves, so as not to be exposed to Libtardism-2021 spike
proteins.

   Bedella, where's my cake?  ( Creepshow circa 1984) 

 Gotta love the scene from Godfather, when Pacino & nurse move Brando to a different
room, while telling Enzo to beat it.

  Happy New Year everyone.

   

  

Yen Cross
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

That hospital looked like a morgue.

The horses head in the Director's bed.

I still can hear the screaming...

JUST THE FACTS

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago

Khartoum!!!!!!
BinAnunnaki

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Is it not kind of odd China and Russia, two supposedly biggest threats to US are NOT going
with the MRNA/DNA vaxx?

cielukman

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

China and Russia both have the bioweapon antidote.  No need for silly vaccines

 

TrumpyBear

#

#
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4 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

"Voluntary" uptake was only the first stage. De facto mandates are next since their
propaganda miserably failed. They will try to pump more fear , fake numbers, and more
importantly destruction of lives and businesses until most take this poison. 

cielukman
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Insist on testing for existing antibodies.  Natural antibodies are always more effective
than artificial reactions, therefore there is no reason for a vaccine if you are already
immune, and it puts you at risk of a hypersensitivity reaction.  A concerted push to
validate natural immunity as at least equal to vaccination has every chance of being
effective since the "science" is indisputable.  It will also break the hearts and financial
backing of the vaccine pushers as over half the country already has natural immunity.

 

Faeriedust

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Whether I have existing antibodies or not, I would never take this MRNA poison.
Anyone who does IMO is a retard or just wants to play russian roulette. 

cielukman

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Well, there you go, by the time this is all over, most Americans will refuse this very risky,
rushed, not properly tested and vetted 'vaccine'. 

Templar X

Over Half Of Health Care Workers At California Hospitals
Refuse Vaccinations

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

They're free!  There'll be lines three miles long to get them.
itstippy

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

There'll be lines three inches long to get them.
atomic balm

#

#

4 2 Reply"

1 day ago

even the best case side effects is reason not to. but i know too much. if someone came into
my castle with a needle I would not hesitate to unload the whole clip of 762 x 51's.
hamburger...

new game

#

#

2 7 Reply"

1 day ago

Poor little gun nut.
Linguo

#

#

2 3 Reply"

1 day ago

The dumbest comments often have reference to bullits, it trending.
Pdunne

#

#
2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

^^^^^ (TTT) Troll Tag Team ^^^^^
Wayne

#

#

1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

" " " " " " " " " " "

Linguo

#

#

3 2 Reply"

1 day ago

The two of them should just get a room. 
cbxer55

#

#

1 3

1 day ago

I thought I was a bot. 
Linguo

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Wot iz bullitz?
luigib

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Clip? 

Come on man.

dirty dolphin

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

That’s how you know
The Persistent Vegetable

#

#

4 4 Reply"

1 day ago

If you are even half way open to reason, and really want a peek behind the curtain, I
recommend the following crash course.

You are NOT going to like this ... but that is too bad ... it is what it is ... and can be easily
checked with the data that is already in the public forum.

In the end, it really doesn't matter what the ... YOU believe.  

It is what ((( they )) believe to be true that matters because ((( they )) have the resources and
the wherewithal to impact YOUR life and rock YOUR world but YOU can't do diddly jack to
them.

Do what you will ... I've already decided HELL NO to them and their vax ...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8jbzFdh-nw&feature=youtu.be

BarkingWolf

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8jbzFdh-nw&feature=youtu.be
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1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Who are they, Professor ?
Linguo

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Wise one ... you know who ((( they ))) are already and if by chance you don't ... (((
they ))) will teach you.

BarkingWolf
#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

No really, enlighten me.
Linguo

#

#

4 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Has someone told the Plebs that actually getting COVID and building immunity naturally
(antibodies) is the best way to ward off the virus?  I'm guessing no.  God gave you an
immune system that works naturally.  Boost it and use it 

Jeremy Roenick

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

You still need to get the shot or they put you on the "resistors and anti-science" list.  
itstippy

#

#

1 5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

True enough if you are under 50 you have a good chance of not getting extremely sick.
However that doesn't solve the contagious issue, spreading needs to be controlled..

Pdunne

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Stay the feck indoors then. Let the rest of us get on with our lives
luigib

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

EXACTLY!!!!
cbxer55

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Asymptomatic spread is biggest joke ever. But if you are RETARDED enough to
believe it, like this guy said, Stay da fk home yourself.

cielukman

#

#

1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Too many pucks to the head.
Linguo

#

#

1 5 Reply"

1 day ago

Idiotic comment.
Linguo

#

#
5 2 Reply"

1 day ago

How's the weather in Shanghai?
Wayne

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Fine. A little cold. No Trumptards so it’s OK.
Linguo

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

The gap between the "official reports" and the actual science becomes greater every day.

We have seen over the last year how incredibly incompetent or stupid people like "DR" Fauci
is, as well as the other nobs on that podium. Add politics to the mix and we get
incomprehensible and/or contradictory statements every day from various government
officials.

Reminds me of the CP Snow quote---long but a fun and worthwhile rad imo:

A good many times I have been present at gatherings of people who, by the
standards of the traditional culture, are thought highly educated and who have
with considerable gusto been expressing their incredulity at the illiteracy of
scientists. Once or twice I have been provoked and have asked the company how
many of them could describe the Second Law of Thermodynamics. The response
was cold: it was also negative. Yet I was asking something which is about the
scientific equivalent of: 'Have you read a work of Shakespeare's?'

I now believe that if I had asked an even simpler question – such as, What do you
mean by mass, or acceleration, which is the scientific equivalent of saying, 'Can
you read?' – not more than one in ten of the highly educated would have felt that I
was speaking the same language. So the great edifice of modern physics goes
up, and the majority of the cleverest people in the western world have about as
much insight into it as their Neolithic ancestors would have had.

Son of Loki
#

#
1 Reply"

1 day ago

Summary:  "You mad bro?"
CommonsDeered

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

CP Snow. Excellent comment. An educated man!
JohnHellHood

#

#

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Law_of_Thermodynamics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shakespeare
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acceleration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neolithic
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4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

This whole "Warp Speed" Program is so very typical of the Trump Administration.

Lots of talk and bluster self congratulatory speeches and the facts on the ground are an
utter failure.

Failure or not Trump continues to praise himself and the faithful keep believing him.

Strange times indeed.

Pdunne
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

It's not Trump's fault the junkies in San Francisco got all the sharps.
itstippy

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

if it was understood the whole "thingy" is fake none of this non-sense would be transpiring.
yeah, duh!

duh, like transhumanism. I hope people here understand that these vacced umans will not
be humans anymore. gone. - celestialreport.com

but say that to non-choir members? they are bat shit scared, which is beyond irrational.
absolutely ill informed. but so be the uman species, like scared monkeys. oh, crap we are
monkeys once vacced...

new game

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Love you, Bro,,,,Atheist all my life...but......er....we aint monkeys.....do you maths? You
might enjoy this.

The Theory of Evolution – Monkey Fall

Target Practice

#

#

http://celestialreport.com/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/w0jxmCaEL1pz/
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

I hear ya, i guess i should have been more clear on the monkey thing, the ole run like
a scared monkey.

we are humans, simple. but wow, i mean I see my fellow humans and it really does
scare me to know they will never be the same. and some of them are family.

 

new game

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Full Project Bluebeam - Seattle's Virtual New Year's Eve

Complete with Illuminati pyramids, Corona Virus cells that spread everywhere only to be
combated by jellyfish combined with the genetics of an aborted cloned baby (what’s actually
in the vaccines) as well as the Space NEEDLE piercing a DNA strand to save the planet

https://banned.video/watch?id=5fef6dd3092ff5237c3d384e

Corn Popp

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

" " " " " " " " " " " "

Linguo

#

#

4 3 Reply"

1 day ago

As long as housing prices continue cratering, all is well.

 

                    God Bless President Donald J. Trump and God Bless America!

 

 

The Big Fat Bastard

#

#

https://banned.video/watch?id=5fef6dd3092ff5237c3d384e
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4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Well, there you go, by the time this is all over, most Americans will refuse this very risky,
rushed, not properly tested and vetted 'vaccine'. 

Templar X

Over Half Of Health Care Workers At California Hospitals
Refuse Vaccinations

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

For the most there is no spike in the number of people who die each year.  Covid has cured
the flu and heart disease!  Those who are dying for covid 19  were our old and sick.  Many
would have died within weeks with or without covid 19 hype... Sorry but people die every
day because that is life.  From the damage done you would think there should be a massive
jump in deaths from all causes each week and that has not happened. 

Aubiekong

#

#

1 8 Reply"

1 day ago

The fact is death rates have risen in the USA this year due to the epidemic.
Pdunne

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Bad flu
walküre

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

I would appreciate your pointing me to the numbers which show that to be the
case.  I find the CDC reports difficult to parse; almost as if they're deliberately
obscure.

green_dog

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

https://usafacts.org/articles/preliminary-us-death-statistics-more-deaths-in-2020-
than-2019-coronavirus-age-flu/

Pdunne

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Who gives a flying crap?
Wayne

#

#

4

1 day ago

Ignorance, thy name is Trumptard.
Linguo

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

According to that source, the death rate in the 25-44 year age group rose more
than for other groups, even though that group has a much lower risk of
mortality due to covid.  So, not all of the increase in deaths from 2019 to 2020
can be attributed to covid alone; among other factors, the number of suicides
increased, as did the number of people who died from treatable conditions that
weren't treated.  The worst flaw with the data, though, is that it isn't possible to
distinguish a death due to covid from a death associated with covid.  Even if
we assume that any person dying with covid died of covid, it's quite likely that
the number of deaths with comorbidities will have scavenged deaths from
subsequent years. 

green_dog

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Anyone else watch/listen to Putin’s annual Novi Got speech?
Sonofabitch

#

#

1 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Yes.
Linguo

#

#

https://usafacts.org/articles/preliminary-us-death-statistics-more-deaths-in-2020-than-2019-coronavirus-age-flu/
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1 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

My comprehension of Russian is limited to communication about physical objects,
but the wife (Russian) told me there was a significant focus on Covid this year.  

She said he talked about it as if it was an actual disease (in contrast to many Zero
Hedge commenters).

Who knew?

:-)

Sonofabitch

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

And yet they wear useless masks and go along with social distance nonsense, and intubate
at the drop of a hat, and hcq, and phony death certs, and tiktok videos. And mrsa.
Whatever.

ummmwhaaa

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

The useless masks and social distancing nonsense will not permanently harm anyone's
health or cause death, but those are the very real risks of taking the COVID-19 vaccine.

Templar X

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Wrong on that wearing masks is destroying human connections.
Aubiekong

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Masks also destroying natural immune systems. 
Tigbits

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

According to some reports, masks can damage internal organs due to a shortage of
oxygen in the blood. A particular problem for the elderly.

smacker

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

I want to find a young nurse, rip off her mask and have wild sex with her on the
hospital lawn. Covid, NO! Cobra, Yeah!

Wayne

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Yep as a healthcare worker they should know the masks and social distancing is BS.
Aubiekong

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

I can hear the conversations now.

If grandmom takes the vax & dies we get all her money.

You bastard. Where do they give those vaccinations, anyway.

Bannedeverywhere

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Perhaps I should take out a 1 million dollar term policy on any of my liberal democrat
relatives who insist on taking the vaccine.

Dr.Strangelove

#

#
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4 2 Reply"

1 day ago

The USA is over 220 million exposed (20 million 'cases').

That's 2/3 of the entire population.

No vaccines or control measures are needed.  Bravo President Trump.

This CCP/globalist WMD strike needs to be punished and all those involved held fully
responsible.

Jim in MN
#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

If the pope takes the vaccine, its an admission, that his boss is not willing to step up in order
to protect him.

Pope Francis to Receive Pfizer Vaccine Against Coronavirus (breitbart.com)

vaginal yeast

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

His boss is Satan.
Blano

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Hospital workers expect pharmaceuticals to accept liability for damage they cause.  No
liability means you are a guinea pig.

Xena fobe

#

#

4 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Always opt out. smart meters, vaccines, taxes, home and auto loans, cell phone plans, crap
from china, smoking crack presidents, kneeling sport communists, crusty whore vp's,
anything pc, women telling you what they think, blue states telling you what they think,
speed limits, slavery and masks etc. anything you want.

Falconsixone

#

#

https://www.breitbart.com/health/2020/12/21/pope-francis-to-receive-pfizer-vaccine-against-coronavirus/
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

Sooo...

The globalists plan to put down the frontline medical workers isn't working out so well...?

Color me shocked...

espirit
#

#

4 2 Reply"

1 day ago

As with all stats put out by the vaccine coalition and its parent Covid 19 fraudsters with their
broad influence through and of corrupted medical and laboratory workers (Docs and lab
techs) take them all with a dump truck load of salt.

frankly scarlet

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

you wear a mask you get the vaccine... simple
noobnoob

#

#

20 Reply"

1 day ago

And keep wearing the mask after you get the vaccine, and keep getting the vaccine
every year, amirite?

jetty

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Just a bit of DNA coding and genetics motification is all ..

Nothing to worry about, I'm sure ..

Giant Meteor

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

Except the fact your biologically and legally no longer a Human, but a corporate
patented property to be disposed as they see fit.

Crush the cube

#

#
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3 Reply"

17 hours ago (Edited)

No vaccine is being used in China and they have herd immunity. Our medical people know
it’s all a money grab. Others know it was also a means to oust Trump. Sad days.

champ2top
#

#

Reply"

16 hours ago (Edited)

They created this monster.  They have the antidote.  Unless 900 million of them had it,
there is no herd immunity.

TrumpyBear

#

#

3 Reply"

19 hours ago (Edited)

funny how all Pfizer law suits and investigation into it's history of fraud just mysteriously
disapeared from search results and is replaced by the push to vaccinate. funny how most
don't notice all the manipulating going on and soft censoring.. The mind control did not just
stop when covids was created.. but fear is the mind killer. 

it's how the elite have been contolling mankind for centuies

bah up the slaughterhouses ramp when you are told cattle, but never confront the pleasant
farmer,, 

ChanceEffect

#

#

3 Reply"

19 hours ago

 I would like see the head of Pfizer shoot it up on camera, and all the politicians too, but alas
even that will be faked with sugar water.

They blinded them with "science".

I love science when its truthful..just because you say it's science does not make it so.

trust no one,, these days everyone has an agenda,, and it's never going to be for your own
good as they keep claiming.

ChanceEffect

#

#
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3 Reply"

21 hours ago

If people would rather build their immune system and strengthen it in order to fight off this
virus, or any other virus for that matter before it consumes us, then do it through proper diet
and nutrition. We shouldn't focus on one or two vitamins only. We should also add a multi-
vitamin to the mix. After all, if our blood is weak for instance, than taking something like
Vitamin C, D, and zinc will not help much. We need all of the building blocks for our immune
system and multi-vitamins will offer the rest that we don't know that are beneficial. But keep
in mind, if our blood is weak, then it will take about a month to build. It won't happen
overnight.

mailll
#

#

3 1 Reply"

22 hours ago

This should be a wake up call to all to get out of large heavily populated metroplexes. The
next virus, what ever it may be, people will be forced to fend for themselves. The govt will
not save you. The CDC has been changing and flip flopping on guidelines for ten months

You_Cant_Quit_Me

#

#

3 Reply"

23 hours ago

"To try and convince health workers to take the jab, several hospitals are now showing
employees instructional videos and interactive webinars showing staff happily getting
vaccinated."

Just being treated like a child and a lemming is cause enough to not take it...and to look
somewhere else for employment.  Showing long term safety studies longer than 119 days
would probably have been more convincing than "but they're doing it"!

Sir Vivor

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

They smell a rat.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/warning-covid-vaccines-huge-risks-huge-injuries-huge-
compensations/5732807

LibzAreTrash

#

#

https://www.globalresearch.ca/warning-covid-vaccines-huge-risks-huge-injuries-huge-compensations/5732807
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3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

In addition to the 2 shot vaccine.  3 months later a booster shot comes out for the mutant
strain of virus.  I see no end in sight.  Our insides are going to turn into goo.  

Ben A Drill
#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

It's the War on Virus. 
9.0ontherichterscale

#

#

1 Reply"

23 hours ago

You almost had it.  It's the War on us. 
Sgt_Thundercok

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

My guess is, if not for the [stronger than usual] social and employer pressure to submit to
the vaccine, 99% of healthcare workers would refuse the vaccine.  Why?  Because they
know the safe conventional medication Ivermectin is a 99% effective cure for COVID19.  Not
only is the cure rate much higher than any vaccine, but Ivermectin need not be taken until
you show symptoms of COVID19.

So why would any rational person who knows this simple fact take the obviously risky,
dangerous vaccine?

The obvious answer is ... they won't.

Except for the fact that a huge percentage of people these days are willing to take HUGE
risks to their health and well-being in order to be considered "one of the mainstream,
socially acceptable people ... according to mainstream media".

-----

One aside.  I wonder whether their employers and "bosses" are hiding the facts of
Ivermectin from healthcare workers.  Hmmmm.  These days, just about anything is possible. 
Plus, there are a great many people who purposely hide the truth from themselves.  They'd
rather die than know the truth.

inorganic

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Frankly.  This seems slightly like insanity.  And one half of society is sleep-walking into
pretending the other half is not.  

Rest Easy

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

50 %? 85/15....maybe not even that 
DrJillsiden

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Trouble In Democratville!

PELOSI HOME VANDALIZED WITH PIG'S HEAD, FAKE BLOOD...

'WE WANT EVERYTHING!'

Anger Over Stimulus?

Joe, Nancy to Draw on History in Bid to Unite Fractious Dems...

Templar X

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Good one.  I would have written something entirely different, but the enemy of my
enemy is my buddy right now.  The pig's head was entirely appropriate.  They should
ALL be visited by dead pigs!

 

 

Faeriedust

#

#

https://www.tmz.com/2021/01/01/nancy-pelosi-house-vandalized-pigs-head-fake-blood-spray-paint-stimulus/
https://www.tmz.com/2021/01/01/nancy-pelosi-house-vandalized-pigs-head-fake-blood-spray-paint-stimulus/
https://www.tmz.com/2021/01/01/nancy-pelosi-house-vandalized-pigs-head-fake-blood-spray-paint-stimulus/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/joe-biden-nancy-pelosi-to-draw-on-their-history-in-bid-to-unite-fractious-democrats-11609506000
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

Twilight Zone: This obvious propaganda push to get as many people 'vaccinated' as fast as
possible is disturbing, to say the least.

Romney urges sweeping vaccine plan as U.S. surpasses 20 million COVID-19 cases

By Susan Heavey

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/romney-floats-sweeping-vaccine-plan-as-u-s-nears-
20-million-covid-19-cases/ar-BB1cpgt0

Templar X

WASHINGTON (Reuters) -U.S. Senator Mitt Romney on Friday
urged the U.S. government to immediately enlist veterinarians,
combat medics and others in an all-out national campaign to
administer coronavirus vaccinations and slow a surging rise in
COVID-19 hospitalizations and deaths...

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Romney pushes for NAZISM/FASCISM??
CatInTheHat

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

I'd crawl over broken glass to vote against him.
jetty

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

A Mormon would hardly notice a difference.  They're used to the Church Elders
dictating every facet of their private lives.

 

Faeriedust

#

#

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/romney-floats-sweeping-vaccine-plan-as-u-s-nears-20-million-covid-19-cases/ar-BB1cpgt0
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

Hmmm let’s see. Chance to be effected by your regular seasonal flu or get a high-tech dna
altering modification to connect you to Bill Gates cloud and basically makes you lose your
humanity as you become some gmo Frankenstein freak. Line up sheople. Inject yourself with
the slave1.0 shot, those that survive it that is. Bill Gates loves you. His fortune of 200 billion
will grow at least 21%.

Lokiban
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Some might have realized that it is NOT a vaccine.  It does Not confer immunity.  This is No
secret.

weakly interacting MP

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Look..

to understand the reaction to the toxix contaminants you only need look who is getting
it and how they react..  Scientist I follow say genetics maybe plays 10% in all out
illnesses...

Prior to WWII there was NO coronary heart disease..  high blood pressure..  high cholesterol 
EPIDEMIC..

It has "ALL" been created through DIET and exposure to harmful chemicals.. 

a nice way of saying they are poisoning us..

 

jafo2me

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

TRUMP SECOND TERM About To Be Confirmed By Wayne Jett © December 30, 2020.
(excerpt).

"The globalist cabal’s control of mainstream media in America has paved the way for
ultimate failure of both the cabal and the MSM in the near term. Their capacity to flood the
news markets of America with same-speak propaganda completely pleasing to themselves
but easily recognized by the public as repugnant lies has become their downfall. The great
majority of voting Americans know they re-elected President Donald Trump by
landslide margins. They will not permit their votes to be nullified by behind-the-curtains
puppet-masters. To do so would bring the end of the American republic, since no future vote
could be assured or trusted."

https://classicalcapital.com/Trump_Second_Term.html

 

JOHNLGALT.
#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Furthermore: In Pennsylvania, for example, Republican legislators reviewing records
of the election found that the number of votes cast for president in the state
exceeded the number of voters by more than 202,000 – thereby indicating that the
tabulation of votes between the two candidates was untrustworthy and incapable of
determining the winner of the presidential race in the state.

DUH, What don't people understand about the ATTEMPTED STEAL of the 2020 win
by:

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump 

JOHNLGALT.

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Shouldn't the death row crowd be getting this first... you know lifers and such to complete
their sentences.

RoboFascist 1st

#

#

https://classicalcapital.com/Trump_Second_Term.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/pennsylvania-republicans-find-alarming-discrepancy-twice-the-margin-of-biden-s-victory/ar-BB1ckmZm
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

More blowback from Democrat controlled politics and media. Democrats the party of
"Science".

viator
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

So why??

BECAUSE:

The injectible...  NOT A VACCINE..

Created "immediate" symptoms ..  inflammation... chronic fatigue ..
autoimmune responses...

related to the body rejecting these toxic..  foreign compounds...

THIS ONE ACT.. fulfilled the need to prove we are exposed to viruses which requires
vaccines to stop.

It also made it far cheaper ...

than constantly spraying  people in the air.. which the people are now pointing to when they
see it...

to make them sick

putting ingredients in the water and food .. which they could avoid..

and ...

PREPARE us for what is to come in the "NEW" injectables..

jafo2me

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Problem .. reaction.. solution
jafo2me

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

What kind of message does this send to the world

 

jamesmmu
#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4Qfg60YKZg

We're told hospitals are overwhelmed with patients, yet this is what doctors and nurses are
doing.

Edit: No wonder they're jovial.

https://revcycleintelligence.com/news/hospital-reimbursement-for-uninsured-covid-19-
cases-may-total-42b

They're raking in massive profits hand over fist. On a related note, Bill Gates invested $10
billion in vaccines and made a return of a staggering $200 billion.

Fluff The Cat

Hospital Reimbursement for Uninsured COVID-19 Cases May Total
$42B

Hospital reimbursement for uninsured COVID-19 hospitalizations will
range from nearly $14B to $42B, accounting for a significant portion
of the $100B slated for hospitals in the CARES Act.

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Just More Stupid. I've gotten used to it which is why I unlocked from the typical
modern human race.

ThrowAwayYourTV

#

#

http://www.investmentwatchblog.com/what-kind-of-message-does-this-send-to-the-world/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4Qfg60YKZg
https://revcycleintelligence.com/news/hospital-reimbursement-for-uninsured-covid-19-cases-may-total-42b
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Can you provide a link to that?  I saw an interview with him in which he said he had
invested $10 billion, and the estimated economic and social returns of less disease
was $200 billion; not that he personally made that much money, but that the benefit to
society was on that scale.

green_dog

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/bill-gates-apos-best-investment-121300436.html

"We feel there's been over a 20-to-1 return," yielding $200 billion over those 20 or so
years, Gates told CNBC's Becky Quick on "Squawk Box" from the World Economic
Forum in Davos, Switzerland. "Helping young children live, get the right nutrition,
contribute to their countries — that has a payback that goes beyond any typical
financial return."

YouTube censored the original video, but I found it on BitChute.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/fliVadeHBYgj/

Fluff The Cat

#

#

https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/bill-gates-apos-best-investment-121300436.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/fliVadeHBYgj/
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

He's such a bastard

A genocidal EUGENICIST PSYCHOPATH.

His polio vaccine paralyzed 490,000 children in India between 2000-2017 

When Gates was tossed out of the country. The same thing is now happening on
Africa. Gates is using 3td world people's as guinea pigs buying off gov to allow
him to POISON their populations 

He is 100% behind this entire event. His event 201 pandemic simulation exercise
done in Oct 2019 cNan be found on YouTube. This YEW is working hand in glove
with another evil YEW Klaus Schwab from the WEF.

THESE PEOPLE ARE SICK PHUCKS 

The same ones who need you to take their vaccine. 

CatInTheHat

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago

Pretty simple, any medical professional that’s gone through critical race theory and/or
diversity indoctrination has lost all credibility and cannot be trusted. 

bobroonie

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Scientists are like the people who worked on the Manhattan project

Very few had the big picture of what was going on

captain noob

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

OTOH, the Secretary who reads every journal coming into the office cover to cover
while copy-editing the lab-rats' papers gets a fuller understanding of the field than
the laboratory director, who is too busy running off to meetings and glad-handing
politicians for money.

Faeriedust

#

#
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3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Psy op alert. The reason the media is flooded with "x% of people won't take vaccine"
articles is to scare the sheep into accepting mandatory vaccination via law. 

Want that job? Not without the jab. 

Want to go to the game? Show us your health pass stating you are clear or jabbed. 

 

The NWO is here. 

English herbsman
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

YOUR NWO IS THERE IN England. 

Our NWO which will help UNDO YOUR NWO, is only HERE in the Minds of the
Spellbound.

President Trump once re-inaugerated at the 11TH HOUR will DISPEL your delusion. 

MoralsAreEssential

#

#
1 Reply"

1 day ago

Lol the belief countries and nations exist still. 

You're behind in the game mate. 

English herbsman

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

I want to see proof first Bill Gates and his Husband got the vaccine then I may consider it.
PlumberMD

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Lol impossible to prove what they are getting. Anything or nothing, as we’ve
seen could be in the syringe. 

bobroonie

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

Gates husband got the vaccine years ago and morphed into what it is today.
Retarded Idiot

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Ultra-Zionist Ex-NYT Reporter Kurt Eichanwald (TRump-hater) Wants To Beat Anti-Maskers
to Death - https://freedom4um.com/cgi-bin/readart.cgi?ArtNum=244769 - happy to see the
sharp divide between zionist left and white conservative anti-maskers

mmmm pork

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I hope his/their mental breakdowns and Covid related family deaths are true and not
just another emotional rant for likes..

bobroonie

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Smart workers.
Diamond66666

#

#

3 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Hmmm. No liability for the vaccine producers. MRNA experimental concoction made up of
ingredients that cannot be disclosed due to probability of foreign companies using the info
to copy and make money (do not think about helping their population). 95% efficacy, which
means that under controlled conditions and hand picked volunteers it works. How effective
is it in the real world? Take it and join the other brainless guinea’s. . Health care workers
have a modicum of knowledge as to how vaccines should work. Take note as to their
refusal. I have to be tested to identify that I HAVE this, then receive a vaccine with NO
documented negative health events over, say, 1 year, for a vaccine that takes over protein
production response supposedly for Covid ONLY. Really?!! Vaccines take years due to the
necessity of observing the long term effects on a broad swath of population, first the healthy,
then older population, then those with some comorbidities . Oh well, Darwin at work again.

Skorzaneysghost

#

#

https://freedom4um.com/cgi-bin/readart.cgi?ArtNum=244769
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1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

And a vaccine that doesn't STOP you getting the disease, only reduces symptoms.

DavidC

DavidC

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Well a vaccine cannot stop a virus from entering the body.  What we hope however
is that enough antibodies are produced that you show zero symptoms, and thus are
not sick. 

If everyone did a culture swab in the nose right now it would test positive for staph
infection.   But we have plenty of antibodies for it and we are always asymptomatic. 

The one thing that needs to happen right now is the abolishing of the stupid covid
PCR test. 

I'm a pharmacist and even I'm not taking that covid shot.  Covid itself seems far
more reasonable. 

kizell

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

According to the Fauci's of this world, you will still be considered sick because
what you just described is the condition of an asymptomatic individual.

Bollockinell

What we hope however is that enough antibodies are
produced that you show zero symptoms, and thus are
not sick. 

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Yes I know....and that talk is sheer madness.  Utter insanity.
kizell

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

There is no risk in getting something that doesn't exist in the first place.
deadcat2

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The sad thing is, if the situation was reveresed,you would have FBI investigations a
prosecutions everywhere, courts accepting cases everywhere. Undoubtedly.

But because this is Deep Stae -v- the American People, there is no possible way the FBI,
DOJ, Courts will allow the American people win over Deep State. They will do everything
they can to stop Trump (America).  There is election corrupt evidence Everywhere, and the
FBI? Nowhere, DOJ? Nowhere.

This really means there is only one method that justice can be achieved and that is through
the Insurection Act and Martial Law; where the courts and Establishment are totally sidelined
and without power over the events.

Kina

#

#
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3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Round and round the goldfish bowl with the magic covaid$ virUS.

Now's the chance for all rag mouths to make some real cash. Chance in a lifetime offer.....

Fireman

Wanted: Dead or Alive … The elusive COVID-19. They say it
exists, but so far, they have not given any proof. It’s never been
isolated, and never shown to be real. A bit like Santa Claus.

Anyway, for those who blindly believe the governments that
COVID-19 is real … here is the opportunity of a lifetime.
HealthGlade is officially offering $1,000,000 to anyone who can
prove that COVID-19 exists.

https://healthglade.com/1000000-reward-for-proof-that-covid-
19-exists/?
vgo_ee=pop39IkA5q7PPtzP%2BHLdhKpTEThj8pFPOSGCBEGK
eUE%3D

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

One would think that if COVID-19 exists, it can easily be proven, and that people will
come forward to do so. If not, then this is proof that there is no distinct COVID-19 virus.

Templar X

#

#

3 8 Reply"

1 day ago

Trump voters should be vaccinated with a hammer.
MickeyDolan

#

#

3 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Hey do any of you retards know when Hillary is going to jail?
MickeyDolan

#

#

https://healthglade.com/1000000-reward-for-proof-that-covid-19-exists/?vgo_ee=pop39IkA5q7PPtzP+HLdhKpTEThj8pFPOSGCBEGKeUE=
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3 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Ol' CabbageFarts will be dead soon.

Her uterus and rectum both fell out and got tangled up into a bowtie knot last week...

Lee Harvey

#

#

3 3 Reply"

1 day ago

If you were nice to her she might let you go down on her again.
MickeyDolan

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

There is no "again" with Cankles...

☠☠☠

Lee Harvey

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

You dream of being a “ guard” at New Buchenwald, don’t you, Reich
Chancellor ?

Linguo

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Where did you get the skulls, Reich Chancellor, Storm Front ?
Linguo

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Same as it ever wazz!

snicker...snort ....chuckle....guffaw....kotzen

Fireman

"What duzz it matter?

"Cozz yud be in jail!"

#

#
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3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

If the workers were 'in tune with the scientific data' then none of them would take it, not as
high as 50%.

Gates said on live teevee his 'vaccine' will kill 700 000 people.

Bopper09

#

#

3 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Can you please never post the picture of the millennial with a stethoscope again. It's just all
wrong. Thanks...

Ms No

#

#

2 5 Reply"

1 day ago

More Money than brains^
MickeyDolan

#

#
4 Reply"

1 day ago

It's just that every generation gets more birth defects, brain damage, hormone
imbalances and prenatal abnormalities than the last. 

Eventually IQ will drop to a critical mass and civilization will regress.

But I'm sure thats a looong ways off...

Lee Harvey

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Twilight Zone: This obvious propaganda push to get as many people 'vaccinated' as fast as
possible is disturbing, to say the least.

Romney urges sweeping vaccine plan as U.S. surpasses 20 million COVID-19 cases

By Susan Heavey

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/romney-floats-sweeping-vaccine-plan-as-u-s-nears-
20-million-covid-19-cases/ar-BB1cpgt0

Templar X

WASHINGTON (Reuters) -U.S. Senator Mitt Romney on Friday
urged the U.S. government to immediately enlist veterinarians,
combat medics and others in an all-out national campaign to
administer coronavirus vaccinations and slow a surging rise in
COVID-19 hospitalizations and deaths...

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Romney only has two interests. Money and self idolatry.
Nexus789

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

"To try and convince health workers to take the jab, several hospitals are now showing
employees instructional videos and interactive webinars showing staff happily getting
vaccinated."

 

Peer pressure is a terrible thing... 

Of course, they are not going to show the flip-side of the coin... people reacting negatively...
+

Eyes Opened

#

#

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/romney-floats-sweeping-vaccine-plan-as-u-s-nears-20-million-covid-19-cases/ar-BB1cpgt0
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9 Reply"

1 day ago

I don't plan on taking the vaccine, and I will continue to encourage others not to take it.

https://t.me/JohnUbele/220

DrPearce

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

4 People Died and 240 Got COVID19 in Israel After Being Injected with Pfizer
Experimental mRNA Vaccine

BorraChoom

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

These experimental 'vaccines' are unnecessary, dangerous, and deadly.
Templar X

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

And that was the Kosher version.
BorraChoom

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Israel already vaccinated 1 million people with the Pfizer vaccine, scary.  It looks like
Israel needs boots on the ground to see what happens.

Robert De Zero

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Were they really, or was it saline solution?
Templar X

#

#

https://t.me/JohnUbele/220
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4 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

That's just what they are telling us. Problem is they are absolutely consistent
pathological liars and schemers. That also admit that.

If they are primarily giving it to their fundamentalist sect, which they appear to
hate, then I would believe it more.

Until then we are just looking at more government numbers.

Israel may need for the world to see them as getting equal treatment, so not to be
tied to pogrom.

Ms No

#

#
2 Reply"

1 day agoLee Harvey

"The Ringworm Scandal was part of an oppressive
process by which Mizrachim were created and
demoted while Ashkenazim elevated and
promoted. As far as we know there are no reports on
any European children that were treated with this
procedure...."

#

#

1

21 hours ago

Absolutely horrific.  I was unaware of this scandal.
Robert De Zero

#

#

3 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Proud Boiz get hog-tied by police in Oregon for unlawful assembly, on New Year's Day

https://twitter.com/i/status/1345176311690452992

AuEagleNest

#

#

https://twitter.com/i/status/1345176311690452992
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3 5 Reply"

1 day ago

) )  proud idiots more like
Fart Vandelay

#

#

2 6 Reply"

1 day ago

Trump’s Brownshirts, Nazis all.
Linguo

#

#

3 2 Reply"

1 day ago

ZEROHEDGE.COM/ABC MEDIA, LTD says it all...carrying water for these corporations
Tylers, for shame!

KashNCarry

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

You are incapable of simple deduction or fruitful research. Then you levy inaccurate
accusations based on that.

Ms No

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I think the so called smartest guys in the room might not be as smart as they think they are.
When things don't go the way these criminal authoritarians want, they're going to get
forceful... 

Rashomon

#

#

http://zerohedge.com/ABC
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3 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

I just had a weird dream of a creepy sick looking friend. It's this mother of twins I used to
hang out with here. Haven't seen her in ten years but I hear about her peripherally.

I was in another country or city and looking for my debit card, drivers license and money. I
kept rifling through my wallet. I couldn't find any of it and wondered how I would get home.
Plus my red purse wallet was way too shiny and nice.

I became aware of a figure standing off to my right. It was her. She had dark circles under
her eyes and looked misty and pale. She just stood there. I said "Kristy you don't look good.
What is going on?" She replied "I think I have a fever". Then after a couple more seconds
she disappeared.

It was super creepy. I hope she isn't mortally sick or dead. I also hope they aren't dropping
something new on us. I'm going to the store tomorrow, while hiding my pink eye that I have
developed in half my eye, which they try to enforce as covid symptom. 

Ms No
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

WTF ?
Linguo

#

#

4 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

My dreams happen, as has been continuously established. Either she is sick, just
died or it's a warning for us all.

Ms No

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Magic mushrooms ?
Linguo

#

#
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3 10 Reply"

1 day ago

Another One Bites the Dust !

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rY0WxgSXdEE

Goober Gohmert got his azz handed to him by Judge Jeremy Kernodle of the Eastern
District of Texas (a trump appointed judge). His lawsuit against Pence flamed out today.

We Never Get Tire of Winning. That makes about 60 losses for the bunker baby now.

You repubicanazis and trump monkeys should be sure to show up here on ZH the evening of
Jan 6. Gonna be lots of fun.

AuEagleNest
#

#

2 7 Reply"

1 day ago

Goober is an entertaining Fascist. What kind of Neanderthal votes for a guy like that ?
Linguo

#

#

2 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Many people are saying that republicanazis vote for 'only the best people'
AuEagleNest

#

#

3 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Judging from the stupid idiots you all voted for, I'd say that makes us look pretty
darn smart. 

cbxer55

#

#

2 5 Reply"

1 day ago

donnie trump/pence
Sarah Palin
Gym Jordan
Matt Gaetz
Goober Gohmert
... just to name a very few of the losers you've voted for
 

AuEagleNest

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rY0WxgSXdEE
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3 1

1 day ago (Edited)

Hillary Clintstone, Bill Clintstone, Nancy Pelosivich, Barbara Boxer, Diana
Feinstein. Obamao, Sloe Joe the Pedo. Need I go on? Some of the losers
you all have voted for. 

cbxer55

#

#

1 4

1 day ago

Why is it the klan and the Nazis and the Proud “ boys “ always endorse
Republicans ?

Linguo

#

#

1 4

1 day ago

Wait, I got this. It's because they're the 'party of lincoln'. You know that
famous white supremacist, confederate secessionist? I think he was also
president at one time maybe.

AuEagleNest

#

#

5 2

1 day ago

Don’t forget the war criminal McCain.
Linguo

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Could I be the first one to offer you a tasty

glass of hemlock?

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Why don’t you try it first. 
Linguo

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Don't worry.  They will willingly take the injection.

Dark clouds, silver linings...

fackbankz

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

My parrot has COVID-19 

 

Krinkle Sach

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Is he acting as bad as them squirrels in New York? 
cbxer55

#

#

6 1

1 day ago

Someone didn't read the article on ZH yet. 
cbxer55

#

#

4

1 day ago

NY squirrels are after everyone's nuts.

LOL

Bring back NUT CUPS

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

This will be a big problem for Big Pharma if they don't find a way to fix it.  Mandatory
"vaccines" for health care workers, perhaps, at the risk of unemployment?

dogbert8

#

#
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4 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Yeah, they really need this big vaccine win what with all the multi-billion-dollar payouts
they're about to owe for killing a half million Americans with opioids.

fackbankz

#

#

2 3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The Capitalists murdered those people.
Linguo

#

#

1 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Not just for healthcare workers, you will need proof of vaccination to work, travel,
register your car, collect unemployment, if you wear a uniform...

Plus Ultra

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Well, that's the plan, but it won't work out that way. 

Turns out, only really dumb people will take this injection, and most of them will be
dead or severely sick -- for life -- within a year.

fackbankz

#

#

3 2 Reply"

1 day ago

And if your a guy, you'll probably lose that bone for life. 
cbxer55

#

#

1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Too bad there isn’t a vaccine for paranoia, ignorance and stupidity, the
Republican trifecta.

Linguo

#

#

2

1 day ago

Back Stabbers song

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QcAt3le3oas

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QcAt3le3oas
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3 10 Reply"

1 day ago

Four years of Trump and the enabled ignorant are out in abundance, imagine what 8 years
would have done to the country.

Pdunne
#

#

5 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Wait til you see what four years of Joetard and his W-hoe vp will do if they manage to
take office.

WAIT FOR IT! 

cbxer55

#

#

4 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Understatement of the millennium.
Linguo

#

#

4 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Will you blame Trump when your magical injection kills or cripples you?  I bet you will.
fackbankz

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Why are you so concerned about the skepticism of others towards the vaccine?  It
makes you look suspiciously like someone with an agenda.  If others choose not to
accept the vaccine, what harm is there for you?

green_dog

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

You're responding to a user who is most likely paid to promote an agenda.

Now ask yourself why they're pushing this so hard.

fackbankz

#

#
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3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

So old, fat and sickly people die? Sounds like natures working.
iamressurected

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

 Out of curosity Female Libtard Tyler?  How exactly did I edify your standards?

  I clearly stated, that > Z/H was spotted. [ would you like URL?]

  Second, I never used any profanity, explaining my 1'st  amendment  rights?

   Did you read the article Libtard Female Tyler?

 

Yen Cross

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago

Full Project Bluebeam - Seattle's Virtual New Year's Eve

Complete with Illuminati pyramids, Corona Virus cells that spread everywhere only to be
combated by jellyfish combined with the genetics of an aborted cloned baby (what’s actually
in the vaccines) as well as the Space NEEDLE piercing a DNA strand to save the planet

https://banned.video/watch?id=5fef6dd3092ff5237c3d384e

Corn Popp

#

#

1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

This is a put on, right?
Linguo

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

did you watch it?
Corn Popp

#

#

https://banned.video/watch?id=5fef6dd3092ff5237c3d384e
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1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

I meant you.
Linguo

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Always with the intellectual rebuttals huh. When was the last time you posted
any comment of substance on your own? You know, without trolling others
comments and responding like an 8 year old would.

Corn Popp
#

#

1 4

1 day ago

“ Trolling “, sir and or madam, as you put it, is fun and nutritious.
Trumpanzees are gullible marks and deserve all the insults, derision and
mockery heaped upon them. They voted for Trump, right ?

Linguo

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Just a friendly reminder to everyone to not feed the trolls.  Use that Ignore
button.

fackbankz

#

#

3

1 day ago

Like I said to another poster.

The problem I have with putting any of the trolls on IGNORE, is sometimes
an interesting string of posts follows their idiotic initial post. And you cannot
see any of those at all. I reserve IGNORE for them idiots that come on here
spewing their WORK AT HOME BS. I do like to litter the comments with junk
votes where applicable. I have a large automatic junk vote memory. Those, I
don't read the comments, just junk vote them and move on. 

There's a reason it's called a junk vote. 

cbxer55

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

Empty streets vs jubilant crowds: Stark contrast between NYC & Wuhan on NYE
provokes envy & accusations

https://www.rt.com/news/511286-wuhan-nyc-nye-crowds-covid/

 

New York mayor celebrates New Year in Times Square... after telling everyone else to
stay home

https://www.rt.com/usa/511334-de-blasio-times-square-covid19/

Corn Popp
#

#

3 2 Reply"

1 day ago

EXCLUSIVE: Potential Iranian Assassin Plot Triggered Trump’s Departure Of Mar-A-Lago

https://banned.video/watch?id=5fefbe21359bc723f225dd58

Keep in mind it's coming from ZioWhores with Jonestein

This what they are saying why he left anyway

Corn Popp

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

The medics have the MATH+ protocol from Virginia.

They don't need no stinkin' snake oil.

Is-Be

#

#

https://www.rt.com/news/511286-wuhan-nyc-nye-crowds-covid/
https://www.rt.com/usa/511334-de-blasio-times-square-covid19/
https://banned.video/watch?id=5fefbe21359bc723f225dd58
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3 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Step up and sign up.. Look at everything you get with a paid subscription to The Hedge

 

Exclusive Access To Falling Housing Prices Across The US
Culinary Adventures By The Big Fat Bastard
Premium Entertainment Provided By Cum-Drenched Individuals Like Deep Throater
and Steverino
Hard Hitting Profit Generating Commentary By Noted And Distinguished Economists

 

This is a bargain.

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/premium

The Big Fat Bastard
#

#

3 7 Reply"

1 day ago

Healthy people have such luxury, while they unknowingly kill countless
vulnerable, unhealthy people in the process. So sad. And whatever happened to
selflessness? Oh I think we all know it was replaced with selfishness when we
validated such behavior in November of 2016. 

steverino999

#

#

https://www.zerohedge.com/premium
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3 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

What to do with all the surplus vaccine rejected by educated and informed medical
professionals?

They'll push it on uneducated minorities like they push Marijuana, vaping, cigarettes, alcohol
and Socialism on them.

The truth is, the vaccine is untested, experimental and approved on an emergency basis
only (illegally, they lied about no safe effective alternative treatments being available ignoring
HCL and 23 Ivermectin studies on infected Covid victims).

As such the vaccine manufacturers are exempt from US liability laws, to even quantify the
long term effects will take years with the potential for permanent damage being huge
including birth defects, sterility, ruined genes and carrier status for life, its unknown territory.

Getting the vaccine is Russian roulette and you don't even know how many chambers there
are.

GhostOLaz
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Zionist media tell us who the winner of Fake election is, they tell us to stay home because of
Fake plandemic, they muzzle us and isolate us... all according to their NWO plan.
Do NOT take their GMO solution called "vaccine" against a virus no one has ever isolated.

FakePCR_tribal_COVID_plandemic

#

#

3 5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Can anyone here give me a scientific reason why not to get the vaccine?

Firechief81

#

#

7 2 Reply"

1 day ago

"The average development timeline for the vaccine, including clinical tests and
manufacturing can take eight to twelve years. Through Operation Warp Speed, we’re
doing it in less than one year." - Trump

hoytmonger

#

#
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11 1 Reply"

1 day ago

It’s too new of an innovation in the vaccine realm to know long term side effects
mayberrysheriff

#

#

1 6 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

That’s how pretty much any new technology is regarded. 

Firechief81
#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Well I know kids are stupid as shit now and I think it’s cuz tv
mayberrysheriff

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

This is about your health and life, not money and efficiency.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#
2 8 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

I love the thumb downs people that are too chicken shit to make a comment on an
anonymous message board

Firechief81

#

#

1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Some people think the points mean something.

Like if they get enough, they win something.

hoytmonger

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

You come across as a sheeple. Take your vaccine. Just leave everyone else alone. 
arby63

#

#
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1 5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

That’s funny. Bc I’d say I’m the contrarian and you all are the sheep following
each other. But seriously though, it’s you’re choice to leave this message board.
Or did I trigger you and you need a safe place where no one disagrees with you?

Firechief81

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Give us a reason to get the vaccine. 
arby63

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

The scientific data that shows long term effect, positive or negative, doesn’t exist since
the vaccine just got released. Go get the shot so the sample space is increased. 

You_Cant_Quit_Me

#

#

1 7 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Never met so many people scared of new tech

Firechief81

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

because we just saw the same tech globalists that make the vaccine, steal an
election. we don't trust anyone anymore.

de tocqueville's ghost

#

#

1 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Since the vaccine just causes the cells to generate spike proteins, probably a safe bet
that the vaccine is much, much safer than getting covid.

ss123

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Don’t tell people that. They may actually learn som

Firechief81

#

#
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

No, go ahead and take it and tell us how it went for you in 10 years.
cielukman

#

#

Show More Replies

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I will take this vaccine - over my dead body.
Libtard Clown World

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

I knew I wasn’t gonna take my Gates Hot Shot when Con-gross immunized (see what I did
there?) the companies from civil or criminal law suits 

BinAnunnaki

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago

Forced/shamed to take a vaxx for a “deadly disease” you need to be tested for to even
know if you have it.

Pharmacofascism. When the virtue signal shaming doesn’t work they will just make it
mandatory to continue employment or fly on a plane 

BinAnunnaki

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

At least get an antibody titer done before taking any vaccine...you may have already had the
virus and not even known it.

12Doberman

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Ah, but remember, you can still spread cootievirus even if you're immune to
cootievirus.

You can spread cootievirus even if you've had the cootievirus vax.

 

Only Way Out

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

No one draws titers for covid. Besides there are always false positives and false
negatives, the seroconversion timeframes and other variables. Medical professionals
do what they do best - question everything.

RealMedic

#

#

3 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Biden will issue an EO mandating no interstate travel without both a negative test and an
immunization certification.

In otherwords stay home if you don't immunize.

Pdunne

#

#

4 4 Reply"

1 day ago

I haven't left Oklahoma since I moved here in 2002. Who cares what that IDIOT Bidet
does? 

cbxer55

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Do you mean oKLANhoma ?
Linguo

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

You will when he sends 100,000 Somalis to your town.
SMSpiff

#

#
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6 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Are you a racist ? 
Linguo

#

#

Reply"

3 hours ago

Do you live in Somalia?
SMSpiff

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Hey Joe....  F&&& OFF "big guy"  
TrumpyBear

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Bye,Done's teleprompter and Heiress won't stop there either. First, no international
travel. Then no interstate travel. Then no inter-county travel. Then de-facto house
arrest. 

One might start to suspect an ulterior motive...

Only Way Out

#

#

3 7 Reply"

1 day ago

What is the link between these folks refusing the vaccinne and their belief that Trump won
the 2020 election?

Pdunne

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

In California?
Only Way Out

#

#

1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

OK I see your point.
Pdunne

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

Was in California to visit a friend last week and those

idiots still had their Biden signs in the front yard.

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

They are thinking clearly and astute observers of the obvious.......
TrumpyBear

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Unlike those that think there was no election fraud.
SMSpiff

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago

Let the politicians, physicians, wild-eyed billionaire would-be health gurus (Bill Gates), and
pharmaceutical company executives pushing these so-called COVID-19 vaccines try them
first.

Then we can follow their progress for ten years, and we will know if it is safe or not.

Templar X

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Haven't you heard they've already taken their (saline) shots.
cielukman

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

They can stick the unused ones up bill gate's ass.
Sensei CP3

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

But they're minus 400 degrees Celsius!!!
itstippy

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

he changed his name from gates to gate?  must be someone else     who is jon gault-
who is bill gate- who is still stuck on first base

atomic balm

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Bill "Ninth Gate"

great movie with Johnny Depp

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

3 5 Reply"

1 day ago

Who around here ever banged a nurse.

Upvote if you did.

Downvote if you didn't.

(and sorry, guys, you missed out on a good time)

Wayne

#

#

3 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Disgraceful.
Linguo

#

#

2 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Nah! You should see my neighbor's porn collection.
Wayne

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I did, but thought she was a bit clinical...
luigib

#

#
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4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Does a candy striper in High School count?  She went on to be a nurse, but by then
she was married.

itstippy

#

#

1 3 Reply"

1 day ago

The candy striper was in high school, but you were 74. 
The Persistent Vegetable

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Age matters nothing when you are in love...

Woody Allen

lol

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

my sister was a nurse, but never banged her. im not a biden
Kina

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

“who assumed hospital staff would be among those most in tune with the scientific data
backing the vaccines.'”

EXACTLY  No matter what political platform introduces it  The benefit does not outweigh the
risk  So many unknowns. This vaccine is unlike any other  

https://cen.acs.org/pharmaceuticals/vaccines/coronavirus-help-mRNA-DNA-
vaccines/98/i14

https://cen.acs.org/pharmaceuticals/vaccines/Adenoviral-vectors-new-COVID-19/98/i19

 

 

CovidBigTechTheEndOfAmerica

#

#

https://cen.acs.org/pharmaceuticals/vaccines/coronavirus-help-mRNA-DNA-vaccines/98/i14
https://cen.acs.org/pharmaceuticals/vaccines/Adenoviral-vectors-new-COVID-19/98/i19
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

Getting increasingly strange around here.
Cabreado

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

I hear Rod Serling's voice and smell his cigarette.
JUST THE FACTS

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Rod Serling Was Prophetic With This Warning

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMLWXsV0E-M

Templar X

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Excellent...He said a mouthful.

 

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Fools! The vaccine  IS C19/20!  It will cure them of colds, flus, heart disease, blood pressure,
lung disease, 50 car pile ups,  cancer and head bullets!!!!!   MADNESS!!!!!!!!!!!!

CommonsDeered

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

And the government is paying for it.  It's all free!
itstippy

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Yippee! 
cbxer55

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMLWXsV0E-M
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3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Attn all Fauci just said mandatory vaccines are comming for all yall. 
Bossman1967

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Listening to the Rose Bowl (Tide rolling over ND), I sure could use a dancing nurses video.
Wayne

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

https://youtu.be/CuwRbt4U-rY?t=116
Sigh.

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Thanks, feeling better now.
Wayne

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago

The vax were not tested on pregnant women for many good reasons, so good for her for
protecting the baby. 

MrSteve

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Blacks are known to have a shortage of Vit D in their bodies due to excessive melanin.

New York nurse Sandra Lindsay would have been better taking daily tabs of Vits D3 & B12 to
improve her immune system function. Additional benefits with Vit K2, zinc and Magnesium.
Too late now babe ...

smacker

#

#

https://youtu.be/CuwRbt4U-rY?t=116
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

Well, there you go, by the time this is all over, most Americans will refuse this very risky,
rushed, not properly tested and vetted 'vaccine'. 

Templar X

Over Half Of Health Care Workers At California Hospitals
Refuse Vaccinations

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago

This will end in AI taking over real health care workers that doesn't flinch back from jabbing
the masses

and somepart of me is telling me this is another PSYOP for us to think Covid vaxx is
bambuzling us as a mark of the beast openly while it's really meant nothing unless it does
what the revalation about it must fit.

So far, we the sheeple are speculating it ,as usal just like every new things were claimed to
be one, historically.

And what i meant is something is very off about this happenings. They can't push such
obvious agenda like this and expect the tsrget prority groups will take thr shot unless it's all
part of somekind of creating big agenda for the sheeple to chew on while the real
happenings are taking place elsewhere 

africoman

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

The Scam explained.
freedommusic

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Plandemic confirmed. CARES act originated in January 2019: 

https://brandnewtube.com/v/HkcRgp

Bollockinell

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/embed/udWVkTzwqGpF/?fbclid=IwAR2wtcSV_q2V0-m13wC6bzbanmm8TxuOYdngwlDt5yHVntBBfPQaMX1MlOM
https://brandnewtube.com/v/HkcRgp
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3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Too late! You Already showed weakness being a maskhole!

Surely theres plenty of workers who will wear one lol.

Scornd
#

#

3 5 Reply"

1 day ago

Zero Hedge’s bias is as bad, if not worse, than that of the MSM.

Some stories the MSM won’t touch because it contradicts their narrative.  Same goes for
Zero Hedge, which is why it has yet to publish a single story about 41 year-old Republican
US House of Representatives-elect Luke Letlow, who recently died of complications related
to Covid (he had no known co-morbidities).

Best practice isn’t to rely exclusively on alt-right OR MSM news sources, but instead to read
widely.

Doing so enabled me to understand early on that the ZH “Trump in a landslide!” meme was
seriously flawed.

Happy 2021 everybody!

Sonofabitch

#

#
4 Reply"

1 day ago

Try “ Counterpunch “ website.
Linguo

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

So how did he die? How do you know covid had anything to do with it? Many deaths
are from unknown causes.

BoiledFrogs

#

#
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4 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

I guess the question is, what exactly would there be to report on?  Some people with
no comorbidities at young ages have died from COVID, but it's a very, very small
number and shouldn't have any impact on policy decisions.

Zero Malarkey Choomwagon

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Luke Letlow died from an MI.

He had undiagnosed comorbidities by definition in the form of severe atherosclerosis of
his coronary arteries. 

hardright

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Dude died of a heart attack.
Wayne

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

If the individual is high risk then maybe it makes sense but if not why bother? If 99.99% of
people under 50 are fine and you're essentially healthy then wait to make sure there are no
adverse effects. Everyone knows the scientists who created these vaccines are doing the
best they can but the testing was not standard. AND no rational person would trust any of
the bureaucrats in government. 

yerfej

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

it's not a classic vaccin , they try to influence DNA through rna .

playing humans like a tomato

Exota

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Yup, hijacks the DNA in your healthy cells.  No thanks.
mtndds

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

More   Nake Fews does  anyone believe the ones  that got the jabs had their jobs
threatened?   This is  reset planned  for decades...    seriously doubt  50%   like the 
80,000,000...   or the  carbon taxers  or  globalony  stuff.. Watching Brexit  hope   spring.... 
Feel  like  Chinese people will be the ones... over the elites installed..  Seemes to me that
want  another 2000 years  of 99.94 %  war or other broken window distruction. 

highwaytoserfdom

#

#

3 16 Reply"

1 day ago

I received my first dose of the Pfizer vaccine on Wednesday.  I had some temporary
soreness at injection site, but thus far nothing more.

So many Covidiots where I live, was glad to get it.

:-)

Sonofabitch

#

#
15 Reply"

1 day ago

I hope the sterility doesn't come too late to make a difference.
Grumpy Old Objectivist

#

#

1 4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Nah, already snipped anyway.
Sonofabitch

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Best news I've heard all day.
Grumpy Old Objectivist

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

feed trolls, get troll poo.

just #ignoreuser

ominous

#

#

5 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Unfortunately for you, you're going to learn the hard way who the real Covidiot is.

I will pray that the second dose never makes it into your body.

fackbankz

#

#

1 6 Reply"

1 day ago

It’s you.  :-)

I’m not impervious to Covid currently, but God willing I will be in a couple months.

Sonofabitch

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Son of a fùckwitmuppetbitch,

The pfizer vaccine doesn't make you 'impervious', it doesn't make you immune, it
doesn't stop you spreading it. 

It's supposed to reduce the severity of symptoms.

Unless your an old, at risk type you're very, very likely to be fine anyway. 

Just stop spouting nonsensical shìte.

Grumpy Old Man

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Just how do you plan to be impervious with all the new “mutations”?
Chuck Walla

#

#
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3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Good for you!! Now your family will be able to track you and know where you are at all
times, just like the government.

DeathMerchant

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

You'lla have the special status in da hood. 
yerfej

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

SORENESS? LEFT ARM OR RIGHT ARM?
erlee

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

She meant she experienced soreness at her Tinder date ghosting her. Again.
KirkPatrickN

#

#
5 Reply"

1 day ago

Society needs guinea pigs. Make sure to keep up with your annual wellness checks. 
hardright

#

#

Show More Replies
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3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Never Trumpers are idiots.

 

Why didn't they tell the Democrats to run a centrist candidate that wasn't 90 years old?

 

You morons helped them cheat the election....you had the high ground. Now we are stuck
with socialism.

Nature_Boy_Wooooo
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Biden will never be a legitimate president.
98% of the Republicans hate him.
And ~ 50% of the Democrats (The Progressive Wing) hates him too.

He is going to be the most disliked President in History.

knopperz

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Than why did the GOP make a deal with Democrats to put him in office?

 

They both wanted to get rid of Trump but The GOP didn't get anything out of the
deal. They had the high ground and could have selected who they would let the
Democrats cheat into office......why did they let Kamala squeeze in there?

Nature_Boy_Wooooo

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

You’re making progress.  A month ago you would have told us Biden would never be
president.

:-)

Sonofabitch

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

He still isnt.
knopperz

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

The donkeys caved in to rabid and leftist/communist factions of its own party.
Hocusbocus

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

But I'm talking about the never Trumpers who made the deal with the Democrats.

 

They gave them the green light to cheat the election. Why not choose the candidate
that you were going to let them cheat with?

Nature_Boy_Wooooo

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Perhaps some of them were on the bubble themselves fighting for their political
life.

Hocusbocus

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Biden won because he wasn’t Trump.

That’s all the virtue it took.

:-)

Sonofabitch

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Biden "won" via cheating, and the corrupt courts turning a blind eye to the facts
they were presented.  He is not the president.

bkwaz4

#

#
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1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Thanks for the fact-free “analysis.”

:-)

Sonofabitch

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Thanks for nothing.
bkwaz4

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

it should be left up to the horse sense of the individual if they want to risk the side  effects
just like masks.....Let people decide for themselves what is best for them...like masks... I
mean ... we are all adults ... right?....fully capable of making informed decisions on our
own?  Right? How is the liberty thing working out for you in California? 

SkytrainC47

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

I have vaccine that has been produced in 6 months, in millions of doses.. Guaranteed less
that 35% motor oil...

Bannedeverywhere

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

We’re not going back to normal

Social distancing is here to stay for much more than a few weeks. It will upend our way of
life, in some ways forever.

by

Gideon Lichfield archive page
March 17, 2020

To stop coronavirus we will need to radically change almost everything we do: how we work,
exercise, socialize, shop, manage our health, educate our kids, take care of family members.

---Happy 2021----

El_Puerco
#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

I live in nyc area (moving soon). I actually don't mind having knuckle heads climbing up
my back all dY

lotsoffun

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago

Critical theory. Marxism. 
Tigbits

#

#

3 14 Reply"

1 day ago

A lot of people want to get the vaccine early, they just don't want to be first on a vaccine
that never had phase three trials. Give it a few weeks and everyone (including me) will be on
board assuming it works as promised.
I can't shake the feeling that people would be more accepting if it had not been for Trump
boasting about how great it was but not taking it himself.

Ignore This

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

"Ignore This" comment above....don't take the jab.
GoodyGumdrops

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

The only reason Trump didn't get immunized is doc told him he has to wait a few
weeks due taking those therapeutics in hospital. 

Canadian Gal

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

JackAss - three weeks doesn't tell you squat - Trump has nothing to do with the
negative reaction - but Fauci is not credible nor is WHO nor is ........Gates

 

OMIV

#

#
3 3 Reply"

1 day ago

The CDC announced in march MMXX within 18 months 73% of the population will have had
the virus . Looks pretty close to me. 

Yeah pump it in the elderly and convicts. And the dark races of course. Hail satan

StagStopa

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

leave it to stagStupor to bring up the race card
therealphysicist

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

And why can't he do it, everybody else is allowed when its useful for their agenda.
Crush the cube

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

The classics are still the best
StagStopa

#

#

2 Reply"

16 hours ago

  Of course they are refusing it. Look, ever since this BS started, how many of these so
called front line heroes have you heard about that got sick and died from this little cooties? I
have not heard of a single one. Man, if this was near as bad as they have been trying to
make out, these 'heroes' instead of making little dance routines would be dropping like flies.
But nope, doing just fine.

 

Lemme tell you, this little cooties is just another flue bug, and not even as bad, from all
indications, from everything I have been reading, as the normal flu. And a lot of these people
most like have already caught this little buggie and shrugged it off, many are of a younger
age group where they can do that, and are for the most part reasonably healthy. And since
they work in a hospital, they will get taken care of.

 

So yeah, they don't need the shot. And they are smart enough to know that the shit in the
shot is not something they want to put in their system, as it was rushed. These people have
worked in the medical field some of them long enough to damn well know better then to
take a shot that was rushed this fast and not properly tested. And the ones that have been
around long enough to have the knowledge have I'm sure taught the ones that have not
been, and told them all the good reasons, medically speaking, why it's not a good idea to
get that shot.

 

As to the doctors, I'll bet you good odds that 90% of them, if not all of them will not take the
shot. Period, end of story, and if you see them, videos or otherwise, it's a fake shot, or water,
but damn sure not the actual shot. They all of them know damn well this is bullshit...

Greyfur

#

#

21 hours agoTemplar X
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Local nurse refuses COVID vaccine citing lack of confidence
"I have very little to no confidence in this vaccine." 

BUFFALO, N.Y. (WBEN) - While public health officials have stressed
the COVID-19 vaccine is safe, there are some who are refusing to
take the vaccine.

Some of those who are refusing the vaccine are in the medical
community.

"I would certainly hope that our union brethren would step up
to the plate just like I hope we would and file suit should (New
York State) try to say our job depends on us putting something
into our bodies," Deborah Arnet, a nurse at Catholic Health, said.

"Especially something with minimal clinical trials. This vaccine
skipped the animal phase of testing. I have very little to no
confidence in this vaccine. If you read the CDC publication, it
literally says it does not guarantee you won't get COVID.
What's the point of getting a vaccine if you can get COVID
anyway?"

Arnet is also the President of the CWA Local 1133, which represents
nurses at Catholic Health. The CDC website said the vaccines
currently available in the United States have been shown to be
"highly effective" at preventing COVID-19. While you can still
contract COVID-19 even with a vaccine, experts believe the vaccine
will prevent you from getting seriously ill if you have the vaccine.

"The literature (the CDC) hands you for this does not say this
vaccine guarantees you won't get COVID, so what's the point?"
she added. "I literally want to know what is the point? Why
would you put something in your body that is not tried and
true. There is no long-term research on it. It literally was
created in under 12 months in Operation Warp Speed. You
don't have any concept to say what is the one year effect?
What happens at year two? What happens at year three?
Which is usually why vaccines take an extended period time."...

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/vaccine-benefits.html
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2 Reply"

https://www.radio.com/wben/news/local/how-safe-is-vaccine-despite-little-long-term-data
#

#

2 Reply"

22 hours ago

They probably see a lot of this. https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Eqq1EbbXMAQyEEM?
format=jpg&name=large

Yog Soggoth

#

#

2 Reply"

23 hours ago

99+% survival rate.  The virus  survival rate is higher than alcoholic congenital liberals
survival rate. 

Connie Lingus

#

#

1 Reply"

18 hours ago

99%+  is the rate of failure of the Trump clown show desperado Law suits.

You read the wrong column Numpty.

 

 

DotfromKansas-TheStuffedRag

#

#

2 Reply"

23 hours ago (Edited)

sometimes it is easier to just go to a troll's account and "ignore user" than it is to scroll past
endless BS

de tocqueville's ghost

#

#

3 Reply"

23 hours ago

Ah yes, thanks for the reminder.
Sgt_Thundercok

#

#

https://www.radio.com/wben/news/local/how-safe-is-vaccine-despite-little-long-term-data
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Eqq1EbbXMAQyEEM?format=jpg&name=large
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2 Reply"

19 hours ago

I find the trolling interesting on its own.  What's the motivation?  Is it paid for by
someone, or  are the trolls genuinely irritated beyond reason by skepticism towards the
vaccine?  Why is the messaging so uniformly stupid among half a dozen troll
accounts?

green_dog

#

#

2 1 Reply"

23 hours ago

"Scientific data backing the vaccines"  is made up BS talk.   
King of Ruperts Land

#

#

1 Reply"

19 hours ago

Is it?

 

please explain your profound observation.

DotfromKansas-TheStuffedRag

#

#
2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

looking forward to bribing a dr. to fake that i got the vaccine when i really didn’t take
it. 

mathew913

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Better read up on hydrogel.  The mark of the beast will be injected into you and can be
read by a scanner.  Once the program is completely initiated forget about dr. fake.  You
either have the "mark" or you don't and if you don't you pay the consequences.

fudly

#

#

Reply"

23 hours ago

If you sharpen a steel blade then hack up your enemy with it you shall be
victorious.  

King of Ruperts Land

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Yet, as ((the Times)) notes, vaccine doubts among healthcare workers have come as a
surprise to ((researchers))

Zeroscum
#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Just like the Fed saying the economy is just fine in 2007-2008.  Same thing different
mouthpiece.

jayman21

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Well, there you go; by the time this is all over, most Americans will refuse this very risky,
rushed, not properly tested and vetted 'vaccine'. 

Templar X

Over Half Of Health Care Workers At California Hospitals
Refuse Vaccinations

#

#
2 Reply"

1 day ago

Virginia State Senator Ben Chafin dead at 60 from coronaviris.  “ the covid” is the new
Arkanside.   

IRMAD

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

All deaths are 'covid' now.  Many people 'just don't get' the huge deception.
The Vel

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

One would think that if COVID-19 exists, it can easily be proven, and that people will come
forward to do so. If not, then this is proof that there is no distinct COVID-19 virus.

Templar X

Fireman 4 hours ago

Round and round the goldfish bowl with the magic covaid$ virUS.

Now's the chance for all rag mouths to make some real cash.
Chance in a lifetime offer.....

Wanted: Dead or Alive … The elusive COVID-19. They say it
exists, but so far, they have not given any proof. It’s never been
isolated, and never shown to be real. A bit like Santa Claus.

Anyway, for those who blindly believe the governments that
COVID-19 is real … here is the opportunity of a lifetime.
HealthGlade is officially offering $1,000,000 to anyone who can
prove that COVID-19 exists.

https://healthglade.com/1000000-reward-for-proof-that-covid-
19-exists/?
vgo_ee=pop39IkA5q7PPtzP%2BHLdhKpTEThj8pFPOSGCBEGK
eUE%3D

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

http://tapnewswire.com/2021/01/the-injection-fraud-its-not-a-vaccine/
jafo2me

#

#

https://healthglade.com/1000000-reward-for-proof-that-covid-19-exists/?vgo_ee=pop39IkA5q7PPtzP+HLdhKpTEThj8pFPOSGCBEGKeUE=
http://tapnewswire.com/2021/01/the-injection-fraud-its-not-a-vaccine/
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Reuters interviewed Mark Lynas, a visiting fellow at Cornell University’s Alliance for Science
group, who said no vaccine can genetically modify human DNA. “That’s just a myth, one
often spread intentionally by anti-vaccination activists to deliberately generate confusion and
mistrust,” Lynas told Reuters. “Genetic modification would involve the deliberate insertion of
foreign DNA into the nucleus of a human cell, and vaccines simply don’t do that.” But how
does she guarantee us that no foreign DNA won't go in in some of the vaccines. I heard
some vaccines are human targetted with a purpose in mind!

Ted Baker
#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

The vaccine isn't designed to insert itself into DNA (and yes, a few experimental
varieties are).  It merely hijacks the cellular protein factory to produce pieces of
recognizable viral coating just like a natural virus does.  Never goes into the nucleus, at
least not intentionally.

OTOH, our normal nuclear DNA is littered with bits of ancient viruses that got stuck in
there by accident.  Accidents DO happen.

 

Faeriedust

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Hmm... I'm sure this is the tip of the iceberg.  VIP's getting their vaccine ahead of the
common folk. They'll blame it all on "distribution problems" and weather.  Only 2.5 million
out of a 20 million target for December. 

https://time.com/5925135/new-york-covid-vaccines-fraud/

Meanwhile, lots of middle Americans falling for disinformation telling them they don't need to
follow health guidelines. Wake up.. 

OutaTime43

#

#

https://time.com/5925135/new-york-covid-vaccines-fraud/
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

"Health guidelines" are of two sorts: 1) feel-good placebos encouraged in order to train
the plebes in submission and make them feel like they have power over their lives, and
2) money-making propositions that steer paying traffic into the doors of professionals
(you know, the ones who come up with "guidelines") for unnecessary tests and
procedures.

There are no others.  Anything promulgated by a government agency and posted in
signs on doors is guaranteed BS.

 

Faeriedust

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Turn on, tune in, drop out

This advice will get you through it, unless you misinterpret the advice

philmannwright

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Ah yes. Mr. Leary. Now your ashes need to keep from getting hit by Elon's space Tesla.
RoboFascist 1st

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

I keep reading that the nurse in TN that fainted on TV after taking the vaxx has died.

But I don't see any reference to the obituary or any other news.

What is the truth on this?

wasd

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

She was reincarnated as a squirrel in Queens.
RoboFascist 1st

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

She voted twice for Biden, once alive, once dead.
curtisw

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

https://www.bitchute.com/video/4mdIxUsjXjEb/
BURNtheMSM

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

So young children get vaxxed and they have THE WORST reactions..

WHY?

Simple..  their bodies have NO protection..  immune response to defend against such
toxins..

Depending on how old they are and how developed their immune systems are at the time .. 

ie.. did the mother breast feed?? which helps...

at the time of injection explains the INITIAL "REACTIONS"..

referred to as a cytokine storm within the body ..   of high temps and attacks on the
body immune system..

WHICH .. if properly mitigated...

can show much more positive outcomes...  and if not.. 

disability for a lifetime  

Estimated cost per child ... 5 MILLION..

jafo2me

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/4mdIxUsjXjEb/
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Older and sick is all that should be taking this vaccine.  This was never to be a boon for the
Fraud Fauci or Gates!!

MFL5591
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

What's the prognosis on Bells Palsy from the vaccination? 
Hyper Entropy

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

see expanation above..
jafo2me

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Take a shot in the other arm to even out the facial droop.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

seems reasonable 
Hyper Entropy

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

BECAUSE...

The BANKS and "THEIR CURRENCY" is collapsing... 

they are quickly running out of time... 

and now I will quote from the research...

"The first and most important goal is the replacement of the existing U.S. dollar currency
system used by the general population with a digital transaction system...

that can be combined with a digital identification and tracking placed into the
INJECTIBLE...

NOT A VACCINE...

Thank you Bill Gates and Microsoft ...  who also stand to make Billions from this..

 

jafo2me
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

MasterCard too. A world beyond cash. Sounds so quaint 
BinAnunnaki

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

They tried the Libra coin

It failed

This will fail too

captain noob

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

I miss Tiffany
captain noob

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

"have come as a surprise to researchers, 'who assumed hospital staff would be among
those most in tune with the scientific data backing the vaccines."

That's the problem, they ARE in tune with the real scientific data backing the vaccines. There
is damn little of it, and what there is doesn't pass the smell test. Since there have been
significant ill effects among those who have taken a vaccine, there was apparently
insufficient testing for immediate safety, and of course ZERO testing for long term safety.
These vaccines are obviously experimental, only given "emergency" approval by the FDA,
which is not especially famous for actually protecting us from medical
misadventure, regardless what the propaganda may imply.

Alice-the-dog
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

How can "US Nurse Sandra Lindsey" be the FIRST person to receive the "vaccine" when
Tiffany Dover was murdered on TV after receiving the "vaccine"?  Even if you don't believe
Tiffany is dead, she received a Pfizer "vaccine" weeks ago?

MoralsAreEssential

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Justice for Ben and Tiffany Dover
captain noob

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Ben Dover? lol
Sandman69

#

#

1 Reply"

23 hours ago

Yes. Poor Ben Dover is now a single man, as shown on his current Farcebook
profile.

BURNtheMSM

#

#
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Reply"

21 hours ago

What, like Den Dover and take your shot in the a$$?
Sandman69

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

You like your cosy healthcare job, looking after all those empty beds? Then shut up and take
your death serum!

 

JMRPete

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

I told ya Mike Pence is dirty.

Here he is shown with Shawn Henry exec at Crowdstrike.

This is one crazy movie folks.

https://gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/061/207/823/original/103483bd1b454738.
png

littlewing

#

#
2 1 Reply"

1 day ago $ %

Just give it to demsheviks.
deus ex machina

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

The State Destroyed the economy a return to family religion and education and technology
as a tool
https://youtu.be/xSccA1JHBLk

Justus_Americans

#

#

&

https://gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/061/207/823/original/103483bd1b454738.png
https://youtu.be/xSccA1JHBLk
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2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

 

Leaked Pentagon Video Flu Vaccine Used to Modify Human Behavior

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bs31ep_H8jw&feature=emb_logo

rah rah rah

Fireman
#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

,

Linguo

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Hello Liberty .. nice to see you again.
behind the curtain

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Guess who will be the first in the Fema camps once JB is sworn in
Obamanism666

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Who, Professor ?
Linguo

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

you and your husbands dude
condotdo

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Witty, for a Fascist.
Linguo

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bs31ep_H8jw&feature=emb_logo
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Reply"

1 day ago

those medics that refuse and an idiot like you will be a guard
Obamanism666

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

The real fun begins when Kamala officially take the reins in late January and
launches the COVID Rehabilitation & Recovery Boot-camps nationwide.

BorraChoom

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

I’m going to start a new organization, non profit of course. Trumpanzees
Anonymous. Doors open 1-20-2021.

Linguo

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Trump-utans

Trumpillas

Spider-Trumps

Howler-Trumps

Proboscis -Trumps.

Do you see how much of a juvenile wanker your word-plays make you seem?

T.Gracchus

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Novavax is in stage 3 of a more traditional vaccine.  While still rushed (I’m still not wanting
any COVID vaccine) i would personally prefer this over the mRNA ones.  For those who want
a vaccine I suggest waiting for this one or another traditional vaccine.  

Robert De Zero

#

#
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6 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

You can't trust anything, especially what they tell you that you are receiving. 

This government has blood all over it's hands in many different directions.

Ms No

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

We wouldn’t be in the vaccine nightmare if politicians would stop vaccinating themselves
with Bill Gates pole.  

Robert De Zero

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

https://www.rt.com/news/511332-israel-vaccination-coronavirus-pfizer/
Dogspurt

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

We should prepare to read more stories like these in the near future. I haven't lost faith
completely but overall the human race has proven to be easy to manipulate and herd
into culling themselves. Why people can't see the truth when it is right in their face truly
puzzles and bothers me.

hugin-o-munin

#

#

2 5 Reply"

1 day ago

Hey Trumpanzees, how do you geniuses propose to stop the pandemic ? Sorry, there is no
pandemic in the demon filled world of Trumptardville. That’s OK. More vaccine for sane
people.

Linguo

#

#

https://www.rt.com/news/511332-israel-vaccination-coronavirus-pfizer/
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3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

There is nothing to stop except a lying media and medical industry. Please go ahead
and get vaccinated in fact make sure to get a double dose of all their mRNA hydrogel
concoctions. Why not? You don't want to be thought of as a science and fact checked
truth denying Trumptard now do you?

hugin-o-munin

#

#

2 4 Reply"

1 day ago

^^ Darwin Award candidate ^^
Fart Vandelay

#

#

1 3 Reply"

1 day ago

) ) ) ) ) )

Linguo

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

^^Two generations of (((bolsheviks))). ^^
Lee Harvey

#

#

3

1 day ago

Says the Nazi.
Linguo

#

#

1

1 day ago

^^Pays prostitutes to dress as Hitler amd spank him.^^
Lee Harvey

#

#

2 4 Reply"

1 day ago

They plan to shoot the virus with their guns
Fart Vandelay

#

#
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2 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Which they spent their last dollar on.
Linguo

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

We simply don't care if you old, weak, sick cowards die off. That's why I don't wear a
mask, and won't vaccinate.

Good Luck, runt.

Lee Harvey

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Is that what they tell you at “ Storm Front “ ?
Linguo

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Chabad Lubavitch Theosophical Society.
Lee Harvey

#

#

2 8 Reply"

1 day ago

Ha ha ha ) ) )

Federal judge throws out Gohmert lawsuit asking Pence to interfere in Electoral
College count

Fart Vandelay

#

#

5 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Will you still be gloating and laughing when everything collapses and Red Dawn is
realized?  I don’t think so.  So enjoy a Pyrrhic victory as the country collapses and
descends into hell.  You’ve been warned.

Robert De Zero

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

Lol... red dawn % %

Boomer?

Fart Vandelay

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

The country with the GDP of Italy is going to land paratroopers next to the high
school. Git yer gun!

BoomChikaWowWow

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

lol? Gen X here and he is absolutely right. The US is heading straight toward a
civil war and most idiots don't even seem to realize this. Once it starts and that
could be as soon as next week, making silly jokes won't be that popular anymore.
Wake up FFS.

hugin-o-munin

#

#
1 3 Reply"

1 day ago

" " " " " " " " "

Linguo

#

#

1 2 Reply"

1 day ago

OMG...CW2!! Earl, Git muh xxxxl Punisher shirt. 
Fart Vandelay

#

#
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1

1 day ago

How little you know.    Joe and his Ho will take it deep, selling out the
country .   Google, Facebook, Twitter and Apple have already sold out.   You
can mock and assume I’m a hillbilly, I really don’t care.  Biden is the enemy
inside the gates.  His quiet fascism will place Multinational corporations and
the highest bidder Uber Alles.

 

Robert De Zero

#

#
2 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Fart Vandelay, tard slappa, solarstone, stoned solar, and like three other avatars
are all exactly the same autistic ((( ))) named Sunstein, a resident of the Nation's
turd factory, San FagShitsCo., CA.

Being autistic, he can't stop using the word "tard". His anger issues originate
from a botched circumcision.

 

Lee Harvey

#

#

1 3 Reply"

1 day ago

What’s with the ((( ))), Reich Chancellor?
Linguo

#

#

1 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Lee Harvey.. a Trumptard AND a Covidiot. And #triggered
Fart Vandelay

#

#

1 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Worst movie ever made. It was the racist war criminal Reagan’s favorite.
Linguo

#

#
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1 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The movie is a metaphor, the invasion is quiet.  The coup come through
investments in Hollywood and the media, intellectual property theft, pay for
play (Joe and Hunter for example), buying up large tracts of farm land, buying
ports, infiltrating corporations and government, etc.   The carcass is easier to
consume after the country has fallen into civil chaos and self destructs with
nudging and prodding through propaganda and brainwashing.

Robert De Zero

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Paranoid, schizophrenic and delusional with delusions of grandeur and
persecution complex. Trumptarditis in the extreme.

Linguo

#

#

1 day ago

Noticing patterns is what IQ tests are based on, mein fuhrer.
Lee Harvey

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Red Dawn(2012)?

China wouldn't let the film run in China unless they changed the script. 

Lee Harvey

"The filmmakers behind the long-delayed 'Red
Dawn' remake have decided to switch the villains
from Chinese to North Korean, in an effort to
increase the film's box office potential in China. By
Chris Schrader Mar 16, 2011."

#

#

2 3 Reply"

1 day ago

If you don't get the vaccine you're gonna have a bad time. 
Haboob

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

are you having good times after GMO injection?
FakePCR_tribal_COVID_plandemic

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Yes. 95% which is good enough to get society re-started
Fart Vandelay

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Which type of society would that be?
bloostar

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

4yrs of utter failure and Covid. It most certainly does
Fart Vandelay

#

#
4 Reply"

1 day ago

It will soon be all but impossible to travel internationally without both a negative test
and an immunization certificate.

Pdunne

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Black market in fake immunization cert in 3...2...
BoomChikaWowWow

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

50% of the Cali doctors and 99.99% of the conspiracy theorists concur. 
Zombie

#

#
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2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Canadian government bought enough doses to immunize every Canadian 4 times.

They are not effing around.

Pdunne
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Good. They can hell us vax the antimask idiots asap 
Fart Vandelay

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

- . /

Lee Harvey

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Trouble In Democratville!

PELOSI HOME VANDALIZED WITH PIG'S HEAD, FAKE BLOOD...

'WE WANT EVERYTHING!'

Anger Over Stimulus?

Joe, Nancy to Draw on History in Bid to Unite Fractious Dems...

Templar X

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

Reminds me a Jewish girl spray painting swastikas on her own door and calling Jewish
MSM reporting antisemitism...

FakePCR_tribal_COVID_plandemic

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I don't think that is the case here.
Templar X

#

#

https://www.tmz.com/2021/01/01/nancy-pelosi-house-vandalized-pigs-head-fake-blood-spray-paint-stimulus/
https://www.tmz.com/2021/01/01/nancy-pelosi-house-vandalized-pigs-head-fake-blood-spray-paint-stimulus/
https://www.tmz.com/2021/01/01/nancy-pelosi-house-vandalized-pigs-head-fake-blood-spray-paint-stimulus/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/joe-biden-nancy-pelosi-to-draw-on-their-history-in-bid-to-unite-fractious-democrats-11609506000
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

hope not
FakePCR_tribal_COVID_plandemic

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Hospitals will just require all personnel get vaccinated for 'patient safety'.  It is only a matter
of time.  How about 'all government workers' get vaccinated first.

ipso_facto

#

#

2 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Young and skinny people, just want to kill the fat, disabled and old people, in Jesus's name.
To get that inheritance.

zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

2 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Is that wrong?
hoytmonger

#

#
2 Reply"

1 day ago

Discord about the Covid hoax, vaccines, Great Reset - https://discord.gg/CnCDAm7
unknownuser74

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

IVERMECTIN PREVENTS COVID. Ivermectin "is" the vaccine prevention they don't want you
taking because it's dirt cheap and works!

https://www.dhakatribune.com/health/coronavirus/2020/12/26/bangladeshi-researchers-
find-ivermectin-effective-as-covid-19-preventive-drug

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tq8SXOBy-4w

MaxmaxExtreme

#

#

https://discord.gg/CnCDAm7
https://www.dhakatribune.com/health/coronavirus/2020/12/26/bangladeshi-researchers-find-ivermectin-effective-as-covid-19-preventive-drug
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tq8SXOBy-4w
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2 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Cattle dewormer ?
Linguo

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Apparently so. I don’t understand this, not into the medical stuff, but it seems off to
prescribe cattle dewormer for a flu-like virus.

Plus Ultra
#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

 Maybe you should read before opening your pie hole. Here's another gift, or you
can let your ignorance be bliss, I don't give a sht.

  https://worldhealth.net/news/proposal-halt-covid-19-pandemic-ivermectin/

MaxmaxExtreme

Proposal To Halt The Covid-19 Pandemic With Ivermectin

#

#

4 2 Reply"

1 day ago

AND I have enough Ivermectin here now to treat 2,400 kgs of horses or about 30
people.

Dosage for humans is 0.2mg /kg body weight.

I think that might be enough for my family and I.

Thutmoses

#

#

2 3 Reply"

1 day ago

I will pray for you and your family.
Linguo

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

https://worldhealth.net/news/proposal-halt-covid-19-pandemic-ivermectin/
MaxmaxExtreme

#

#

https://worldhealth.net/news/proposal-halt-covid-19-pandemic-ivermectin/
https://worldhealth.net/news/proposal-halt-covid-19-pandemic-ivermectin/
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1 2 Reply"

1 day ago

That’s a lot of worms!
The Persistent Vegetable

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Resistance from nurses is a surprise, as one would expect their exposure to greater risk and
awareness of suffering the virus causes, coupled with medical knowledge, all ought to
encourage them to get their shots. Frontline healthcare workers are already at the hospitals,
they’ve been prioritized, it is easy to vaccinate them, but a surprising number don’t want the
shots.

The speed with which the vaccine was developed and novel technology applied, as well as
uncertainties over long term effects, likely explain some of this reluctance. Also hospitalized
covid patients are probably in more serious condition, but just a small fraction of the positive
‘cases’. Medical professionals know there are hundreds of thousands of ‘asymptomatic’
who’ve tested positive and require no treatment other than to recommend isolation,
monitoring and the mask.

To boost vaccination they’ll have to go after captive populations (prisoners, addicts in rehab,
elderly in nursing homes, students in dormitories, the military, law enforcement...). Then they
may require the shots to maintain eligibility for public benefits and services, getting a driver’s
license, collecting unemployment, riding a bus, even purchasing postage, could require
proof of vaccination.

Plus Ultra

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Nurses see it is only the aged, chronically ill and morbidly obese dying of Wuhan 
BinAnunnaki

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

There is a world wide financial collapse coming

and when that happens, all the vaccine crap will

be history. To bad we have to experience a total collapse

to get rid of the shot.

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

the shot heard round the world
atomic balm

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Men's hearts will fail...
JUST THE FACTS

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

All part of the plan.  They will try to use the "Great Reset" to bribe people to take the
vaccine with the promise of food and a return to normalcy.

Fortunately, we have Bitcoin and no longer need their funny money.  The plan will fail
miserably, and the perpetrators of this great crime against humanity will be tried,
convicted, and unceremoniously hanged.

Here's a big secret that "they" don't want you to know: they are much more afraid of
you than you are of them and with damn good reason.

fackbankz

#

#

2 10 Reply"

1 day ago

Stop all interstate air travel for non-immunized folks.

Get with the program or Stay home.

Pdunne

#

#
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6 2 Reply"

1 day ago

The vaccine does not keep you from getting the virus or spreading the virus, per the
CDC.  Doesn't really matter who is vaccinated.

TrumpyBear

#

#

2 6 Reply"

1 day ago

It prevents getting sick, so if you are immunized and the passenger beside you is
infected it isn't a problem.

Pdunne

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Ever met a person who got the flu shot and then never got the flu? I didn't think
so.

NumbNuts

#

#

1 6 Reply"

1 day ago

I haven had the flu for 20 years and I still worry about Covid it is much more
lethal.

Pdunne

#

#

1

1 day ago

Then get the f***ing shot. No one is trying to stop you. If you're immunized
you're safe, right?

Montgomery Burns

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

I've never had a flu shot my entire life. Haven't had the flu in eight or more
years. Not even the common cold. 

cbxer55

#

#

2

1 day ago

Clean living and pure thoughts...
JUST THE FACTS

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

I got two flu shots, both times ended up on my death bed. Last one was over
ten years ago and haven’t had the flu since. Never again and absolutely not
getting the killer gates vax. I’m sure pdunce will say it’s because the last flu
shot, ten years ago worked! 

Tigbits

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I never travel by air. Don't like being groped by the TSA jockeys
cbxer55

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

True that it is a national disgrace what they do.

Osama is still laughing.

Pdunne

#

#
3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

You'd force that on people, over a hoax?
NumbNuts

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Yea, morons post hoax,, it's getting boring.

Covid hoax

Trump Election hoax

Trump Tax evasion hoax

Too many to list.

 

 

Pdunne

#

#
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1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Too many to list. 
cbxer55

#

#

1 2 Reply"

1 day ago

OK
Pdunne

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Don't forget the Russian collusion hoax. That one was a doozy. 
dirty dolphin

#

#
1 Reply"

1 day ago

to many to list

The same person posting under multiple accounts, calling people morons, is
incapable of understanding the proper use of to = idiot.  

 

Pretty Vacant

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Probably misuses then and than as well. There, their, and they're. 
cbxer55

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

They need to stop targeting demographically and simply immunize everyone willing.
Pdunne

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Go for it
Loco Hum

#

#
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2 5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

The ratio of Kniggers in high end Gov jobs is ridiculous, most of them have an average
(Knigger) IQ.

Shue
#

#

3 2 Reply"

1 day ago

13% = 99% in modern day America. Look anywhere. EEO has consequences. 
arby63

#

#

2 3 Reply"

1 day ago

You paid three hundred to be able to spell it correctly. So go to the premium side. 
The Persistent Vegetable

#

#

2 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Na mate, only AU $40.

Shue

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Russia stopped the EBOLA hoax ( that was gonna kill everybody ) by creating a 'vaccine'
and giving it to Africa for FREE !

If they try to make it mandatory - EVERYONE should just request the RUSSIAN vaccine !!

I would bet it will be banned in US affiliated countries !!

Remember Gates wanted the WORLD vaccinated with HIS vaccine - that won't be
happening - Russia is filling requests worldwide - China's vaccine would be identical to
Russia's !!

Vlad has ***KED the WEST over again !

https://sputnikvaccine.com/about-vaccine/

JackOliver4

#

#

https://sputnikvaccine.com/about-vaccine/
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

The Moderna and Pfizer vaccines are mRNA vaccines. That sounds scary enough, but the
Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine is a DNA vaccine. I have been trying to find information about
whether the DNA stays in cells indefinitely and causes them to continue making the spike
proteins. That would have to damage longterm health, it seems to me. But all the information
I found so far has ignored that obvious question. 

Good4Nothin
#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Was my understanding that the AstraZeneca vaccine is a traditional dead virus
vaccine.

TrumpyBear

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Well mRNA supposedly do not enter the nucleolus ...But DNA is the blueprints for life
and staying alive.....upping the ante taking that one.....From Defcon 4 to defcon 5...LOL

CrabbyR

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

We are in it all together right - well except billionaires and powerful who profitted from faux-
vid do do what they want and go where they want. You mean the "heroes" that work here
would rather get sick than take the vaccine, thats counter narrative, what a conundrum we
are in now - the matrix is broken.

Flynt2142ahh

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I watched this extraordinary video yesterday and what is playing out today is eerily similar
to what happened with aids. The players are all the same including Fauci.  I believe you'll
learn something watching this video. 

Dr Robert Willner Injects HIV into himself - YouTube

 

JethroBodine_
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Indeed many similarities. With HIV, the "treatment" killed many.
cielukman

#

#

2 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Cmon man! Get this covid off the top and put some lin wood there! I need to know what the
heck he’s been smoking. 

The Persistent Vegetable

#

#
2 4 Reply"

1 day ago

WAIT WAIT WAIT!!! I thought healthcare professionals were all liars and cheats, trying to turn
you into deep state stooges with micro chips! So then not taking the vaccine is evidence
that NOT taking the vaccine is the deep state conspiracy!!!

Mtnrunnr

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

No, no, no, no, no.  You have to separate the DOCTORS, who give the orders and take
the bribes, from the nurses and other workers, who are educated to obey
orders and believe what they're told.  And when they BOTH refuse to take the vaccine -
- RUN!

Faeriedust

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9WFhw5HHHbQ
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2 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

THE BRI will take monetary control away from the Rothschilds - THATS what this is all about
!

"EVERYTHING is about sex - except sex - sex is about POWER" Oscar Wilde 

Oscar forgot MONEY !

Sex AND Money are about POWER !

 

JackOliver4
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

What do they understand that we do not?

When did they find out?

What are they telling each other about the results?  

 

 

A_Huxley

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Alabama 31 Notre Dame  14

Roll Tide.

Wayne

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

How many super spreaders in the stadium, Professor?
Linguo

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

There are never enough superspreaders 0✌ 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 2 0

househonky

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Kumala is number one. 
cbxer55

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Notre Dame says it was Russian interference and no flag.
itstippy

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Are they also called the fighting Irish?
JUST THE FACTS

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

But, but, but, "Science" to quote Thomas Dolby.
johngaltfla

#

#
2 3 Reply"

1 day ago

They say  Ignorance is Bliss.
Pdunne

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

You should know!   ;)
cbxer55

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

If theses refusals “will have disastrous consequences” then the consequences are no worse
than what we have now. 

Chuck Walla

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Mandatory Covid-19 vaccines? ‘Everything is on the table,’ says Dr. Fauci

https://www.rt.com/usa/511326-fauci-covid19-vaccine-mandatory/

Corn Popp
#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Does a hospital refuse to treat a car victim injury

when the person wasn't wearing a seat belt?

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

 'who assumed hospital staff would be among those most in tune with the scientific data
backing the vaccines.'

They're also most in tune with the high risk groups and conditions. And know they mostly
aren't over the line. Plus, many have probably taken an antibody test and know they've been
exposed and know their system what fought it off.

Big Beauregard

#

#
2 8 Reply"

1 day ago

The government's paying for the shot, and they cost like $100 a pop, so why not get one?
itstippy

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Well, because I don't need it.
Templar X

#

#

1 8 Reply"

1 day ago

There's a halfway decent chance it won't cause any longterm health damage, and it
might help you get into movie theaters and stuff, so why not?  It's free.

itstippy

#

#

https://www.rt.com/usa/511326-fauci-covid19-vaccine-mandatory/
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

I do hope your posts are a joke or else you are one dumd son of a b!tch
Freefromeudictatorship

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

You're better off waiting for the movies to show up on You Tube with
commercials. You don't know, nor does anyone know the long term health
damage that the vaccine may cause. Vaccine is free so I can go dump $50 at a
Communist Chinese owned movie theatre? No thanks.

Caliphate Connie and the Headbangers
#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

can i have the cash instead?
The Big CluB

#

#

4 2 Reply"

1 day ago

That would be awesome!  Maybe get both - the shot so you can get into movies and
restaraunts, and the money to pay for them.  

itstippy

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Is it good at the Mustang Ranch?
JUST THE FACTS

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I think you still have to wear a mask and other stuff.  
itstippy

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I heard the Mustang Ranch is closed. Boarded up. No longer exists. Sad. 
cbxer55

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Another victim of the Covid-19 no doubt.  That's why this vaccine is so
important, so we can have local businesses and jobs like the Mustang Ranch.

What did they do with all the mustangs?  Turn them loose?

itstippy

#

#

1

1 day ago (Edited)

No, I heard about  two years ago, before all this BULLSHIT started. It was a
government run brothel. Maybe that's why it's no more. 

cbxer55

#

#

1

1 day ago

 A world without women would be a pain in the asss.

Mae West

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Cuz its poison?
cielukman

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

That black gal looks like the black model

Naomi Campbell? 

JUST THE FACTS

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

What you are not being told about this vaccine industry and their political bum-buddies:

https://www.globalresearch.ca/search?q=vaccine&x=5&y=18

Herdee

#

#

https://www.globalresearch.ca/search?q=vaccine&x=5&y=18
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2 7 Reply"

1 day ago

With immunization available it should at least slow the epidemic in the USA  over time.
Globally it should be more effective.

Clearly the USA has presented the worst response in the word to this virus, so arguably it
cannot get any worse.

The USA's 3500 deaths yesterday is 27% of the global total.

Interesting to note Taiwan has not recorded a new infection for 260 days.

Pdunne

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

You repeating the talking heads?
CrabbyR

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Truth hurts, doesn’t it ?
Linguo

#

#
1 Reply"

1 day ago

Talking heads look good but they are hired because they dont think good So
Linguo what is your problem?

CrabbyR

#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 day ago

We could cure covid 19 tommorrow by simply ending testing and ending covid 19 as a
death cerificate check box.

Aubiekong

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

You have to turn off TV and cell phones, too. That would really kill it.
Wayne

#

#
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1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Because Taiwan had early intel and knew last December that there was an outbreak in
Wuhan and the country immediately banned all travelers from mainland China while the
rest of the world welcomed them during the Lunar New Year holidays.

Hocusbocus

#

#

1 2 Reply"

1 day ago

They took deliberate action, that much is true.
Pdunne

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Social discipline is an important part of the culture. Here Trumptards take it as a
personal affront to be asked to do something for someone else.

Linguo

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

LOL you think a virus cares if you wear a cloth mask or stand six feet apart?  You
are a bafoon...

Aubiekong

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

How did Taiwan stop the pandemic ?
Linguo

#

#

3 1

1 day ago

Here's a fact. When there was a run on toilet papers in Taiwan, they came
out with a brilliant slogan that goes "We all have only one @sshole."

Hocusbocus

#

#

3 1

1 day ago

Dont test...
Aubiekong

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

They also notified the WHO it was transmissible human to human in December last
year. ZH had that report about a year ago.

Big Beauregard

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Dude wake up please before its too late for you. 
Bossman1967

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

How is this Covid virus doing in Africa?  Asking for a friend.
mtndds

#

#

1 8 Reply"

1 day ago

Running rampant. Dying like flies in South Africa, for instance
Schlump

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

There have been 28,887 supposed COVID-19 deaths in South Africa over the past10
months.

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402994234
67b48e9ecf6

Meanwhile, there have been, 347,517 deaths from COVID-19 over the same 10
month period in America, according to the liars in our medical establishment and
government.

The CDC itself has said the numbers are inflated to such an extent that
approximately 6 percent of those 347,517 deaths are people who actually died from
the COVID-19 flu strain, rather than with it.

Templar X

#

#

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html%23/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
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3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

People die ! How many births since march?
Bossman1967

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Covid is cratering in Africa, much to the chagrin of leftlibproggs!

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1201971220322426

Sigh.

Background

COVID-19 continues to spread worldwide, with high numbers
of fatalities reported first in China, followed by even higher
numbers in Italy, Spain, the UK, the USA, and other advanced
countries. Most African countries, even with their less
advanced healthcare systems, continue to experience lower
COVID-19 mortality rates. This was the case as the pandemic
reached its first peak, plateaued, and declined. It is currently
rising again in some countries, though not as rapidly as before.

This study aimed to determine the predictors of COVID-19
mortality rate. This may help explain why Africa’s COVID-19
mortality rate is, ironically, lower than that of more advanced
countries with better health systems. This will also assist
various governments in balancing their COVID-19 restrictive
and socioeconomic measures.

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

I read somewhere out of 220 million there were 1100 deaths, in places where people
are taking HCQ and Ivermectin for Malaria and River Blindness.

Sorry no link can't remember where read this factoid. 

Born2Bwired

#

#

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1201971220322426
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2 10 Reply"

1 day ago

I recommend that all Trumpanzees refuse to take the vax. Trumpanzees are naturally
immune to covid. 4 

Schlump
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Trumpanzee ? ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )

Linguo

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

You can have mine. Free, bitch.
Wayne

#

#

2 7 Reply"

1 day ago

No wonder US is hailed as the nation of dick heads
sunhu

#

#
2 Reply"

1 day ago

The Future of Vaccines

https://youtu.be/UQvaQFdGLn8

HAL9000rev1

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Covid mantra to distract from breaking major voting fraud stories...

https://twitter.com/PatrickByrne?
ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor

Slapper

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

In Lunaticville. 
Linguo

#

#

https://youtu.be/UQvaQFdGLn8
https://twitter.com/PatrickByrne?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
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1 day ago

Take the kill shot or quit.
KnightsofNee

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

ZH gotta catch up to the big stories...

"WE CAUGHT THEM: Pallets of Fake Ballots in Georgia’s Fulton County Were Identified,
Filmed and Sampled Before Moving Trucks Picked Them Up and Shredded Them"

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/01/caught-pallets-fake-ballots-georgias-fulton-
county-identified-filmed-sampled-moving-trucks-picked-shredded/

Slapper

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

ZH should do a piece on Lin Wood stalking Roberts, pence, Kemp, etc...Wood  pointing is a
great story as we will see...

It is likely that Trump has given him extremely sensitive Declass info and he is conducting an
info/terror/burn program on the targets...

 https://twitter.com/LLinWood/status/1345096795865706496

Slapper

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

What bothers me is that to get the manufactures on board...there was the no liability clause
that was manditory for Big Pharma to be protected. Why is that? If the process is safe...like
we are being told...then why the protection? Although we can sue people for brewing hot
coffee...so there is that...everybody wants something for nothing. 

SkytrainC47

#

#

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/01/caught-pallets-fake-ballots-georgias-fulton-county-identified-filmed-sampled-moving-trucks-picked-shredded/
https://twitter.com/LLinWood/status/1345096795865706496
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2 Reply"

1 day agoSchroedingers Cat

You should just stop what you're doing and read Lin Wood's Twitter.
 NOW!

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

LINK, please. Surely, you are smart enough to bring a link here.

p.s. UP-VOTE in anticipation of you doing that.                     _JLG.

JOHNLGALT.

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Lin Wood should have read my Zerohedge comments starting November 4th......
because I've been pointing out that the Republicans were in on the steal since the 4th.

 

Too much fraud. No way they pushed it that far without getting the green light.

Nature_Boy_Wooooo
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#
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1 day ago

Bring a nice silk necktie to firmly wrap around your upper bicep while securing it with your
teeth to prepare for your hit.

5fingerdiscount

#

#
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22nd Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency Lieutenant General Scott D. Berrier
answers directly to

Secretary of Defense Chris Miller,

18th Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency LTG M Flynn

DIA has been watching the whole 'show' for more than two years, wonder why they
tried to get Flynn ASAP early on.

Gina Haspel missing since 15th November.

Epstein? this one I don't know.

Thutmoses
#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

How do we know Gina Haspel is missing?
exculpatorycredence

#

#
2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Flopping around on the floor like a beached Flounder after taking a hit is not me or the wife's
idea of having a good time.

We'll take our chances with the 'Silent deadly killer, our greatest threat since World War 2.'

5fingerdiscount

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Sandra Lindsay with the straight black hair is pushing all of the right buttons for the Woke
crowd being the first Guinea Pig for the 'miracle' vaccine but not for yours truly.

Maybe Governor Newsom can shove the unused hits up his ass?

5fingerdiscount

#

#
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The new tax already programmed in advance, ...
☺☺Who would say?
To travel to Mexico on vacation the new PCR test.
Calculated more or less 6,000 Mexican pesos.
In Mexico and in the USA or Canada $ 380.00 ..
Ready everything in advance ..
To go and return ..$760.00 WOW!
Imagine they come alive .. Positive quarantine test plus expenses ..
That's really a great maneuver..☺☺ ...?
 Good Luck..

Note : google translate from spanish..

El_Puerco
#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

They can also show the old clips of J3ws laughing happily into camera - before taking the
shower ....

Klaus Smith

To try and convince health workers to take the jab, [...] showing staff
happily getting vaccinated.

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

How many health care workers are taking HCQ (or its equivalent) with zinc and D3?

Is there a big pot of green tea in the lunch room?  I'll bet there is in Chinese hospitals.

ebear

#

#
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I'll trade you a case of plastic straws for your vax......

Yummy.

Tastes like chicken.

ZENDOG
#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

She's 31 and won't take the vax because she thinks masks will protect her. Right choice for
the wrong reasons. And why are the first vaccinations being made available to people under
50?

Nona Yobiznes

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

or does she know the mask WILL protect her more than the vax?
.000000000000000001% chance more, but nevertheless, more.

debt_slave_1029384756

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago

The only answer to that question, in line with the official narrative and data is :
genocide.

philipat

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Peoples immune response deteriorates as they get older so the truth is, this "vaccine",
even if it worked, would not trigger a strong enough response in geriatrics to be
effective... but they do apparently make good guinea pigs... 5

Eyes Opened

#

#
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